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i walked round them in full sight of
BEING HEARD TODAY THE BRIDGE SURVEYS
I the house. The huckleberries grew
in scattered clumps and I found
i
Seven Compensation Cases Excellent Progress Is Being
THREE-TIME8-A-WEEK
! three distinct kinds, hut on mentlon'
Ing
this
to
other
berry
pickers
and
“
Ross
”
Ingraham,
Veteran
Leader,
Got
His
First
Inspira

Made By Engineers Work
ALL THE HOME NEWS
In This Vicinity Before the
I rural dwellers, I find they know
tion As Member of a “Comb Band”
Subscription $3.00 per year payable In ad nothing of this difference, lluckleing At Bath.
Commission.
vance; single copies three cents.
I berries are just huckleberries to
Advertising rates based upon circulation them—something with which to make
Hearings before the Industrial Ac- | The bridge engineers who have
and very reasonable.
When another Memor and Samuel Packard were drum cldent Commission are being held in come to Bath by order of the 82d
a pie after most of the blueberries
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In are gathered.
I generally pass by
ial Day rolls around, and mers.
the City Government rooms today legislature to make surveys and ob1846
In 1874 the Courier was established
One of the Incidents of the Civil The following are assigned:
tain all necessary information in anand consolidated with the Gazette lnl882. the little black, shiny ledge huckle
the scent of apple blos
War which is strongly engraved on
The Free Press was established In 1853, and berries as they are rather dry and
Otto Holstrom versus .1. Leopold & tlciiKition of the presentation of a
soms is in the air, it is
in 1801 changed Its name to the Tribune. small; then I find a taller kind that j
Mr. Ingraham's memory was the de- Co. and the Liberty Mutual Insur- ; resolve for a bridge over the Kenneah almost certain bet
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
parture of the 4th Maine Regiment ance Co., insurers; petition for an bee between Bath and Woolwich, are
grows in both sun and shade. This
that Roscoe G. Ingraham
from its encampment on Middle award of compensation.
is shaped like a pear and is very
1 putting in long days and the work
will forget all about Ihe
street hill, and among his posses
Juicy and well flavored. Still far
R. T. Clark versus the Gouldshoro is progressing as satisfactorily As
promise he. made to him
sions
is
the
bass
tuba
'
which
ther up on the hill are the large, lus
was J Garage Co. and the Commercial Cas- I could be expected, according to J. A.
self on that anniversary
Fierceness makes error a fault and •* cious blue-black huckleberries with
a year ago—a promise in played by the late Col. G. Bred Me- ( uaity Co., insurers; i>etition for re- L. Waddell, I). E., L. L. D-, consult-• truth discourtesy —George Herbert.
*
a bloom like a grape and a different
i ing englneeer, in charge,
fact which 'he has been servey when the latter went with - view of an agreement.
j William Young versus the RockSaturday morning the engineers
.«.
leaf from the others. In Qlassachu- )
making
with
marked the Regiment to Washington.
Another organization which Mr. t |and & Rockport Lime Corp., insur- 1 cruised up and down the Kennebec
setts woods I have picked a variety
regularity
during the
14-26
Ingraham well remembers was the prs. petition to determine tiie extent river and Dr. Waddell marked all
that hangs oil long stems like a
past decade.
COMMON THINGS
cherry and whose bushes grow as
possible sites for later Investigation.
To the average reader Wide Awakes, which had big mass-of permanent impairment.
Adriano Adrigonln versus the Rockhigh as my head. Out there they
The Telegraph Point' location was
In Maine, and to many meetings and torchlight parades
Often Overlooked, But Highly En
call them "dangle berries," and I
beyond the borders of during the Lincoln campaign. He land * Rockport Lime Corp, and the surveyed Saturday afternoon. This is
was one of the drummers.
! Hartford Insurance Co., insurers; pe- for a highway bridge from the north
tertaining When Once Looked
rank them among the best.
the Pine Tree
State,
Into With Inquiring Mind.
The Beethoven Band
f tition for review of an agreement.
end of the city to a point in Wool
• • « •
there will be Tittle necessity of ex
In 1865 Mr. Ingraham had received
John Carver versus the Edward wich in the vicinity of Day's ferry.
During my High School (lays 1 plaining this somewhat cryptic state
This is said to he the narrowest
By Adella F. Veazie
visited relatives ill New Hampshire ■ ment, for Mr. Ingraham is known far instructions on the cornet from the “tyant $ <>• and the Royal Indemnity
Co., insurers; petition for an award point in the river and is the spot
one summer and my boy cousins took and wide as a bandmaster, still lead late James Wight. The following year of compensation.
where the- first ferry was operated
A Few More Berries
me all over the big farm, displaying ing processions at 80. and still ob he organized ihe Beethoven Band.
Clyde G. Watts versus M. Shorten and it was there that John Quincy
its attractions. On one of these sessed with the belief that each year Three other memiiers are still living
Up on Bare (or is it Bear) Hill
& Son and the American Mutual Lia Adams of Massachusetts crossed on
trips one boy said to the other, is his last in the band. His fare —Cornelius Doherty, Herbert Hav
, there is plenty to be seen, aside from
wells have not been quite so numer ener and Fred Morse. There were bility Insurance Co., insurers; peti- his way to Pownaiborough court
"Let's
go
over
to
the
swamp
and
> the grand view of the bay and ishouse to try a case and where Daniel
f°r an award of compensation
ous as the immortal Patti's, and not 16 memiiers of the band, and they ,1
| lands on (me side and the lake and show her the blueberry tree." Nat
Heiibert J. Leach versus the Knox Webster remarked upon the, wonder
urally I thought he was trying to so widely heralded, but Mi effect they held their rehearsals in Beethoven Railroad Co. and the Zurich Insur ful beauties of the spot when he
I country side on the other. Many a
Are grown in our own greenhouses. If you want
block, a structure which stood on
have been the same.
ance Co., insurers; petition to deter toured the eastern section of the
• day have I spent there, picking blue show oil, thinking I had never seen
Mr. Ingraham's record as a mu the site of the present Central block. mine the extent of permanent impair State. Tile telegraph wires first
fresh, crisp, beautiful blooms ask for Silsby’s Own
berries, huckleherrieq and blackber a high blueberry bush, whereas I
On
the
ground
floor
Harvey
Moore
had
picked
many
quarts
of
them
sician challenges
comparison
in
ries, and many a flock of partridges
crossed the river at that locality.
had a jewelry store and George ment.
Carnations, at The Little Flower Shop.
Much interest was manifested Fri
has whirred from the spruces and from bushes three to five feet high, Maine—perhaps in New England. W. Drake kept a shoe store.
day by the course surveyed by the
j tirs near the summit as I sought for near or on “the Bog." However, He has indulged in some form of
Mr.
Ingraham
next
played
cornet
We also have ready for you this month Cinerarias
which
brought them
a cool shady place where I could when the youngest hoy—ten years music ever since he played in a in a Camden band which was led by Civil War, and roughly estimates engineers
i eat my lunch and enjoy the view okl or thereabout—left the path and “comb" band at Ingraham's Corner George Cleveland. Later he organ that he has had more than 1000 through Edward Ktreet and up to the
started to shin up a tree whose trunk 70 years ago; has organized half a
$1.00, $1.25. Japanese Rubber Plants 75c and
pupils.
In practically every State vacant- lot on Sewall’s hill opposite
meantime.
ized two Camden bands.
One of
Just beyond those evergreen trees was as large as my arm. I began to hundred brass bands; has taught these made a trip to Bucksport to of the Union are musicians whom he the engine house of Combination 2.
$1.00. Daffodils $1.50 per dozen. Sweet Peas
lies a swampy place and there I sit up and take notice. When af upward of 1000 pupils; and has furnish music for a graduation and has taught, played with, or sold Stakes have been driven on this lot
i found some rather slender bushes on ter climbing far above our heads, he marched more than 12.000 miles in Mr. Ingraham recalls with much music to. Among the bands which to the edge of the hill opposite the
and Violets $3.00 per hundred. These are all
parades, according to his best esti
he has organized is the Mt. Pleasant otlice of Texas Steamship Co. This
j which grew dark red berries nearly bent the top of the tree down to us
Band of West Rockport, composed survey is not for a tunnel through
home grown.
: the size of a cherry, in clusters of by his weight,- my astonishment was mate. His pupils are to be found in
nf Finnish residents. He lias never Edward street hill as many have as
I three are more, and with stems two even greater than they had expected, nearly every State of the Union, some
missed a Memorial Day engagement sumed.
] inches long. In fact these berries for that tree was full of- real blue risen to prominence in other bands and
when he was where he could handle
The next spot to be surveyed will
grew as much like a cherry as they | berries—great big fat ones, sweet and orchestras, but none has ever forgotten
it.
lie from the Maine Central yard in a
; well could grow, and yet they cannot common to oiir high blueberries at the man who gave him his start in
the
musical
world.
One
reason
why
home.
Never
before
or
since
have
I
direction towards the southern point
belong to the cherry tribe. The leaf
The Firit Clarinet
SILSBY’S
of Sasanoa Bluffs in Woolwich. Tho
; is much like that of the ordinary seen anything like it, neither have this octogenarian likes to go to the
I
heard
of
one.
I
had
thought
when
I
Postoflice
after
each
Incoming
mail
Before
the
war
the
Thomaston
final location will be. for a central
, Ilex or Prinos (winterberry) and the
399 Main Street
Rockland
the
boy
began
climbing
that
it
might
is
because
there
is
sure
to
be
in
it
Band
used
brass
instruments
with
site in the heart of the business dis
| fruit has the same nauseous bitter
be
a
sugar
pear
tree
and
that
he
1
messages
from
some
of
“
the
boys.
”
piston
valves
which
later
went
out
trict.
taste, but is fleshier. I have searched
Mr- Ingraham was born at Ingra
of existence. The Rockland Band
The Woolwich sites have not been
I diligently for a name, both in the would call the fruit blueberries,
ham's
Corner,
in
what
was
then
the
thinking
I
would
not
know
the
dif

had rotary valve instruments. Those gone oven thus far but they will im
i botany and among the dwellers near
town
of
Camden,
June
30.
1844,
son
have gone out, and the piston valves mediately follow tho surveys in
those regions, hut havp had no suc- ference: but I was seventeen years
have come hack.
Bath.
■ cess, although one old farmer called old and knew supar pears as well as of Hiram H. and Jane A. (Schwartz)
Ingraham.
His
father
was
a
farmer
Dr. Waddell will only remain in
Mr. Ingraham was the first hand
them "white alders.” I think they I did other berries. How 1 did wish I
and
cattle
drover,
who
made
many
man in this locality to.use a clarinet. the field long enough to go over
cannot remain on the bush in winter could take that tree home and plant
trips
to
the
Brighton
market.
As far back as 1866 he used a saxo the preliminary aurveyB after which
as do the Prinos bertles, for they are it where 1 could show it to wonder
ing friends, for I felt that it v.ns
Under Fire Once
phone, hut didn't like it and ex he will devote his entire time to a
l too soft.
The Latest Dark Shell
worth going a long distance to see.
• • • •
changed for an alto clarinet.
compilation of statistics and pre
The hoy served the usual farm ap
The band instruments most com paring the necessary information
I When I used to go there for berries
prenticeship, and at the age of 16
AN.AUTHORITY ON BEES
Frames and Correct Lenses
monly used 60 years ago were E flat which the legislature has asked.
the whole lower part of one pasture
joined t'he staff of the Thomaston
and B flat basses, B flat baritones, Whether he will be called upon to
was a mass of wild rose bushes and
State Prison, serving some times in
Rosc-e G. Ingraham, Organizer of B flat tenors, E flat altos, E flat furnish plans or sketches of the pro
their thorns were terrible. There was Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
the capacity of night watch. His
Fifty Bands, Who's Been At It Ever and B flat cornets, bass and snare posed bridge at any of these loca
Only $10.00
' more than an acre of them and when
Mrs. Veazie describes spreading uncle, Thomas Hix, was warden of
ince 1866.
drums and cymbals.
Trombones tions is not certain, hut It is the gen
- one succeeded in passing through.
Ihe institution. Mr. Ingraham recalls
were not in use and bassoons, oboes, eral belief that when Dr. Waddell
dress, skirt and stockings were in dogbane (Apocynum androsaemifol- one lively experience—the escape of
| rags, and fortunaje indeed were iunr or A. medium) as pink flowers two prisoners. One was a powerful amusement how the hand followed saxophones, piccolos and flutes were prepares his report It will be a most
'Fikher’s; very rare Band instruments in the exhaustive one for the benefit of the
those who escaped with a whole with darker lines not “spots.”v I Englishman and he bested five of his the prayer by playing
: skin. Those thorny bushes answered hope she may read a long description pursuers before he was overcome. Hornpipe," the music for which had old days seldom cost more than $65 legislators who haye been seeking
301 Main St., Opp Park St. 1 all the purpose of a "No Trespass"
Young Ingraham was on “the walk" been given out inadvertently. Wil whereas musicians of the present more definite knowledge relative to
! sign, but this was before the days qf of this plant in Neltje Blanchan’s that night, and shots tired by one of liam Robbins and John Robbins, who day frequently pay as high as $250 the proposition than they have thus
"Nature
’
s
Garden.
”
It
is
worth
far bad placed before them. The at
posted pastures,
so I gencrallj
the guards whistled uncomfortably are still living in Camden were mem and $300.
reading.
bers of that hand.
Mr. Ingraham has several fine in titude of the Maine Central Rail
j close to his head.
'Mrs. Veazie is doing her part well
Mr. Ingraham's next experience as struments which have been present road and to Just What extent it will
The family moved to Rockland in
with nature talks in your columns 1862. and Roscoe enlisted in the 4th a band leader was in Vinalhaven. ed to him by bands which he has di he interested in a bridge proposi
Does she know of the great and i Maine Regiment. He did not go to and he recalls that Thomas J. Ly rected. One of his possessions is a tion is said to be $he one point which
learned man in Waldoboro who • the front with that famous organi ons. Owen P. Lyons and Wooster cornet with a semitone valve for the the legislators want cleared up while
We Eave recently opened an
comes from a long line of profound ( zation, however, because his parents Vlnal were among the memiiers.
fifth finger. As the'valve is now it said that the railroad is virtually
thinkers, and who doubtless reads refused to give their consent.
Mr. Ingraham has had a band In used universally for the second fin interested in more complete knowl
her contributions to this paper? I
Going to Camden he learned the every town of Knox County, and ger thia instrument is regarded as a edge as to location and type of
allude to John H. Lovell who has blacksmith's trade of Knowlton & in all has organized nearly half a great curiosity, and musicians from bridge to he built and what it- will
published books. His wife says “He Baxter, who conducted a machine hundred. A Damariscotta band of all parts of the country have called cost to get on to the structure.—
—in which—
knows everything,” and I believe her shop, and he was employed also in 35 pieces was his largest.
to see it. Mr. Ingraham also has a From Saturday’s Bath Times.
statement. This is what the Scrib Alden's Anchor Works. In his ca
Regarding yesterday's work the
Back in his younger days he yield B flat 'bugle which was picked1 up on
ners say of Mr. Lovell’s “The Flow pacity as ldacksmith he also helped ed to the lure of a ringed tent show, the battlefield at Bull Run. His first Times said:
When you begin to earn er
and the Bee.”
"The engineers completed- their
build a number of vessels which were and went as far as Bangor with a bund instrument was a B flat post
You should begin to save.
‘'The book is the first popular ex constructed in Southend yards in circus band. The circus proved a horn the like of which is not now work Monday for a highway bridge
is paid on advances. As installments on
position for amateur gardeners, bee Rockland.
financial failute, but the young mu in existence. Post hortls and B flat at Telegraph Point ut the. extreme
shares become due, transfers are made from
keepers, and flower-lovers of the
His next employment was at Vinal sician had already been disallu- bugles were succeeded by cornets. north end of the city. E. W. Axtell
very far-reaching subject of pollin haven, where he worked as tool sioned.
Another rare instrument was the B and T. N. Skolflcld of the State high
this department to the regular shares and the
ation in general. The author, who is sharpener in connection with a big
way department joined the force of
Another interesting memory con flat cornopian.
interest is increased to
biological editor of the Cyclopedia of granite contract for the government. cerns a trip which he made to the
engineers Sunday. From the NorthShipwrecked
In
The
Shoopscot
Bee Culture, is one of the foremost The wages of the stonecutters and Grand Army .National Encampment
end location Dr. Waddell will come
429 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
living authorities on bees, and the tool sharpeners had reached the un in Portland as leader of a Boothbay
Mr. Ingraham guesses that he has down street and may possibly con
volume embodies the results of precedented figure of $5 a day.
band. There were 35 bands in the marched between 12,000 and 15,000 sider another location for a combined
many years of close personal obser
procession and
Mr.
Ingraham's miles while directing or playing in railroad and highway bridge south of
A
strictly
mutual
savings
Lt
was
while
Mr.
Ingraham
was
This makes a very attractive proposition
vation.”
thus employed that the Rockland was fifth in line. His band played bands. He has made many Interest Edward street surveyed on Friday.
bank
This book is much used in colleges. schooner Ada Ames sailed from the many plantation melodies along the ing trips, and was once shipwrecked Other (Kiints to be considered will
which we will gladly explain to any one who
1 w’onder if it is in Rockland's pub island late in the fall, stone-laden parade route, and the people sang in the Sheepscot River when the probably be nearer the business dis
is interested.
lic library.
Lillian A. Cole
Missing for many weeks, she was to the accompaniment of this music. steamer Henry Morrison went ashore trict, including possibly the Maine
DEPOSITS
Union, Feb. 14.
finally given up as lost, and there The players had practiced six months on Hodgdon's Island. The excur Central freight yard to Sasanoa
Made during the first four
was a scene of great rejoicing when on 15 special selections. The parade sionists made a rush for the life pre Bluffs in Woolwich, and also a loca
one day she sailed back into port, stopped at the residence of the late servers. but got ashore without difli tion somewhat north of that, possibly
days of the month will
storm battered and her cargo of Thomas B. Reed, where the members cully. The opposition line sent a re in the vicinity of Vine etreet and
draw
interest
from
the
first
granite covered with moss, but all had 1he pleasure of shaking hands lief boat, and Mr. Ingraham acted as whatever other sites present them
»
pilot, for he knew every inch of the selves, taking into consideration the
safe on board. She had l>een blown witli Gen. and Mrs. John A. Logan.
I
day of that month.
coast, could tell every boat's whistle easiest points of location for the rail
407 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND
far from her course, and her crew
Old Tima Favoritoi
and knew every vessel by its topsails. road."
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT
T-tf
had subsisted on tiie scantiest of
Dodworth, Downing and Reeves
He directed 'the bands which play
rations.
were the popular march writers of ed for the o|>eningM of the Knox Trot
DAIRY INSPECTOR RESIGNS
To Boothbay In Style
Ihose days and among the selections ting Park and Oakland Ikirk.
Forrest A. Barlxiur for two years
„
Member
Returning to Rockport Mr. Ingra which met with special favor were
He repairs Instruments as well as
Consolidated Stock Exchange’
ham superintended the construction "Door Latch," "Wind Mill.” "Capt. sells them, and manages to keep State Dairy Inspector, has presented
of an ice house for .Jiis father-in- Shepherd.”
of Maw York
‘‘Washington
Grays," busy all of the time. Not so busy, his resignation to Commissioner of
law, Elbridge Carleton. His repu “Wood Up," and "Departed Days,” however, hut that lie Is willing 4o Agriculture Washburn to take effect
tation as a musiciah had begun to the last named being a nocturne. drop everything when lie receives as soon as the necessary arrange
STOCKS and BONDS
spread by that time and Boothb;
The band did not have printed sheets calls, or letters from men who play ments can be. made for someone to
Publishers of the
parties offered him steady work as until the late 60s, the music 'being ed in the band when lie did back In take over the duties of Mr. Barbour.
Mr. Barbour resigns to enter private
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
i blacksmith, and $500 additional for written by Prof. Meservey.
the palmy days. And these calls and business.
leading the town band. They even
which is sent free to
Mr. Ingraham's hands have played these letters are very numerous.
■
investors upon request
■ came after him with the porgie before many of the country's most
As a young man lie used to work
steamer Grace Darling, and moved prominent men. including Presidents. hard all day on the farm or in the YOUR FAVORITE POEM
him "bag and baggage."
The director enjoys an intimate ac blacksmith shop, and then walk to
10 STATE STREET BOSTON
Mr. Ingraham became a permanent quaintance with John Philip Sousa; South Hope to a dance. Walking Is
If I had to live ny Hfe again I would
resident of Rockland in 1886, and was a friend of the late D. W. today qne of his favorite recreations have made a rule to read some poetry and
listen
to some muds at least once a week.
lias been engaged alternately as a Reeves of Providence, and has often and he considers it to be one of tli6
The loss of these tastes la a loss of happl*
ldacksmith, insurance agent or deal been entertained by T. H. Rawlin- reasons why he has kept such good neas.—Charles Darwin
er in musical instruments ever since. son of Waltham, who has charge of healthEverybody finds .him busily engaged the military music department for
POOR LIL’ BRACK SHEEP
Next to his beloved hand he likes
at his shop on Oak street, and the Oliver Dltson Company. Mr. horse trots a little better than any Poor 11V brack sheep <lat strayed away,
Done
los’ In de win’ an’ rain.
every band organized within a radius Rawlinson is a historian and writer other diversion, one reason being
An’ de Shepherd He say “O hlrelin,’
of 50 miles is largely equipped with of music. Mr. Ingraham first met perhaps, that lie lias, played for so
(io tin’ mv sheep again.”
Ingraham instruments.
him when he came to Boothbay with ma ny.
An’ de hlrelin’ frowns, “0 Shepherd,
Dat sheep am brack an’ bad.’’
Mr. Ingraham was nine years old the Waltham Watch Co.’s hand.
He was made a Mason in Kt Birt de Shepherd He smile like de III’ brack
when he and 11 other lads organized Another well known musician with Paul's Lodge, Rockiiort, and belongs
sheep
i "comb” hand In West Rockport. whom he came In contact was Dr. now to Aurora Lodge, and Golden
Is de onllewt lamb he had.
Is <Je on I lest lamb he had.
The only other survivor of that or Alton Flanders of Dorchester, Mass., Rod Chapter, O E. S.
ganization Is Frank .1. Orbeton. The with whom he played in the BoothMr. Ingraham was twice married An’ He say. “0 hlrelin.’ hasten!
musical instruments were combs bay Band, and who later joined his first wife being Isabelle Carle
•For de win’ an’ dc rain am col.’
An' dat HI’ brack sheep am lonesome
and makebelieve Instruments after Reeves Band.
ton, who died in 1884, and his sec
dere so far from the fi>V”
the style used by their elders, and
Mr. Ingraham has taught on wind i and wife Marie Williamson, a native An•Out
’ de hlrelin’’ frown, “O Shepherd.
this band was an "event" at all of instruments and drums since the i of Aberdeen, Scotland. He lias one
Dat sheep am ol’ an’ gray.”
Shepherd He smile like de 111’ brack
tiie picnics held ,in the neighborhood.
j daughter by the former marriage, But dcsheep
This incident, trifling as It ncay
Katherine S. Ingraham, who is now
Wuz fair as de break ob day,
seem, was a determining factor in
<Wu» fair as de break oh day.
organist and pianist in Broadway
yo pleafee your palate—
one of the vocations which was to
I Theatre, Chelsea, and who has trav An’ He say, ”0 hlrelin’ hasten!
that is the first requisite
lie a part of Mr. Ingraham’s life
eled all over the country as violinist
Lo, here is dv ninety and nine.
of a first class restaurant.
work, for it Inspired a desire to be
in orchestras. She is well remem But dere, way off from de sheep-fol,’
These Banks may be obtained at Rockland or any of our Branches—
come a real bandman. It was hut
Is dat 111’ brack sheep oh urine.”
To thoroughly satisfy the
bered in local music circles in con And
de hlrelin' frown, “O Shepherd.
a step from a comb instrument to a
nection with the K. S. I. Orchestra
inner man is our umbition.
De rest of de •beep am here ”
snare drum. 'Next came a fife and
But de Shepherd He smile like <le Hl’ brack
which was named in her honor.
You'll testify that we suc
then a slide trombone—the only slide
sheep
ceed !
He hoi’ It de mostew’ dear.
trombone in 'these parts.
He hoi’ It de nroatea’ dear
A MAINE GIRL
About this time there existed an
organization known as the Mt.
An’ de Shei»herd go out In de darkness.
Gat acquainted with eur
On the cover of March "Radio
Where de night was col’ an’ bleak.
Pleasant Rangers, with companies in
“Bill O’Fara”
( Stories" will he found a lino likeness An’ de 111' brack sheep Ho fin’ it.
Hope, Rockville and Ingraham's
An’ lay it agains’ His cheek.
I of Miss Irene Goodrich of Augusta An' de hlrelin’ frown, ’1) Shepherd,
Corner. The ybung men met alter
ROCKLAND, MAINE
1 who is now in New York City in
nately in these three places each
Don’ bring dat sheep to me.”
movie work. She has many friends But de Shevherd He untile nn’ ho hoi'
Saturday afternoon. The scenes were
Iln .Rockland, Camden and vicinity
being set for the great Civil War,
RESOURCES OVER $3,700,000
brack sheep—Is me,
Rockland's Fineat Eating Place
1de 111’ bra.'.k sheep—U mel
and the martial spirit was strong AVidetoniertaDenwnd~no^^Pric^/^ ! who will be pleased to know of her
—Eiuel .Mauue Colson
among these boys. Mr. Ingraham
Tues&Sat-tf I progress in her ohosen work.

RECALLS OLD BAND DAYS

The Courier-Gazette

STOP

LOOK

LISTEN

PREVENT BEING

KILLED

BY ONCOMING TRAIN

TUI CARNATIONS WE SETT

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

OREL E. DAVIES

START
SAYING NOW

Advance Payment Department

4 Per Cent Interest

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

51-2 Per Cent

ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

C.P.I

1

CP.DOWACa

Why

Not Make Your Money

I

I

WORK for YOU?

Small amounts will soon grow large enough to work if you save
them in one of our Recording Banks.

palate/

Come in and we will

tell you about them

CAMDEN

VINALHAVEN

WARREN

UNION

BCM

Security Trust Company

Newbert’s Cafeteria

madeCICAR
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Every-Other-Day

AT THE STATE CAPITOL

CmtU Mcpehn Seat and ’

Many Important Hearings Scheduled For Thia Week—
Knox and Lincoln Measures Pending.

Oh, that telihaek got his face
kicked in. Oh, how sweetly pretty 1
I just know he’s happy. Now ho
can lie (till in the hoipltal and read
aad hear the blrdlea alng and bo
glad, oh, eo glad.
|
Oh, goody. Those two big Swedes
are jumping np and down on the
quarterback. Just like boya at play.
How glad the Swedes look. And
bow happy the little quarterback
tnurt be that he can make them so
glad. Oh, football la *o lovely, so
bloody lovely, reports Outing Maga

The Courier-Gazette

Enjoy» Football Gama

THREE TIMES A WEEK

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT

Rockland, Feb. 17, 1921
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle who
on oath declares that he is pressman in the
olllce of The Courier-Gazette, and that of
the issue of this patter of Feb 17. 1925,
there was printed a total of 6,690 copies.
Before me,

FRANK 11. MILLER,
Notary Public.

OF a truth I' perceive that God is
no respecter of persons: but in every
nation he that feareth him, and
worketh righteousness, is accepted
with him.—Acts 10:34, 35.
LAWSON AND THE CUP
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GOOD FICTION

The recent death of that one-time
OFFICE SUPPLIES
multi-millionaire Thomas W. Lawson recalls a man who in his palmy
days presented one of the pictur
This Sale Is In Progress NouJ—and Will Run through The Week
esque figures in the world of finance
of that period. Older readers will
remember something of the sensa
HUSTON-TUTTLE,
INC.
tional part he played in battles with
other noted financiers of his time
and how through recurrent periods
he figured in the boldest of type
upon the front pages of the daily
prbss. At other times his full page
advertisements in the papers of the
ton and Miss Nettie Clark leave I
country set the people into excite WORKING FOR BRIDGE April 5 on the Steamship City of Sa-:
vannah.. The others go later.
ment over some pet stock that he
I expect to see some real baseball I
was for the moment manipulating— Forces At Augusta Are Not
soon as there are several big league !
—At the—
usually to the profit of its manipu
Idle, Reports Representa teams near here and they will ail
lator. whose bank accounts were re
piay games while training.
tive Thompson.
Frank H. Whitney.
ported as running into fabulous fig
ures. And he died penniless. Among
Representative Rodney I. Thomp
Pencils, paper and envelopes at
Lawson's many striking perform son, who was home from Augusta next to nothing in price at Hustonances was the building in 1901 of the over Sunday, brings word that the Tuttle's—adv.
GIRLS’ NIGHT
yacht Independence, with the pur Kennebec Bridge forces are bending
See “Mah Jongs” at the UnlversaMAINE SCHOOL OF 1
pose of entering her in the race of every effort for the success of the
list vestry, Feb. 17—adv.
that year for the defentfF of the measure, and that the Knox and
COMMERCE
of Auburn
America's cup; but he was not per Lincoln delegations areSvorking sys
LEGISLATIVE
NOTICES
VS.
mitted to put her into the race, for tematically on the proposition, with
meetings being held at frequent in
the technical reason, so it was given
LEGAL
AFFAIRS
ROCKLAND
HIGH
tervals.
The Committee <»a Legal Affairs will give a
out, that he was not a member of
"Much depends." said Mr. Thomp
GIRLS
public hearing in its rooms at the State
the yacht cluti which had served as son "upon tiie report which will be House in Augusta, on
R. H. °. Freshmen and Sophomore
WEDNESDAY. Feb. 18. 1935. 2 p m . on
the custodian of the cup. Bnraged made by the engineering experts nowteams will battle as an opener.
working at Bath. That it will be a the following:
at this ruling Lawson destroyed the
H. P. No 159 “An act relative to the
toll bridge Is a foregone conclusion, Bangor
lhiblic Library.”
Independence, upon which he had ex and nobody is talking anything else
H. No 30. "An Act relating to contracts
pended $200,000.
seriously. Aroostook County was re cf Municipal Officers.”
H P. No 233. "An Act to prohibit the
The country rang with the con ported to be solidly against the use of flrearni6 by minors.”
bridge proposition, but when this
H.
No 18. "An act providine for a jewel
troversy. Lawson issued a hook
19-21
rumor was investigated it proved to er’s lien “
IN SPORTING CIRCLES
about it, ‘‘The Liwson History of the be groundless.”
THI KSDAY, February 19, 1925. 2 P M
on
the
following'.
America's Cup," the writing of
Representative Thompson
finds i If I). No 68 “An act to regulate the ap
The big event in basketball circles
which he entrusted to a brilliant that he is not alone in opposing com pointment of Conservators when the*Judge this week is the game between Rock
of Prutmte is interested and to amend sect- port High and Thomaston High,
young newspaper man (a |l.iine boy) pulsory automobile insurance. “ft
I .ind lh of Chapter 72 of the Revised
means simply a license to kilt," said Statutes.**
which will take place in the RockWinfield M. Thompson, who for a he, quoting with ai.proval the words
H P. No. 6» "An act with reference to port Y. M. C. A. tomorrow night,
period lived in Rockland as editor of another representative: "Be care the penalty under the Act relating to de Smarting under last Wednesday
and non-support, when the offense is
of the Free Press. It is a won ful whom you license." Mr. Thomp sertion
night's defeat on the home surface,
not of a high and aggravated nature.”
Thomaston High is making the in
29-21
J. BLAINE MORRISON. Sec.
derful example of book making, in son looks with favor upon the state
constabulary hill, which would give
vasion with a revengeful spirit, deformat royal octavo, sumptuously the State Highway pilice sheriff
JUDICIARY
tei mined to hah Rockport's mad
printed and characteristically bound powers. He looks for the defeat of
The Committee on Judiciary will give a pennant dash, and reestablish itself
pubile
hearing
in
Its
rooms
at
the
State
in white canvass, the covers richly the old age pension bill and tlie pass House, in Augusta, on
in the regard of its followers. Rock
WEDNESDAY, February 18. 1825, 2 pm. port High is not worrying about
embellished with gold. There are a age of the anti-daylight saving meas
ure.
on the following :
either of its games this week. l>eing
multitude of illustrations, with each
H. D. No. 77 An Act Requiring Hiysical , reasonably confident that it will re
"Things are going along nicely."
of the famous American contesting said Representative Thompson, “and Examination before Issuance of a Marriage peat with Thomaston, and morally
License.
yachts done handsomely in colors. Legislature is ahead of its record for
•S P. No. 49 An Act to Amend Chapter certain that the game with Lincoln
;i»4, Public Laws of 1917. Authorizing the Academy Friday night
will mean
The book relates anew that always the corresponding period two years Treasurer
of State to Negotiate a Temporary
another notch in its string of vic
Loan.
fascinating story of the succeeding ago."'
S I). No 50 An Act to
Protect and tories. This game also will be played
attempts put furtg by English yachts
Conserve the Estates of Absentees.
in Rockport.
POLITICAL ASPIRATIONS
H
P
No.
87
An
Act
for
the
Recovery of
men for recovery of the famous cup
*•«»
I ••
Taxes Illegally Assessed.
20-21
following the time it was "lifted” out Burleigh
Martin Candidate
For
Spear of Bath, who refereed the
THURSDAY. February 15, 1925, 2 p m
Speaker—Owen For State Treas
of Great Britain on that memorable
Rockland-Camden
game,
Friday
on the following:
urer.
Oct.
22,
1851, attempts which
H I). No. 52 An Act to provide for the night, is much In demand as a Cen
regulation of public dances and the licens tral Board official and already has
to the present time have proved un
Representative Burleigh Martin of ing and regulation of public dance halls.
bookings nearly up to the season's
H. P No. 115 An Act authorizing the
successful. The Lawson book de Augusta will be a candidate for a re
employment of stenograj*hers by Justices of close.
• • • •
scribes these contests for the cup turn to the ftouse in 1926 and at the the Supreme Judicial and Superior Courts
H I). No. 80 An Act Relating to registra
down to the year of the Boston session of 1927 will be a candidate tion
Too
bad
the
Rockland-Rockport
of motor vehicles or non-residents, and
for speaker. Representative Martin,
game of March 4 could not lie played
financier’s
purposed
engagement who has been mayor of Augusta is few of residents
H. P. No 110 An Act relating to when
with it, the details of which piece now serving his second term in the no succession Tax shall be assessed on thu at Oakland Park That’s about the
only place large enough to accom
of controversy are presented at much House and those who have watched stock, bumls and evidences of debt of Maine modate all who will want to see it.
coi'lMJrat ions.
his
career
believe
that
he
ought
to
♦ * « #
H. P No. 85 An Act relating to driving
length, which was of course Law
return once more to this branch of m-Kor vehicles while under the influence of
Maine bowlers are in fine fettle
son's chief purpose in issuing the the legislature and that if he does intoxicating liquors.
H P. No 97 Proposing an amendment tc this winter. In a 10-string match in
book. He sent a copy of it to the this, he should be a candidate for
the Constitution of the State of Maine Waterville
last
Friday
Forrest
speaker.
They
feel
that
he
has
all
editor of this paper and we have just
(hanging the date of the State election.
Knight of Westbrook chalked up a
H. P. No 99 An Act relating to opera
the
qualifications
for
speaker
and
been renewing the pleasure of turn
total of 1142, his lowest string being
that he can win without difficulty, tion of motor vehicles
H. P. No. 98 An Act relating to itinerant 104 and his highest 137. Why not
ing over its superb pages. As a both at the polls and in the Legisla
vendora.
match him with Mr. Valley of 167
piece of book artistry it is a Joyous tive caucus.
H D. No 94 An Act relating to the ex
•
•
•
•
emption from attachment and execution of fame.
thing to look upon and its production
« • • «
certain personal property.
21-It
Hon. William 8. Owen of Milo,
must h.i^- cost what the average
FRIDAY, February 20, at 2 p. m. on the
William
E.
O
’Connell, one of the
member of the retiring Governor’s following:
best known athlete*, coaches and of
man would regard as a fortune
council, has formally announced that
H. P No 93 An Act to amend Section
Interest in these cup contests has he would be a candidate for State thirty-four of Chapter two hundred eleven ficials in Maine collegiate and scho
< f the public laws relating to the registration lastic sportdom is to be transferred
never failed to reach boiling point Treasurer two years from now. when of motor vehicles by non-residents
from PortlanU to Boston by the New
H. P. No. 109 An Act regulating the
both in this country and England. Treasurer Bonney’s term expires.
England Telephone & Telegraph Co.
Mr. Owen lias canvassed the situa parking of automobiles around public build
He reports in Boston March 2 to
With them in recent years has be tion to some extent and has received ings.
H D. No 111 An Act to amend Section take up new duties with the com
come inseparably associated the promises of support from members four
of Chapter ninety-seven of the revised pany who he has been with the. past
name of Sir Thomas Lipton, who of the Legislature representing all statutes <jf nineteen hundred and sixteen, 14 years. His career in the realm of
lelatiug to nulls and nrlll dam>.
21-22
four times in succession has built sections of Maine. So far he is the
FREDERICK W. HINCKLEY. Chairman sports commenced when he was in
only candidate for the position. Mr
HERBERT
E.
HOLMES).
Secretary
High School and he became an out
and sailed a Shamrock to four suc
Owen has served in both branches
standing star and authority on foot
cessive defeats, pursuing his at of the Sta'e legislature as well as
INLAND FISHERIES AND GAME
ball. basketball and track.
The Committee on Inland Fisheries and
tempts and hearing their defeat with one term on the executive council
• • * •
Game will give a public hearing in its rooms
and
he
is
intimately
familiar
with
a spirit and courtesy that have writ
The Jordan High School hockey
at the State House, in Augusta, on
the business affairs of the State..
THURSDAY, Feb. 26th at 2 p. m. on
team of Lewiston, coached by “Fat”
ten his name imperishably on the
He is engaged in business in Milo
•S P No. 163 An Act to create a game
scroll of true sportsmanship.
As and is vice president of the Kineo sanctuary in Knox County, to be known as French, the famous Maine athlete,
will play Rockland High on Stevens
21-24
often as the story of the cup is told, Trust Company of Dover-Poxcroft the Knox County Game Preserve.
field next Saturday afternoon at 2
THURSDAY. Feb. 26th at 2 p. ni
which
has
a
branch
in
Milo.
is related the good old tale of the fa
IS. P. 164 An Act relating to dogs found I o’clock. This event is under the
chasing moose, caribou and deer.
! auspices of the Winter Sports Com
mous dialogue of Queen Victoria
21 24
JOHN R. FLINT. Secretary
TOO HOT TO HUNT
mittee, and if the conditions are fa
With her signal-master. The Queen
vorable will call out a big crowd.
CLAIMS
with the ITince of Wales was fol
< • • •,
The Committee on Claims will give a
Down
In
St.
Petersburg
They
lowing the race from the deck of the
public hearing in its rooms at the State
Rockport High was not obliged to
in Augusta, on
royal steam yacht, the Victoria and
extend itself Friday night in the game
Welcomed a Thunder House*,
FRIDAY, Feh. 20, at 1 o’clock on the fol
with Boothbay Harbor High, and the
Albert. The signal-master, peering
lowing :
Shower To Cool Off.
H r. No 252 RESOLVE, to Reimburse latter’s scalp was added1 to its string
from the deck down the Solent, was
the Knox Publishing Company of Rockland, by a 34 to 12 score. .Substitutes Crone
Ma’.tie for Advertising for Primary Elections
asked by Her Majesty:
Fruitland Park, Fla., Feb. 10
of 1924, for which claimant failed to file ac and Spear were Irt the game a con
siderable portion of- the time, and
“Say, signal-master, are the yachts Editor of The •Courier-Gazette: —
count and vouchers
20-22
J HENRY MORSE, Secretary.
It was 80 in the shade here today
both gave a good account of them
in sight ?”
selves. The score:
"Yes, may it please Your Majesty.” but a thunder shower cooled it off,
WAYS AND BRIDGES
Rockport High
We have had a very fine wlftter so
WEDNESDAY, February 18th at 2.00 p in.
“Which is first?"
far. The orange trees are in bloom
Gnu Is
H. P.. No 20 An act authorizing the
"The America."
Welt
rf
...................
4
and the mocking birds are beginning towns to unite for the purpose of employing
a
sn
pern
ten
dent
of
ways
and
bridges.
Crone,
if
.....
............
0
to sing, so spring is here.
"Which is second?"
H. P No. 295 An act t<r provide for the Ausplund, c ............... 6
Dr. Alden went hunting today and building
"Ah, Your Majesty, there is no
«f a bridge across the Kennebec
it was so hot that his dog fainted River between the Towns of Richmond and Dow, l g ..................... 1
second."
Spear, lg ...............
0
away. He had to give it up and come Dresden.
20 21
IIOMER H DINBAR. Secretary
Tibbetts, if ................. 1
home, but the family will have quail
Bartlett, c .................... 3
for dinner tomorrow’.
One of my
PUBLIC UTILITIES
When the topic of yachting is neighbors caught a black bass that
Ausplund, lg ............... l
The
Committee
on
Public
Utilities,
will
give
under discussion, as it sometimes is, weighed 13 pounds. Some bass that a public hearing In Its rooms at the State
We are going to Tampa and St House, in Augusta, on
16
one inclines to wish that the sport
34
, THURSDAY, Feb. 19. 1925. 1 p. m . on
Boothbay Harbor High
had n,it so completely withdrawn Petersburg to look up friends there the following; All of our party are well and com
Goals Fouls I'ts.
H. P. No. 456 An Act to renew the Char
itself from local waters. There mencing to talk of hitting the north
R. Carbone, rf ......... 3
i
ter of the R. and T. Cement Railroad
have been times in the past when ward trail. Miss Jennie Blacking29 21
FTlAfKR .1. BURNHAM. Sec.
Biggins, If ....,............ 1
i
F. Carbone, If ......... 0
;
Rockland harbor was whitened with
Seavey, c ................. 1
i
The sails of small racing craft whose
Giles, rg ..................... 0
i
owners developed a keen rivalry
Hutchinson, lg
0
and the sailing of contests became
The best equipped plant in this section of the
5
2
12
matters of intense community in
Score:
Rockport 34, Boothbay
terest, Perhaps the development of
State for the manufacture of Cemetery Memorials
Harbor 12. Timer. Brown. Scorer,,
winter sports may. serve to bring
Crockett. Referee. Harold Young of
Write,
phone
or
call
now
for
Spring
Delivery
back into notice flic possibilities
Howdoin.
e . . •
that lie in the water side of our city
Rockland High plays Lincoln Acadfor sport in summer time.
enty in Newcastle tomorrow night
and will make a strong bid for the
Dealers in All Kinde of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
game, owning to its ambitions in the
When the carrier boy fails to de
Telephone Connection
pennant race. The Rockland Midgets
liver yonr paper telephone the office.
will be seen in the preliminary gaibe.
T-tf
EAST
UNION,
MAINE
I Volunteers with automobiles are
The oversight will be" promptly cor
asked to notify Coach Jones.
rected.

BASKETBALL
ARCADE
FRIDAY, FEB. 20

FRIDAY, FEB. 20

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

Augusta, Maine, Feb. 1C—I-ast
hour rushes to get bills of special
and private legislation in before the
close of reception, created a hectic
session last week.
The “Boom
Maine" program is being echoed in
the various committee hearings and
finds strongest evidence in the hear
ings before the committee on Ways
and Bridges. Boosting Maine by
first improving the roads appeured to
be a strong point stressed by all
The sum of $2,000 is asked for a
read in Southpurt and Selectman
I-owe from that town, also Mr.
Brooks, summer hotel proprietor of
that town, appeared and boosted
Maine's roads in asking .for that
amount to be used for repair of the
road leading to Southport beach. The
same men also s|>oke for the meas
ure to give $5,000 to Southport and
Boothbay Harbor for construction of
abutments to the bridge between
Boothbay Harbor and Southport, the
two towns each to give >1250 for
the same.

Vinalhaven has been Introduced l>y
Representative Boman
• • • •
The resolve in favor of thp Knox
County General Hospital, introduced
by Thompson of Rockland, has' been
referred to the committee of Appro
priations and Financial Affairs. The
hearing is scheduled for Tuesday, 2
p. m. The same representative has
introduced a resolve to renew the
charter of the Rockland and Thom
aston Cement railroad. It has been
referred to the committee on Public
Utilities. The hearing will be Thurs
day at 1 p. nt.
• • • •
Dwinal of Camden has Introduced
an act relating to operation of motor
vehicles while under the influence of
intoxicating liquor or drugs. The
act has been referred to the commit
tee on Judiciary. It is an amend
ment to a previous law. putting
more teeth into its enforcement.
,
* • • •

Xorwood of Warren has Introduced
a resolve in favor of Emily P. Grotton of Washington for a State pen
• • « •
sion. It bas been referred to the
A hearing will be held Tuesday, committee on Pension.
before the committee on Salaries and
• • • •
Fees relative to the act to Increase
A bill was presented In the Senate
the salary of the county attorney of
Knox county. The same committee Friday bv Lord of York providing a
that day will also hear the resolve penulty of $50 for anyone who shall
relative to an act to compensation to sell or deliver milk or have milk in
cferk of courts for Lincoln county. possession for that purpose after
The salary of the register of deeds having been refused a certificate of
of Lincoln county and of clerk hire legistration as a milk dealer. The
In the office of the same will also oc same senator also introduced a bill
cupy a hearing that day. Increase of providing that the commissioner of
salary of the Knox register of deeds Agriculture may make such changes
and for clerk hire in the same office and alterations in such standards as
will add to Knox and Lincoln hear he may from time to time deem ne
cessary. but no such standard shall
ings that day.
be established which shall allow the
»•••
The resolve appropriating money application of the term. “Grade A” to
to aid In the construction of a road any milk which shall contain less
in the town of I'nion will have a than 3.25 percent butter fat or more
hearing before the committee on than 100,000 bacteria per cubic cen
Ways and Bridges, at 2 o'clock Tues timeter as determined by the stand
day, Washington town road aid will ard method of the American Public
he included in a hearing at the same Health Association.
• * • •
time.
• • • •
Grant
of
Cumberland—Act to
The limit for admission of bills for amend the revised statutes reluting
special and private legislation in the tor the registration of voters. The
S2nd Legislature has been set for act provides that in the event of a
Feh. 16 at 4 p. m. Any hills which person who is unable because of in
are received after that date will be firmity or disability of any nature
referred to the next Legislature.
to go to the board of registration to
♦ • • •
register as a voter the board shall go
Mrs. Katherine Allen of Hampden, to him and register him. The same
Maine’s only woman Legislator has Senator also presented a hill which
entered a resolve, her first. It asks would give to all such infirm or dis
for payment to a Penobscot county abled persons the privileges of the
man for damages received by being absent voting law.
run into by a wild mopse.
The matter of eugenics conies into
play through the resolve entered by
Piper of Jackman, muking it a law
that all those applying for marriage
licenses undergo a physical examin
ation. The resolve has been referred
to the committee on Judiciary.
• • • •
Wing of Auburn introduced a hill
in the House last week, for an ap
propriation of $1,01)9 for the pur
chase of 125 copies of -the History of
the Town of Dresden, by the late
Chester E. Allen

I

•••«

An appropriation of $500 is asked
for improvement and repairing of a
section of the road from Town House
Corner to Xarey's Corner in the town
of Whitefield. The resolve was in
troduced by Senator Bond. The
same senator introduced a resolve
appropriating $1,000 for each of the
next two years to aid in building an :
improved road from North Newcastle 1
to Jefferson.
• « • •
A hearing will be held. Frfdny, at
1 o'clock before the Claims commit
tee upon the House paper, a resolve
to reimburse the Knox Publishing
Company of Rockland for advertising
for primary elections of 1924, for
which claimant failed to file account
and vouchers.
• • , ,
Three resolves were introduced in
the closing session of last week by
Senator Bond, for act in favor of
the towns, Somerville. Whitefield,
Newcastle and Jefferson.

„

...

. .

,

The Richmond Bridge hill, the Barwise Sectarian amendment and rail
road taxation are matters of major
importance scheduled for hearing be
fore the committees during the pres
ent week.
Richmond’s contentions will be
aired before the committee on ways
and bridges at 2 o'clock Wednesday
afternoon.
The committee on taxation "at 2
o’clock Tuesday afternoon will hear
arguments pro and con the act intro
duced by Martin of Augusta provid
ing for a new system of levying the
State excise tax on railroads based
upon the relation of the net to gross
income; and the resolve presented by
Wadsworth of Kennebec for a com
mission to investigate and make re
port to the governor and Council to
be transmitted to the Legislature not
later than Feh. 1, 1927. relative to the
necessity or advisability of changing
the existing method of taxing rail
roads and railroad corporations oper
ating in Maine.
The committee on education will
hold hearing on two big matters next
week: At 2 o’clock Wednesday after
noon on the University of Maine ap
propriation, and at 2 o'clock Thurs
day afternoon on the Barwise sec
tarian amendment to prohibit the use
of public funds for sectarian schools.
The committee on Judiciary will
hold a hearing at 2 o'clock Thursday
afternoon on an act providing for the
registration of public dances and the
licensing and regulation of public
dance halls, an act proposing an
amendment to the Constitution of the
State changing the date of the State

The Committee on Interior Waters e|ectIon from the WKond .Mon(toy in

has reported "ought to pass” on the
resolve to change the name of Pleas
ant Pond in the towns of Whitefield
and Jefferson to Clany I-ake. The
rei>ort was read and accepted and
the bill laid on the table for pi inting
under the joint rules.

September to the Tuesday after the
first Monday of November, and seven
other acts.
An act relating to close time on
lobsters* and two other measures re
lating to sea fishing will come before
the committee on sea and shore fish
« • • •
eries at 1 o'clock Thursday afternoon.
Towns and cities along the route
An act to prohibit night fishing in
of the proposed Highway from Lew- Inland waters, an act providing for
iston to Rockland, may ask for State an annual license fee of $1.15 for
aid. Is the latest plan In regard to, resident hunters and fishermen in
this important stretch of thorough- place of the present fee of 25 cents
fare. And they may turn Into the for a license good for all time, and
construction fund their share. This an act to repeal the close season on
was the plan outlined when Mayor white perch in all lakes and ponds.
Brann of Lewiston gave a recent are among the 15 measures that will
address to the Gardiner Board of interest fishermen at the hearing
Trade. The committee appointed by Thursday afternoon ‘before the com
the Gardiner Board of Trade to in mittee on inland fisheries and game.
vestigate and further the plans for
The committee on agriculture will
the new proposed State Highway hear evidence at 1.30 Wednesday on
from Lewiston to Rorkland, by way a number of resolves, including one
of Gardiner, finds that the State making appropriation for the control
Highway Department is Just now and suppression of the European corn
low In funds and even if the leg borer and another for the Maine Seed
islature decided on a large bond is- Improvement Association. Another
sue for highway purposes, roads al- resolve to he taken up makes approioad.V planned for construction and priation for the Maine Agricultural
repairs on others would require all Experiment Station for the purchase
available money.
of additional land at lfighmoor Farm
• • • • /
at Monmouth.
Thompson of Rockland has tabled
--------------------the bill to disorganize Cri^haven
BEATING THE BUSH
Plantation, pending an amendment ,
___
he will offer: and he also tabled the Perkins and McLean Being Advanced
hill increasing the salary of the
As Democratic Governorship Tim
clerk of courts of Knox county
ber.

zine.

Oh, Joy. No wonder the blrdlea
sing and the flowers are gay. They
have knocked the center cold. See,
his left leg Is broken, quite broken.
And oh, rapture 11 think his neck la
hurt, too. How pleased all the oth
ers are. They are singing and
cheering. They're so happy.

Oh. what a delightful picture 1
That big blond giant Just kicked at
ball and missed It and bis great
foot landed In that other player’s
stomach, quite lost from sight. The
hand plays. No wonder. There I He
has got his foot out again. Now
they can both be glad.

Liket and Dislikes for
Various Kinds of Food
Many races, many foods, many
fads. The luxury of one people Is
the bane of another. An attempt ia
being made to Introduce snails as
an article of food In certain London
reataurant8. The French, of course,
regard snails as a delicacy, while
Britishers almost shudder nt the
thought of eating them! Yet Eng
lish folks eut mussels, whelks anti
winkles, which Kt some countries
are regarded us being unfit for ltu-'l
man consumption. In England the
eel Is relished by many people, but
In Scotland It la detested by nearly
everybody. Babbits are looked up
on as vermin In some parts of
America and Australia and are sel
dom served at table. In Britain
rabbit pie la a favorite dish. Swede
turnips are often eaten in Scotland
and Canada with other vegetables,
whereas In some parts of England
they are cordially disliked Rod given
only to cattle. Turnip-tops In Scot
land, again, are not considered
worth cooking. But In Covent Gar
den they sell by the ton.—London
Mali

Growth of Jellyfish
The manner In which a Jellyfish
produces Its “children’’ Is really
wonderful.
In most cases the begtnnlhg Is an
egg, which, lying on the bottom,
produces a beautiful tree-like
growth. The “tree” fastens Itself
to the bottom and brings forth buds
which, when ripe, drop off and de
velop Into Jellyfish. The latter, In
turn, lay eggs and the process Is re
peated, as told In London Tlt-Blts.
Most of the very large species
have a different way of reproducing
themselves. The egg Is set free in
the water and develops Into a pearshaped larvae, which for a while
swims about rapidly, being provided
with halr-Uke appendages that serve
the purpose of ears. Then the larvae
settles down, anchors Itself to the
bottom, Increases In size rapidly
and finally splits up Into thin, flat
discs which swim off and grow up
Into large Jellyfishes.

Hortee Repay Kindness
It is said the Arabs were the first
to appreciate a horse's intelligence
and to treat him accordingly. They
kept the history of their horses writ
ten on tablets of Ivory and traced
their parentage back to the time of
the pharaohs. They were extremely
thoughtful of the comfort of the
horse and It was even said they
took better care of their horses than
they did of their families. Constant
companionship made the Arabian
horse quick to understand the mean
ing of words, and kindness made
them fearless, brave and obedient.
The Intelligence of the horse varies
Just as It does In other animals, or
even people, and Is developed or re
tarded according to man's treatment
of him, says a bulletin of the Amer
ican Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Anlmals.X

of ' In Portland.''

We save your money too—Our
/Boys’ Suits will pay real interest
in wear.
Bring your dollars in here and
save 2fr7,.

Then watch that bank balance
grow !
$22.50 Suits now ................$18.00

20.00 Suits now .....

16.00

18.C0 Suits now ..................

14.40

15.00 Suits now .....

12.00

12.50 Suits now .................

10.00

Without any question this is the
best rpade Boys’ Clothing sold in
this country.
Cut and tailored just as our best
Men's Clothing.

Gregory’s

Boston Shoe Store
EVERYTHING In FOOTWEAR

RUBBERS!!
• • • •

Women’s first quality Rubbers

Special 69c
Men’s Self Acting Rubbers

Special 98c
Mines' and Children's Heavy
White Sole Rubber* The best
wearing rubbers on'the market.

ODD LOTS on Women’s Pumps
and Oxfords marked down to
close out—

$1.98, $2.98, $3.95
Special Values in Good Clean
Merchandise
RUBBER BOOTS
For All the Family

Boston Shoe Store
278 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

WASHINGTON
CHARTED
HIS COURSE
why

Washington

was

successful in what he un
dertook was that he
charted hit course and
persistently stuck to it.
System is an important
factor in every line of en
deavor.

4% INTEREST PAID
4
on

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

t

True Poetry
The first true or Inspired poetry Is
always from within, not from with
out The experience contained In
It has been spiritually trnnsmuted
from lead Into gold. It Is severely
logical, the most trivial of Its adorn
ments being subservient to, and sug
gested by, the dominant Idea; any
departure from whose dictates
would be the “falsifying of a revela
tion.” It Is unadulterated with
world wisdom, deference to prevail
ing opinions, mere talent or clever
ness. ... Its music Is the ex
pression of the law of Its growth;
so that It could no more be set to
a different melody than could n rosetree be consummated with lilies or
Violets.—James Thomson.

An Augusta special says:
But Not Now
“James B. 'Perkins of Boothbay
“Prices are beginning to come
Harbor, former enforcement commis
sioner. and Mayor Ernest L. McLean down now, miss. Two years ago
of Augusta are being considered as them eggs woold have cost you dou
possible Democratic gubernatorial ble.”
“Two years ago, when these eggs
timber for 1926.
"It is laiinted out that both are were fresh, they would have been
young men and would be in a position worth It."
to unite ail elements of the party.
They would also he acceptable to the I With all due recognition of the
woman voter and to the extreme difficulties In the enforcement of the!
■drys’ on account of their record on Prohibition laws we are firm in the I
liquor law enforcement. Both men belief that such difficulties are being
were mentioned by name and en overcome and within a few years the
dorsed for their enforcement records problems will be satisfactorily solv- i
,
,,
,
by ,he Woman's Christian Temper- ed.—William U. Follansbee presi
\ resolve asking Tor money to re- anre Union at its last annual meeting dent Hammered Opep Hearth Tin

town

7

We want some o> the same re
spect you have for your bank I

Almone/’a Queer Habits
The almond tree has peculiar
whims. It seems to prefer Califor
nia as Its habitat, us 08 per cent
of the almonds grown In America
are produced In that state, and in a
rather restricted territory at that.
The hulk of the. crop is grown
around Banning, says Nature Maga
zine. It seems to require the spots
where extremes of cold and heat
are present In their respective sea
sons, and photographs have been,
tnken of an orchard with snow on
the ground on the first of February,
and again with the trees In full
bloom on the 26th day of the month.
The same variety will not fertilize
one another. Growers must plnnt
alternating rows of hardshells and
papershelts In order to Insure a
harvest.

The committee on education re
ported “ought not to pass" on an act
Introduced by Gov. Brewster when
he was senator from Cumberland
County ill 1923, repealing the act
•ncorporating the Boothbay Harbor
School District. This act had been
referred to this Legislature. The act
which It sought to repeal was
passed during the 1923 session.
• • • •
Senator Walker has introduced a
nesolve asking for $1,000 for euclt of
•he next two years in favor of the
•own of Cushing for repair on road
between Warren and Friendship.

pair the highway In the

f

Plate & Sheet Steel.

UlE
fiOCKLAND

National
Bank

20 PER CENT
We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
CENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS

313-318 MAIN ST.

TEL. 748
130-tf
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Every-Other-Da#
Baby entries for Community Fair
baby show are coming in with pleas
ing promptness and frequency. Not
only is the local field covered, but
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EENTS
Fib. 17—Feature play "Mah Jodi" at representatives are in line from
t ub ersali<l vestrv.
neighboring towns as well.

PRISON REFORMING

TALK OF THE TOWN

Feb. IS (League Basketball I— Bneklatyl
lUgli vs. I.iuet,:ii Academy In Neweat*l«.
Feb. 18—Montliy meeting or Baptist Men’s
League.
F. I., 18—Annual Coffee Party of St Ber
nard's Parish In Knights nf (olninbua hall.
Feb IS tLeague Basketball)—Koekvort
lflgh vs Thomimton High, in Rockport.
Feb 20—(League Basketball)—Rockport
High vs. Lincoln Academy, In Rockport.
Feb. 20—((Basketball)—Rockland girls ve
Maine School of Commerce and Rockland
(iiinela vs. Warren High, at the Arcade.
Feb. 20—Chamber of Commerce banquet
and open forum at 8.30, Thorndike Hotel.
1). T. Hersey, speaker.
Feb 20— Methebeaec Club meets at the
Copper Kettle.
Feb 20—(7.15)- Address by Rev. Herbert
F Milligan, of Portland, on "Our American
ism.'" at Methodist vestry, auspices Wo
man's Educational Club
Feb 21 (Hockey) Rockland High vs
Jordan High of Lewiston, at Steven* Field.
Feh. 22—Washington's birthday.
Feb. 23—Forty Club luncheon. 12 o'clock
Thorndike Grill.
Feb. 23-28— Portland Auto Show.
FHi 23-28-Community Fair at Arcade.
Feb. 24—Camden, Board ot Trade ban
quet, Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker, speaker.
Feb 25—Lent begins.
Feb. 25—Fourth Quarterly Conference, M.
E church
March 2 Lady Knox Chapter D. A. R.
meets with Mrs Grace Black, Tallud avenue.
Mandi 2- Waldoboro town meeting
March 2—Fitller-Cobb-Davla '"Red Letter
Ball'" Community Fair.
March 5-0 -Camden—"A Pair of Sixes’’
benefit District Nursing Association.
March ti—("151—Address by Rev. John
M Arters, of Sindh Portland. Methodist
vestrv, auspices Woman’s Educational Club.
March 13 -Child Guest day. Kublnaleln

Thousands of dollars are being
spent in remodeling both the interior
and exterior of the New |l)eWitt
Hotel in Lewiston. This establish meht ia owned by the Franklin Com
pany and operated by Mrs. M. If.
Pattee, formerly of this city.
Berlin. N. H.. is the latest city to
add a Rotary Club to the 8th Rotarlan District of which Rockland Is
a member.
Among the ('lull’s 22
charter members Is Mayland H.
Morse, a Berlin lawyer, whose name
appears in the list ot officers as sec
retary. Mrs. Morse is a. Rockland
girl—Miss Helen Webb.

The Turner Center System, which
held its annual meeting iu Auburn
last Friday, did a gross business of
$6,173.138 last year. Dividends lo the
amount of $177,887 were paid, leav
ing a net surplus earning of $58,9o4.
Robert Haskell of Auburn was
elected president of She company. H.
L. Grinnell of Union was among the
dlirectors elected.

Among those who came to see the
model of the Frederick Billings,
which has been on Exhibition at The
Courier-GaN^tte office for a few days,
Club
was Capt. Charles R. Magee of the
March 17—St. Patrick’* Day.
March 18-21—Rockland Automobile Show at customs ofllce. "There's some work
In that model,” quoth he, "and Mr.
tlie Arcade
Mandi 18-11'—State Convention of D. JR Hatch has certainly given .lots of at
hi Bangor.
tention to detail. 1 suppose I could
March 21-First day of spring.
Mar, b 21- Young Folks’ convention al make one ot those models, hut I
Methodist church, Rockland.
should want $1,000 for it."
March 31, April 13—Fanner*' YVeek at the
College of Agriculture.
April 3 Rockport—''Cheer
lip Chad,"
The local
auspices of Diimalquaa class of Baptist S. S.
filled with
at Union hall.
learning of
April 12- Easter Sunday.
April 22 -27 —Annual conference of Metho barman ot
dist Idilscupal Cbuechea In Augusta.

Snow, Rain, Colder

Weather outlook for the week in1
North Atlantic (States:
Snows or
rains Titerelay or Wednesday and
again near end. Colder Monday and
temperature below normal most of
the week.
‘ “ There will be a caucus in Town
Hall, Owl's Head Feb. 2(1, at 7 o’clock

Jackstoncs have already displaced
cross word puzzles with some of
Rockland’s young folks.
Spring may not be here, but the
first caterpillar arrived yesterday at
the rear of Ingraham Field, and was
bagged by Leslie Steward.
.
The Sons of Veterans Auxiliary
has its regulur circle supper Wed
nesday. It is eX|>ected that there will
lie an initiation at the evening meet
ing.-

Mrs. James Welch died yesterday
at her home 31 Elm street aged 74
years. Funeral services will lie held
al Ute residence Thursday at 2 p
m. Obituary mention deferred.

Henry L. Withee arrived home from
the Massai husetts General Hospital
Sunday, and is able to be up and
. around. His Improvement for sev*“r eraT weeks has been” little short of
miraculous.
The harkentine which has been at
this port the past two months moved
to the outer harbor Saturday, and
when conditions are favorable will
proceed to Savannah to load fertili
zer for New Orleans.
.Miss Hazel Williams, who has been
in charge of the Brookside Lunch In
the old Courier-Gazette building,
has transferred that establishment
to William E. Sholes, who has al
ready taken charge. Mr. Sholes has
been connected with a Portland res
taurant and is familiar with the details
of running a tlrst-cluss establish
ment. Good home cooking Is assurer,
by the fact that he has engaged Mrs.
lila Rhea as chef.

All Methodists regardless of age,
sex or other condition of servitude
arc invited to the Conversazione at 7
p. m. Wednesday evening In the ves
try. A lively program of music by
30 male voices joining in comic and
college songs, quartets, duets, etc.,
with other social features. It is pri
marily a night for the boys and girls
Who are to form the Standard Bear
ers anti promote Foreign Missions
through plays and pageants. Silver
• collection. Light refreshments.
Waiter O. Frost of the United
States Department of Agriculture
mid Maine Forestry Service spent
the weekend at his Rockland home,
lie left yesterday for Washington,
I). C„ where he Min attend the an
nual conference of the White Pine
Blister Rust forces for the Eastern
' States. "Last year was the biggest
v e have yet had for progress in this
Work in Maine,” said Mr. Frost to
a Courier-Gazette reporter.

The degree staff of Warren Lodge
of Odd Fellows conferred the second
degree last night upon Karl <J. Dur
ri ll, Karl W. Hurd, Bernard C. KaIcr, Alvin F. Rackliff aneb Lester M.
Valley and won much praise for the
efficiency of its work. Supper was
served at (1.30 to about 150 ThreeLinkers. The guests of Knox Lodge
last night represented these lodges:
Warren of Warren, Mt. Battie of
Camden. St. George of iSt. George,
Star of Hope. Vinalhaven, Waldo of
Bellas!. Wesserunsett of Athens.
Governor Brooks. West Brooksville.
Joshua Davis, Stonington, Samari
tan of Waterville. Capital of Win
throp. Asylum of Atigusta. Good
Cheer of Guilford, Mt. Pleasant of
Dorchester, Mass, Mt. Pleasant of
Dover, N. H.

Masonic fraternity was
sorrow Saturday upon
the death ot Wilmer J.
Belfast. He was a past
commander of the Grand Commandery
uf Maine Knigihts Templar, a past
high priest o» the Grand Chapter and
past thrice illustrious master of tlie
Grand Council. He was q 33il degree
Mason taking liis first degrees in
Phoenix Lodge in Belfast in 1802.

A telegram received late yesterday
afternoon brought the information
that the Spillman lecture, scheduled
for tomorrow night in the Baptist
church, had been of netess-ily can
celled. through the impossibility of
Mr. Spillman to keep his engagement
In this city. The lecture was to have
been the concluding numiher in the
lyceum course put on by the B. &
P. W. Club for the benefit of the High
School Equipment Fuftd.

—Ku Klux Kian.

Don’t miss it.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
OUR. ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE
—OF—

WAIL PAPERS
Of 1924 Stock

Beginning FEB. 18 and continuing until sold
Prices formerly 10c to 75c; now......... 4c to 25c
Cut Borders and Bands, per yard........... lc to 5c
Room lots from.................. 7.. 50c to $1.00 each
ALL SALES CASH
—At the—

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
»-i,

Car Owners!

BASKETBALL
—At the—

HOCKEY
vs.

OF LEWISTON

SATURDAY, FEB. 21
The Kian can’t afford to
do anything that's not
right.

This is a real opportunity.

William E. Sholes

JORDAN HIGH

do

Some are trimmed with beaver and others have gray
squirrel, brown squirrel, red fox and Jap mink trim
mings.

469 MAIN STREET

Huston-Tuttle's have been rum
maging around in the attic—come in
anil see the bargains.—ady.

to

If you have been unable to find a coat to your liking
we will be pleased to have you call and look them over.

BROOKSIDE
LUM

ROCKLAND HIGH

aim*

We have just received from New York 20 fur
trimmed Coats in sizes 36 to 46, in black, taupe and
brown. These coats were taken from a sample line
and can be sold for less than wholesale cost.

IN
NEW HANDS

Found—the Hist Wind and Dragon
at the Universalis! vestry .’’-Feb. 17
—adv.

The Kian
right

Fueler-Cobb-Davis

ROCKLAND, MAINE

At 2:00 P. M.

ARCADE
FRIDAY, FEB. 20
GIRLS’ NIGHT

MAINE SCHOOL OF
COMMERCE
of Auburn
VS.

ROCKLAND HIGH
GIRLS

•tPat” French is the Lewiston
coach and is bringing a snappy
team. Don't miss this great out
door sport.

R. H. S. Freshmen and Sophomore
teams will battle as an opener.

WINTER SPORTS COMMITTEE

FRIDAY, FEB. 20

SPECIALS

Not Money Compensation
But Discipline Is What
Criminals Most Need.

The Chamber of Commerce dinner
Will the Weather Bureau kindly
and open forum will be held In the send a supply ot weather like yes
Thorndike Grill Friday night at G.30 terday’s for next week's Community
with D. T. Hersey, advertising man Fair
ager of Ford Motors, as speaker
Tickets may he obtained from F. L.
Mrs. Austin Smith will serve as
I. inekin, W. C. Ladd, Elmer Joyce. chairman of the refreshment commit
Four grocery stores on Main sjreet J. W. Robinson, J. E. Sullivan, H. F. tee tomorrow night for the Standard
and one on Park are sporting very Munn, G. B. Orcutt and C. B. Emery. Bearers’ acquaintance party at the
pretty window displays installed by
Methodist vestry.
Charlie Hwimm of Rockland, who is
“Did you know that the wild geese
the Maine representative for the were only gone South two months this
In these days of cave interest some
Cant|>bell Soup Co. Charlie did fine, winter?" asked O. H. Tripp this
little attention has been attracted by
work with the red and white crepe morning. ’ Usually they go South in
the snow cave at the home of Mrs
paper that blends with the labels on November (sometimes October) and
the cans. He lert town this morning do not return until early March. This Mabel Wiley, Union strict. Bain and
for Augusta hut says he will he back winter they did not migrate until frost action started the hollow and
shovel action finished it to Hie great
later with something new for the December, and began their northward
delight of cats and dogs and ihe
Rockland trade in the way of a win Hight more than a week ago.”
Granite street kids.
dow.
Dr II. L. Stevens has taken over
''Eugenics,” or the Direction of Race
Sunday saw the Metfiodlst audi the local branch of the Maine Farm
torium crowded to welcome Rev. M. Agency with an office at his Lime- Development." will lie the subject of
E. Osborne, a former paSRjrl Mr. rock street home, telephone 191. The the address before the Baptist
Osborne who has been engaged in the doctor is thoroughly familiar with the Men's League tomorrow night anil the
missionary field, had much of interest territory and is particularly inter speaker will be- Rev. Kenneth C. Macto tell his audlelce about that vital ested in summer home property for Arthur. pastor of the Old Cambridgi
part of the work. While at the local which he reports an unprecedented Baptist church. “The Baptist" had
ihurch his fine singing voice was a demand, due, he feels, to the Brewster the following to say about him: ‘‘Mr.
MacArthur gave the ministers otic of
constant attraction, and he soon dem publicity campaign.
the experiences of a life-time on the
onstrated that he had lost none of his
•
30th
He spoke on ‘Eugenics and
skill. He took occasion to Compli
Friday eight will be devoted to the Religion.’ For amazing fulness and
ment the parish oil its present thriv
girls at the Arcane a sort of “Girls' bristling interest It went beyond any
ing condition and to say words of
Basketball Nights with the famous thing we have had for long. He mad,
praise for the present pastor.
Mairie'Schooi of Commerce sextette a fire on the subject that set us all
from Auburn contesting with the aglow. Now and then we fall hack on
The retirement of Chief Justice
orange and black. The series be home talent and ’Blue Monday* gets
Leslie C. Cornish which rna.v take
tween thfse teams has been highly Painted re&” Mr. Mai Arthur an
place any time prior to Oct. 8. will
interesting. Rockland won in Au nounces his readiness to answer ques
leave a vacancy on the Supreme
burn last year by a 2-polnt margin. tions, and will probably have a
Bench, and there is much specula
A preliminary game will be played
tion as to who will fill H. Among between the High School Freshmen chance, as the League bristles with
interrogation points.
the names most prominently men
and Sophomore boys.
tioned arc those of George L. Emery,
the present chairman of the Repub
William H. Rhoden has a broad
lican State Committee; and Hon.
Frank G. Harrington of Augusta, smile on most of the time of late and
who was a candidate for tbe Repub the cause of the joy sign is found in
lican gubernatorial nomination last the type of letter which daily greets
June.
The ' terms of Associate him us ticket treasurer of Community
Justices John A. Morrill and Lucre Fair. Those letters which enclose
B. Deasy also expire this year, hut unused tickets (and there are not a
great many) almost invariably bear
both will probably be reappointed.
a word of explanation and regret.
I have bought the
Speaking about the weather—Feb. The check-bearing missives contain
26 will he a dog day, very much of a too. a word of well wishing and very
dog day according to the present out frequently express their good will as
look. Roy L. Knowlton, chairman of did three yesterday, enclosing excess
the Dog Show committee of Com chicks.—Miss Jane Fales of Pitts
munity Fair, already lias a long list burg for $10; Mrs. Alice Webb Wight
of entries and is anxious lo complete of Brooklyn $5.00, and Miss Rose
it at once. If you have a dog you Pillsbury -of Camden for like amount
fed should enter the show he sure
and notify Mr. Knowlton at Cobh's.
—At—
Paul Draper. 38. concert singer and
Inc., by Tuesday of next week, that grandson of Charles A. Dana, died
adequate provision may he made. Sunday of heart disease, at the NewThrough the courtesy of Chief Hav York home of his sister. Miss Ruth
ener and Capt. Hodgclon Central Fire Draper monologist. Mr. Drni»er was
And intend to run the kmd of a
Station will be available to those who liromlnent in both social and musical
do not care to take their prize con 4 circles. He was one of six children
Restaurant that appeals to the
tenders Into the crowded Arcade be of the marriage of Dr. William H.
public. I have engaged Mrs. Ida
fore the show hour, 3 o’clock. This Draper and Miss Ruth Dana. He had
Shea, eno of Rockland's best
should eliminate much of the restless appeared as soloist with some of the
cocks. Drop in and sample her
ness felt by the dogs while waiting leading symphony orchestras. On oc
oooking.
for inspection and Judging. Dogs anil casions lie has appeared on the same
attendants will be admitted liy the platform with his sinter, whose tal
rear door upon knocking, as an officer ents have been recognized by critics
will be consetantly on duty there.
throughout Europe and America. Mr.
Draper was heard in Rockland' last ■
21 -It
The company is coming—so some July in a recital given at the Congre
gational church where his abilities as
thing to eat.
That's a problem not hard to heat; an entertaining singer were enjoyed
The answer is easy, at Young’s you by a good-sized audience.
can buy,
Scallops, shrimp, oysters and clams to
Look up Huston-Tuttle’s ad In
fry.
this paper—adv.
If you own a car,
Young's Fish Market.

HERE’S MORE

Page Three

you will get a laugh,
a lot of good entermental gymnastics
out of the new

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
In your Saturday issue an article
creditA Prison Commissioner Hichborn, with the statement that de
nying prisoners money compensa
tion Is like taking milk from a baby.
I regard a person who makes such
a statement. placing the needs of a
helpless innocent baby on a level
with the fancied needs of a hunch of
erimInals, is not fitted for the posi
tion of a prison commissioner.
If Maine wants to breed lawbreak
ers it will be wise to keep such men
on the prison commission. If we are
going to abolish penalizing crimi
nals, as our prison reformers tell us
we should do why not repeal all of
our criminal laws? Why not dis
continue our criminal courts anil
save the cost that they incur? Why
not take our law breakers direct to
prison? Then after a few months
or years (as our reformers deem
Lest) of recreation and amusement,
mingled with a little work, anil after
they have had the gentle guidance
mil training of our prison reformers,
why not give them their liberty?
The
United States leads the
world flit crime—In burglaries, hold-ups and murders. This is the state
ment of statisticians anil the reluct
ant confession of our criminologists.
’the statistician of the Prudential
Life Insurance Co. has compiled the
homicide records of leading nations
over a recent ten-year period.
I
submit a few of his figures in terms
of annual homicides per"*100.008:
United States, 7.2: Italy, 3.6; Aus
tralia, 1.9; South Africa, 1.8; Spain.
0.9; England, 0.8. In 1923 we hail
over 11.000 piurders, or 10.2 iier 100,000. an increase of 40 per cent over
the ten-year period.
There is food fur thought in the
fad that Italy, Whose |)eople are
noted for their quick temper, has a
murder rate 50 per cent as high as
i urs. England is noted lor its qua k
and rigid enforcement of criminal
laws, and it has 11 per cent of out
murder rate. Do there statistics shuu
that our boasted (prison reform Is sup
pressing or inn casing crime ?
Prison reform has been in v< gue in
most of the States for 25 years or
more, and its staundhest supisirters
must admit that statistics prove it a
fiat failure in suppressing crime. Mr
Hlchborn is quoted in the article re
ferred to as saying that out of every
400 men discharged from primn in
this country 375 are recommitted. 1
lieiteve we need a more practical and
rigid enforcement of our laws, and
that sentimentality should he spar
ingly used in prison discipline. The
criminally Inclined must he taught tn
respect the hw. Fear of the law is
their best teacher.
W. A. Ayer.
Union, Feb. 16.

NORTH WARREN
Mr. Bell of Quebec is visiting at
F. O. Jamesson’s. He is here for
apple buying.
(Mrs. Charles Burgess of I’nion
visited Mrs. Willie Burgess last week.
Mr. .and Mrs Albert Mank of
East Union visited their brother
George Marik at the home of Mina
Williams recently.
Herbert Grade of West-field, Mass.,
is visiting his parents.
White Oak grange installed offi
cers Peh. 6 after considerable wait
ing for a favorable night. James
Durnan of East Union did the work
in a very able manner. Granges
from Hurroundlcg towns were rep
resented. A good program and lunch
of sandwiches, cake,
doughnuts,
cheese and coffee were enjoyed.
Mrs. Wilbur Stratton stity/continues
in poor health.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mank called
at Sidney Mank's recently.
Mr.
Mank is sick.
Mrs. Mabel Cross of Rockland If
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs
Sidney Mank.
Miss Helen Post visited her sister
Mrs. Carrie Burgess, Saturday.

Harold F. Stanley has bought th<
Alden McLain house on Limerock
street, and will occupy it after mak
ing repairs and improvements.
The death of one or two partners
affects the small company more dis
astrously than the large concern.
Insure against it.
Call Walker
—adv.

Why pay 6% to tfK bank for a
debt instead of paying me 3% for an
asset? Consult Walker on Business
Insurance. Phone 524-R.—adv.

DRESSED CALVES

54 Park Street
Rockland, Maine
21-1t

,

FLOOR COVERINGS
We have of late exten
sively advertised High Grade
Felt Base Floor Coverings
at 35 CENTS per square
yard Come in and see our
big line.
DAY BEDS—handsome comfortbringers in every home—a mod
ern necessity—covered in hand. some cretonnes, only

This store has specialized in MAT
TRESSES and has a justly won
reputation for excellence in
mattress sales. All grades and
prices from cotton at

* 15.50

’7.75

upwards.

In order to reduce our over
full stock of handsome
mahogany and polychrome
FLOOR LAMPS we are
pricing them at

We specialize in the HOUSE
HOLD RANGE and give full
service—unsurpassed in qual-

“y at......... •....’55.50

’13.50

On our show room floor we carry
a very extensive line of REED
CHAIRS, ROCKERS, DIVANS,
and SUITES in browns, French
gray and the late shades.

This is our leader for the Community Fair Week Sale—A beautiful eightpiece Walnut Dining Room Suite—full size Table, beautiful Buffet, one Arm
Chaif and five handsome Dining Chairs, only . . .

‘103.00

This sale opens TODAY—FEBRUARY 17, and continues through COMMU
NITYFAIR WEEK, closing SATURDAY NIGHT, FEBRUARY 28.

Stonington Furniture Company
313-319 MAIN STREET
Free Delivery and full Service

L. MARCUS ,
ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 745-J
Mail Orders Promptly Filled

CABINET APPOli. . MENTS

THE R. NASH CO. OF BOSTON

William M. Jardine, New Secretary !
of Agriculture, Selected From List
of 200.

Made to Measure Suits, Overcoats,
Topcoats and Pants

$23.50
SUIT or
yOVERCOAT

William M. JArdlne, president of
Kansas Agrhultufe College, was
•elected Saturday by President Cool
idge to tie Secretary of Agriculture.
He is to take office on the retirement
il' Secretary Gore on .March 4 to be
come Governor of West Virginia. .
The President also sent to the Sen,
ate the nomination of Frank B. Kel
logg of Minnesota, and now Ainbas.sadior to London, to be Secretary of
State alter Secretary Hughes leaves
the Cabinet March 4.
Mr.jfardine. who is a member of the
President’s agricultural conference,
was chosen from the original list of
nearly 200 names. The executive In
making the selection tried to obtain a
man with knowledge of marketing
and distribution which lie regards as
tile preliminary problem facing Amer
ican agriculture.
x

Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money refunded.

Our local agent—
$23.50
R. M. GARDNER, Box 224, Rockland, Maine

Will call and show samples by dropping him a card

21*1'

HAVE YOUR

CLEANSING AND PRESSING
DONE NOW FOR SPRING
<31 have been located at my present store at 297
Main Street for 10 years and in recognition of this
fact, for the balance of the month I am making a
special price on cleansing and pressing.

An Insurance Policy should go
Iwlth every Birth.Certificate.
Rockland ltcd Cross.

^Two articles of wearing apparel cleansed and
pressed at the regular price of one.
1855

:: Memorials ::

EGGS, APPLES, ETC.

E A. GL1DDEN & CO.

<J Thanking yhu all for your patronage in the past
and hoping 1 may serve you in the future.

WALDOBORO, ME.

ARTHUR F. LAMB

PROMPT RETURNS
BOPN

T.H.WHEELERCO.
A RELIABLE

COMMISSION HOUSE
93-191 Clinton St.

BOSTON

An

Ad. In
Will

Anything

L6UU4BSU

DIED

f .’STifn" oPL*i
itionai Ban)

Highly organized business today must have

Wt-lcb Kocklaiid. Tub If.. Harriet F. wife
of .lames Welch, aged 71 years
Funeral
Thursday aft/'rnoun a’ 2 o’chK.k from late
residence
Hall Rockland. Feb. Id, Wllllaan Ik Hall.
aged S Years, 2 niouth.j, 22 days. Funeral
Wednesday. 2 p. in.

active

banking

service and

co-eperatien.

Progressive business and progressive bank
ing go hand in hand.

Their interests are

,

IN MEMORIAM

These

Sell

From

a

Wlial Do You Want

to Sell ?

Jnrdnn—IRodtlnnd. a: 'Silsliy Maternity
IInHiilt.il. Mi. 11. tn Mr. and Mrs. Bavniund
S Jordnn. a daughter Ktanees Arlean.
• Harlow Kocklan<l. at Sllsby Maternity
llnaiikal. Peb. 1«. 1<> Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Har’.ow of Suu Ik Thomaston, a dantfbtcr Elizabeth Helen.

mutual.

Needle to an Anchor.

DYER’S GARAGE, INC.

It is the policy of this store to serve the public to the limit of its capacity and
during the present week and the busy days of Community Fair we bid the
shopping public welcome to all the conveniences of our big store.
I oo. we are offering special price inducements for Community Fair Week trad
ing. A few we will mention:

POULTRY

Columns

Come in and get one
with our compliments.

Community Fair Week

LIVE AND DRESSED

l#0-tf-Th

GOODRICH
CROSS-WORD
PUZZLE BOOK

FOR

In loving memory of Shirk v H. Thomas,
who parsed awSy Feb. IS, 1923.
Two . ad years ri'.ice you left iw.
Whom we cherish and loved
dear,
( an we help but feel lonely
When we do not see you here?
Oft’ and oft’ We wander
To your grave u;mh» the bill,
But you have left a loneliness,
The world call never till.
Again we hope to meet you.
When the days of life have fled;
And iu luaven with jdT to greet you
Where no farewell tears are shed
Her '.Mother ami Crandparentn.

The Commercial Departmantt of this Bank
offers to business firms every facility of mod
ern banking, developed to a high degree of

efficiency and usefulness.

4% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Limited United States Depository
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

CARD OP THANKS

The family of the late W F Upham wish
to thank aJl their neighbors and friends
for kindness and syiup ixliy extemlwl during
their recent bereavement : and for the beau
tit'll I Rowers sent tor the funeral.
(Mrs Louisa M. Upham, Mr. and Mrs. F.
Herbert Upham. Mr acid Mrs Know K
Ingrabani, Mr and Mrs. Fred I). Priest, Mn
and Mrs. Hanson T. Crockett.

Rockport, Me.

•

i

(
i
j

North National Dank
Rockland, Main?

,

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 17, 1925.

Page Four
HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
When the correct lettcre are placed In the white Kpncea thia puzzle
will apell words both vertically and horlsontally. The flrM letter In each
word la Indicated by a number, which refers to the definition IlMted
below the pnssle.
Thus No. 1 nndcr the column headed “horizontal"
defines a word which will till the white spaces up to the first blnck
square to the right, and a number under “vertical'’ defines a word which
will fill the white squares to the next black one below. No letters go in
the black spaces. All words used are dictionary words, except proper
names. Abbreviations, slang. Initials, technical terms and obsolete forms
•ye Indicated In the definitions.

CROSS-WORD PUZZLE No. 27

'S•?><£>+<{> 4-

i’

<>♦

KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL

Seasonable Good Things

bake

Every-Other-Day
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD ’!

itl

Eastern Standard Time

Kiddies’ Evening
Story

1

By MARY GRAHAM BONNER

Pig Family Name

Vrith
D/WIS

%

‘
Trains Leave Rockland row
Augusta. A 17.00a. tn . 17.30 a. m„ |1 10 p mJ
Bangor, A§7.00a. in., |7.30a. in , tLlOp. tn. 4
Boston, A§7.lX)a. hl, t7.30n. to.. |L10p. m.
Brunswick, A§7.00a.m., |7.30a.in., tLlOp.ra.,
to.30 p. in.
Lewiston. A§7.00a. in., |7.30a. in., tl-10 P- m.
New York. tl.lOp. m.
Portland. A§7.00u. in., f7.30a. m., tl.lOp. tn.,
|5.30 p. tn.
Waterville, A57.00 a.m., 17.30a.ni., Jl.10p.m.
Woolwich, A §7.00a.m., |7 30a.m.
|5.30 p. tn.
t
t Daily,except Sunday.
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
wich.
1). C. DOUGLASS.
M. L. HARRIS,
9*28*24 V. P. & Geu’l Mgr. Gcu'l Passenger AgL

"Brother Bacon,” commenced
f'AXXED peaches nnd pears make
Daddy, “who was a grandson of
a dainty dessert which imp may
I'orky I’lg, decided that he would
quickly serve in times of emergency.
like to have a party.
A spoonful of whipped cream placed
" ‘He Is right,’ said Miss Ham,
on half of a peach or pear, sprinkled
‘we should let the whole world
with nuts or not, as one wishes.
Vinalhaven and Rockland
know that we are fond of our
Attractive Jelly,—One cupful of
selves.’
Steamboat Co.
sifted banana, juice of one-half of a
“ ‘They’ve always known that,’
lemon, one-half cupful of orange i
said Mrs. Duck, who had waddled
The direct route between
Juice, one-half cupful of sugar, two I
Into the barnyard to hear the talk,
ROCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
B/IKING
tublespoonfuls of gelatin, one-third
‘because they have called you pigs.’
VEN, STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
cupful of cold water and one cupful
" ’We were called pigs long be
ISLAND
P0IWDER
of cream. Soak the gelatin In cold
fore they used the name to mean
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
water, heat the bananas and sugar
someone selfish,’ said Grandfather
(Subject to change without notice)
In a double boiler, add gelatin:
Porky.
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY. QCT.
when almost cool add the fruit
“ ’Maybe so,’ said Mrs, Duck. ‘I
•
8. 1924.
juice, then cream. Pour Into a pan
can’t remember so far back. As
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sundays
large enough for lt to make a layer
at .->.30 A M.. fur Stonington, North Haven,
long as I have known the barnyard
Viuailiaven and Rockland.
about one-half inch thick. Add one
you have always been called by the
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
pound of cranberries, one pound of
family name of pig. And as long
for Vinalhaven, North llaven, Stonington and
sugar and enough water to start the
Swan's Island
ns I can remember, all selfish,
By CLARISSA MACKIE
cooking. I'ut through a colander,
B H. STINSON.
greedy people were called pigs.’
General Agent.
adil two tablespoonfuls of soaked
" ‘We got the name first,’ said
Rockland. Maine. Oct fi, 1924.
Mark
Lonsdale
sat
down
nt
the
gelatin and put a layer of this on
Miss
Ham,
sqitealifig
angrily.
‘
It
’
s
yellow painted table and looked
top of the bananas and cream.
a good old family name, and we’va
When well set cut Into heart-shaped with a bored and weary eye at the never changed it.'
flocks
of
black
geese
that.tysw
In
pieces to serve.
“’But how could selfish people
Halibut Steaks.—nave two steaks triangles over the yellow walls.
ever have been called pigs If your
of nose or throat is made
Geese
everywhere,
all
sizes,
hut
al

cut about an Inch thick. Mix a cup
family way, way hack, had not been
more endurable, some*
ways
black,
either
waddled
tip
and
ful of fine bread crumbs from the
greedy?' asked Mrs. Duck. ‘To be
down or flew across the walls.
timesgreatlybenefited by
center of the loaf, with one-third of
sure, you must have been given the
“Good huntin’ here," lie grinned to
applying Vicks up nos
a cupful of melted butter, a dash of
name first In order that selfish
paprika, a teaspoonful of salt and himself as a waitress advanced. He
creatures ever after could be called
trils. Also melt some
rather
expected
her
to
he
attired
ns
poultry dressing. Lay one slice of
after you.’
and inhale the vapors.
the famous Goose Girl, nnd leading
the fish in an earthen baking dish,
•“You talk absurdly,’ said Miss
a
black
gopse
In
leash,
hut
she
was
brush generously with butter, over
Ham.
MOTOR TRIPS ABROAD
this arrange the bread mixture, add Just a plain everyday little waitress.
•“Absurdly, grunt, grunt,’ said
Mark studied the menu thought Brother Bacon.
a few drops of hot water If needed
to hold the dressing together. Press fully. He was lunching early, and
“ ‘Absurdly, squeal, squeal,' said
Famous Arc de Triomphe, Paris
the other slice of fish on the dress his appetite was fickle.
Grandfather Porky Pig.
ing and dredge lightly with salt,
“A salad—some tea—nnd yon
“ ’Ridiculously, grunt, grunt,’ said
NINTH OF A SERIES OF TRAVEL TALKS
Oecr 17 Million Jan UtoJ Yoorbr
spread bits of butter over the fish,
might bring me some cake.”
Sammy Sausage.
and hake In a moderate oven until
“ ‘Senselessly, squeal, squeal,'
“What kind of salad?’ she asked.
the fish separates easily from the
said Master Pink Pig.
“Something good, that's all," and
bones.
“ ‘Senselessly, squeal, squeal,’
he opened the magazine he had
Fig Pudding.—Put one-third of a bought.
said Pinky I’lg.
pound of suet through the meat
‘Senselessly, squeal, squeal,’
As he surveyed the delectable
HEADQUARTERS
grinder, work until rcreamy, then
said Pinky Pig's mother, and Mas
luncheon placed before him, Mark
add one-half pound of finely chopped
ter Pink Pig's mother said the
Haynes' DX
felt a pang of homesickness.
figs. Soak two and one-third cup
same.
“May Appleby's own recipe," he
Bloopless
Three Circuit
fuls of bread crumbs In one-half
“Mrs. Pink Pig and Mrs. Pinky
thought, startled out of Ills weari
cupful of milk, add two well-beaten
Pig,
wives
of
Master
Pink
I’
lg
and
ness; “there’s that trick of flavor
Superdyne
eggs, one cupful of sugar and threePinky Pig agreed with the others,
ing that she would never tell a soul
fourths of a tenspoonful of salt.
Browning-Drake
too.
—no one could guess what it wasl”
Combine mixtures, turn Into a but“So did Sir Benjamin Bacon and
and
He leaned back in his clialr und
'tered mold and steam three hours.
Sir Percival Pork.
beckoned to the waitress.
Audio
and
Radio
Serve with an egg sauce.
“Little Black Squealer agreed
“This salad,’’ he tried to speak
with
the
others,
too.
Amplifiers
carelessly, but the matter was of .
“They all agreed that Mrs. Duck
such great Importance to him that
BUILT TO ORDER
had talked absurdly, and as she
Tempting Foods
his voice shook, “this salad is very
TROUBLE SHOOTING
stood by them they all squealed
good."
ttXZHEN you are tired of squash
REPAIRS
V V 5erved ;n the ordinary way try:
She beamed upon him. “Yes, sir.
ALTERATIONS
'■ Squash Souffle.—Take two’ cup It Is one of our specialties.”
Sets and Tubes Tested on Actual
fuls of mashed cooked squash; add
“Of course It Is made here—at the
Broadcast Reception
gradually one cupful of cream, and Black Goose?”
Coils Wound To Order
“Yes, sir.”
when well-mixed, the yolks of two
Parts and Accessories
“Perhaps It Is the manager's own j
eggs, well beaten. Mix well, then
fold in the whites, beaten stiff; salt
recipe?" he suggested.
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT
and pepper to taste. Pour into a
“No, sir, we have a very good
ATTENTION
buttered baking dish and bake In a
salad woman,” she said primly nnd
moderate oven until firm. Serve at
moved away. She thought the pale,
R. W. TYLER
once.
stern young man was trying to flirt
Lettuce With Sherry’s Dressing.
with her.
RADIO SERVICE STATION
—Mix three-fourths of a cupful of
Mark ate the salad slowly, dwell
(Over Express Office)
olive oil with five tablespoonfuls of ing painfully on his one romance—
Postoffiee Box 359
Photo Courtfry Chrytler Maxwell Motor Corporation!
vinegar, one teaspoonful of pow,- a pitiable romance whose aroma was
ROCKLAND,...................MAINE
dered sugar, one tahlespoonful each not that of roses or violet, the deli
11'1 IROL’GHOc'T Europe the cier, in memory of the victories won
of chopped red pepper, green pep cate pungency of a salad. But in
A American tourist is interested in by Napoleon I. over the Austrians
per and parsley, ope taaspoocful of the old days they had called lt
what in America would be ip 1805.
salt, one chopped Bermuda onion
"Mayapple Salad," because May Ap
FRANK H., INGRAHAM
This famous' arch is a reduced
and a few dashes of cayenne. Put
called
arches of triumph, great imitation of the Arch of Septimius
pleby had contrived its peculiar de
Attorney and Counselor at
into a pint mason jar and shake for
liciousness.
“That Shows How Littls You
monuments to great victories.
Severus at Rome, and is 48 feet in
five minutes. Set on ice and let
Know, Pinky Pig.”
. Law
He had been on the point of ask
In Paris, for example, there is the height.
stand one hour before using. Serve ing May Appleby to marry him when
famous Arc (1c Triomphe du Car
431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
The
Place
du
Carrousel
was
so
ancf
grunted
and
twisted
their
fun

on head lettuce.
business suddenly called him to the
rousel, once the Mgin entrance to named from a kind of tournament—
Telepsonec—Office 468; House 693-R
ny little tails and said over and
Raisin Tapioca Pudding.—Soak
Far West. From there he had gone
the court of -the Tuileries, which tilting at rings and Moors’ heads—
over
again:
one cupful of pearl tapioca over
to British Columbia, nnd finally
was erected by Fontaine and Per- given there by Louis XIV./
W. A JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
“ ‘Simply absurd the way yon
night in cold water and cook in a
Alaska. He wrote letters to May
talk. Airs. Duck,’
JOHNSTON S DRUG STORE
double holler In the morning In a
and never had a reply. His own
" ’It’s not absurd at' all, quack,
quart of milk, until soft. Remove people wrote that Mr. Appleby had
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
from the fire and cool slightly, stir suddenly died, the family had scat-* attack,’ said Mrs. Duck.
Marriages
That
Led
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
“ ‘Your family name Is not a
Hard to Fit
ring in three tablespoonfuls of but tered, and May and her mother had
VELOPING.
PRINTING AND EN
name of which to be proud. In fact,’
ter. Heat two cupfuls of milk, and
disappeared.
A city man, driving his automo
LARGING.
to Odd Relationships
she added, 'I should be really quite bile along a little-used country road,
stir in three beaten eggs; add to
When Mark came home he went
370 Main Street, Rockland
uncomfortable if I had such a heard something rattle beneath hts
Mysterious muddles sometimes
the warm tapioca, stir in one cupful
to the Appleby farm and found lt In
name.
arise out of second marriages. A
of sugar and one-half package of
the hands of strangers. No one
car, stopped, looked hack and saw a
“ ‘I don’t know what I would do bright metal object lying In the
Corsican girl married a man whose
seeded raisins with the grated rind
knew where May and her mother
ARTHUR L. ORNE
about lt.
first wife was the sister of the girl's
of half a lemon and bake for one were nt present, but they had “gone
a short distance behind. It was
“ ‘I am Indeed thankful that we road
grandmother. This makes her her
hour in a moderate oven, stirring
to the city,” and as the city hap
a
plowpoint,
evidently
lost
by
some
Insurance
have no name like that of Pig.
own mother's grand-aunt' and her
for first half of jjje cooking until
pened to he a very large one, Mark
“ ‘I'd he mortified, which, pigs, farmer.
grandmother's
sister-in-law.
To
her
Successor
to A. J. Creklno A Co.
the pudding is all of the same con was still going through the needleIt was fully half an hour before
means the same as ashamed, yes,
brothers and sisters she Is a greatsistency, then allow It to brown oo
417 MAIN ST_ .... ROCKLAND
and-haystaek experience.
the next car came along, nnd Its oc
I
’
d
he
terribly,
horribly,
wretchedly
aunt. Finally, she Is her own grand
top.
At last -the salad came to nn end
cupant, seeing the first man fiat on
mortified.
niece. Her husband is the brotherCarrot Pudding.—Take one cup nnd a delicious chocolate layer cake
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
his hack under his vehicle by the
“
“
ntankful
I
am
that
I
wasn
’
t
in-law of his grandnephews nnd
ful each of 'finely minced suet,
was set before him.
roadside, stopped and asked what
given
such
a
greedy
family
name.'
C. M. WHEELER, D.C Ph.C
grand-nieces.
grated raw potato, grated raw car
“What Is the name of the salad
“ ’Well,' said Pinky Pig, ‘it’s more the trouble was.
An elderly American beenme the
I have just eaten?" he asked.
rot, sugar, seedless raisins and
The city man emerged nnd held
Chiropractor
of
ah
honor
than
was
ever
paid
you,
grandfather of his six children, nnd
She referred to the menu. “That
currants. Add allspice to flavor nnd
up the plowpoint.
400 Main Street, - - - Rockland
his first wife's stepfather. He di
Is mayapple salad,’’ she said, and j Mrs. Duck.
enough flour to make a soft dough.
Graduate
Palmer School of Chlropraetlo
"This
blooming
thing
dropped
ofT
“ ‘People are never called ducks.
vorced his wife and married his
hurried away.
Ofllce Hours;
Place in a buttered pudding dish,
my car,” he said, “and I’ve been
You
’
re
not
even
selfish
ducks,
you
Mondays,
Wednesdays.
Fridays. 10-12: 2-ftf
tnot?ier-in-law. The widower who
Mark went out cf the place In a |
then in a steamer and steam two
hunting for half an hour to find out
7-6.
Tuesdays.
Thursdays. 10-12; 2-9;
are
simply
of
no
account
at
all.
married In succession seven sisters
daze. Somebody was making May's i
and one-half to three hpurs. This
where
It
belongs.
”
—
Exchange.
Saturdays.
10-12.
Tai. 886
“ ‘No one could be named after
own particular salad, and he wes a
contracted various relationships,
pudding takes the place of plum
yon.
You
aren't
of
enough
con

poor sleuth If he could not discover
says the Montrenl Family Herald
pudding. Serve with a rich, hard
sequence.’
Chinese Societies
his love's whereabouts through the
nnd Star. This man started by
sauce or an egg sauce.
DR. T. L. McBEATH
“
‘
Indeed,
’
quacked
Hrs.
Duck.
medium of that delectable dish. He
Chinese tongs are organizations,
marrying the eldest of the sisters,
That
shows
how
little
you
know,
Osteopathic
Physician
knew that In the busy tea shop there
with nn element of secrecy, of
nnd subsequently went' right down
Pinky Pig.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
was little chance of obtaining such
Housekeeping Hints
groups
of
Chinese
for
mutual
pro

the
line.
Finally
he
led
the
seventh
“ ‘When tilings nt-e lovely and
Teteekona 138
Information, hut he did try the tele
nnd last sister to the altar.
and assistance. Basically,
•rP HOUGn the house-cleaning time phone
when children are kind and nice you tection
)« UNION ST., ROCKLAND. ME.
In n nearby drug store.
they
are
of
a
commercial
character
A
German
village
is
puzzled
over
of spring Is yet some weeks
will often hear It said, “Oh, Isn't the members being engaged In busi
Graduate of American School of
“I am so sorry,” trilled' a sweet
the relationships resulting from the
ahead, it is a good time to look
she a perfect duck 1” ’
Osteopathy
ness. and they are thus rival trade
double marriage of n father and a
through linen closets, drawers In voice, “but Miss Appleby went home
“
‘
Now,
what
have
you
to
gay
to
associations. This rivalry occasion
son. The father, a widower, mar
dressers and chiffoniers, refining at eleven o’clock. Her home ad that, pig family?’
ried the village belle. She thus be
the drawers and making an inven dress?" a sudden congealing of the
“The pigs nil walked away to ally breaks out Into open warfare
came a stepmother to her husband's
tory of supplies. It is a wonderful sweetness, "I am very sorry, but
ward the mud In the pen. They had when aggressions hv one tong
that
is
quite
Impossible."
SHEET MUSIC 15c
aid to keep an Inventory of supplies
hearing something against another, consisting of un forty-year-old son. The son In his
“She will come tomorrow morn remembered
fair commercial practices, boycotts,
turn, met the girl's mother and mar
and where they may be found. In ing,"
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
about
ducks
that
was
nice,
but
they
argued Mark doggedly, “and I
ried her. Consequently his father
emergency anyone will fie able to
didn’t want to tell Mrs. Duck so. etc., give the rival tong cause for
Th, Fimen, Sheet Mu,l, you Me adver
fake my early stand In this
offense. The tongs ih the United i Is now his son-ln-lnw and he himself
tised in all th, Icadlne meeejleee.
/find them. Make a list of the things will
“
’
I
think
we
must
be
going,'
said
drug
store
window
even
If
1
have
to
States are branches of wider orgnnl- ’ Is his own grandfather. In the
Over
220
eeleetlene—Med ler
that are getting low, so when the pay a rental for it—nnd 1 will wnlt
Grandfather Porky. ‘Good-day 1’
eeteleaue
zatlons,
having
their
main
headquar

meantime,
the
vlllnge
belle
present

opportunity for purchase comes one until she does come!” Having made
“'Good-day,' quacked Mrs. Duck,
ed
her
husband
with
a
baby
daugh

ters In Shanghai nnd Peking, China,
MAINE MUSIC CO., Rockland. Me.
knows what is really needed.
threat he finished the day con as she grinned. ’Of course they hnd and branches cerist in other nations
ter. Clearly this child Is sister-inThis is now a good time to make this
to be going,' she said to herself.
tentedly
enough
nnd
slept
wonder

law
to
her
grandmother!
besides
the
United
States.
a half-dozen broom bags to use In fully well for a harassed man. At
‘They knew they were in the wrong,
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D
the cleaning of the walls and floors.
thqy couldn’t bear to admit It.’
seven o'clock the next morning he but“She'wobbled
back to the duck
These may be made from old outing took his stand on the comer near
Office Hours: I to 3 and 7 t« 9 P. 9S
"Hard” and “Soft” Water
Swing Plays Part in
flannel nightgowns. Make them six
pond to tell the others all about It,
the drug store, which did not open
Residents
until 9 A. M. and by Appelatmea*
Hard
water
Is
water
which
con
and the pigs went hack to the pen.
inches longer than the broom with a until eight. In the drug store It Is
Hindu Religious Rites
tains dissolved In It certain sub
Brother
Bacon
had
his
party
In
four-inch ruffle at the bottom, which
Telephone 194
a matter of history that lie waited
which all the pigs Joined, for they stances which Interfere with the ac
One often finds In the near vicin
makes them more effective when
THOMASTON. MF..
two mortal hours before he rec thought they needed a good meal tion of soap by forming with it nn
ity of a Hindu temple, says a writer
brushing down walls and moldings.
ognized a certain slim, erect form
and some comfort after such an ex Insoluble compound or curd. The
In an Indian paper, two high stone
If troubled with ants, sprinkle
come swinging around Ihe corner. tremely
hardness
of
natural
waters
Is
prin

disagreeable
talk!"
pillars, sometimes 110 feet high, with
tartar emetic around where they
His dash from the store wa$ In rec
UB1925,
Western
Newspaper
Union.)
cipally
due
to
the
sails
of
calcium
n stone crosspiece, from which hang
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
seem to come In. As lt is a poison
ord time, and he managed to cata
and magnesium, especially calcium
Iron chains. These swings play Hn
keep it away from pets and food.
pult Into May Appleby in front of
106 PLEASANT STREET
carbonate,
which
produces
tempo

Important
part
in
the
various
festi

Keep a small shallow box or bas the tea shop. The basket she car
A Good Bag
rary hardness, removable by boiling,
vals of the year, especially for the
ket lined with newspaper In the ried went flying.
PLUMBING HEATING
The old country mansion had ‘and calcium sulphate, which causes
young people.
kitchen to hold all peelings of vege
“Mark Lonsdale!" gasped Miss
permanent hardness. Soft water is
The very act of swinging nn this
tables, fruit and egg shells. It Is Appleby. “Why—Mark, you’ve up been turned into a clubhouse and
TEL. 244-W
characterized by the practical ab
sacred structure Is pleasing to the
easily wrapped and removed to the set my salad forever!” She bent the surrounding sylvan park Into a
117-tf
sence of substances which prevent
deity of the temple, and when It Is
garbage pail or incinerator. A pa over him as he picked up the basket golf course. The members were
extraordinarily proud of the lux the formation of lather with soaps.
possible
tn
combine
both
plensure
per sack is another good receptacle
nnd found the well-packed salad urious club with the previous own
nnd worship, then It Is not unnat
A. C. MOORE
to hold garbage.
quite ujnhnrmed,
er’s hunting trophies still adorning
ural this form of exercise should he
Another large basket to bring up
“May, do you love me?” he asked, the wnlls.
Piano Tuner
greatly appreciated. In certain sea
fruit, canned foods and vegetables
desperately, after she had hurriedly
One day a player was showing a
sons, especially the harvest senson,
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
from the cellar will save many
explained her mother’s mortified visitor around the place.
the swing is In great demand, and
steps. The empty cans may be car pride nt their fallen fortunes had
“I say this Is fine," said the
religions ceremonies are performed
ried down lo the storeroom in the
compelled their hiding themselves stranger,
as lie stepped into the
by the priests of the temple. On
same basket.
for awhile. "May, do you love me oak-paneled
hall. He waved Ills
L. R. CAMPBELL
the top bar of the swing It Is not
Another large basket with a han as much ns I love you?’’
In the direction of the mount
unusual to find a number of earth
dle will help the housemother in
“To ask such a question nt such a hand
Attorney At Law
heads of stags, caribou and
enware chattels, which nre the home
saving strength if it is used to carry
time! Well, If you insist, Mark," ed
of the sacred pigeons connected
S7B MAIN ST. ROCKLAND.
up clothes, hooks, or anything which
site lowered her voice to a whisper moose. “Tell nte, did they kill all
with the temple.
must be carried up or down. Putand blushed rosily, “I don't know these fellows with golf balls?”
These swings are often built In
i ling the tilings in the basket wifi
how much you care—but I do!"
the middle of the street, nnd they
| thften save several trips.
If It hnd not been for the crowds
Good
Reason
not Infrequently constitute n real
While shut in during the rainy
on the sidewalk nnd the curious
A Dollar Spent With
jIary__I wouldn’t marry the best
obstacle to traffic. But the authori
eyes looking from the ten shop,
] or cold weather is a good time lo
the Home Merchant
ties would certainly have great diffi
Mark would have embraced her man living.
['repair till summer clothing and get
May—Of courso you wouldn’t.
then and there. "I will not kiss you •
culty In persuading the temple peo
eady for the days that may he
Circulates at Home
You couldn't.
now," he threatened, “if you will
ple to agree to the removal of them
pent out of doors.
Mary—And why couldn't I?
((c). 1925, Western Newspaper Union,)
promise never to make inaynpple
and Helps Homo Trade
May—Because I’m going to.
/ Three Crow Delicious Vanilla Is
salad for anyone except nte!”
(Copyright)
i unadulterated. adv.

“Mayapplc Salad”
Was Famous

cATARRH

) by Western Newspaper Union )

Vertical.

Horizontal,

8—'Sorrowful
5—Existed
7—Gb«Ii out
3—'Lures
11— Trade
12— Wandering, vagrant
14— Renown
15— Nomad
17—Not false
IS—Leaping amphibian
20— American writer and poet
21— Sny
22— First rrsn

24—South African colonist
23— Fish trap
26— In behalf of
27— Faction
30—Small particle of matter
33—Affection of akin
84—Crow’s cry
30—In bed
33—Child
83—Com ni on place
41— Pitfall
42— Clans
44—Remunerated again
46— Tally
47— Worth
**
48— Unit of work
43— Hastened oft
•
Solution will appear In next Issue.

Solution of Puzzle No. 26.

|i

1— Firm, tight
2— Beautiful
3— Distribute
4— Residue
5— Watchful
6— Suffer from extreme hunger
7— Island In South Central Pacific
ocean
8— Journey
0—Foundation
10— Grimace of contempt
11— Strike
13—Black viscous substance
1G—Seed container
19—Caper
21—Grent artery carrying blood to
nil the body except lungs
23— Enron n (cred
24— Serpent
27— Marks left by wounMs
28— Lure
23—Shallow dish
31— Secure
32— Worth
33— Skill In any branch of learning
34— Box or covering
S3—Tepid
37—Father
33—Huge floating piece of Ico
40—Sly, sinister glance
43—Drill
45— Implore
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Afof/ier Had to Wait

Ancient Pleasure Spot
At Scarborough, known through
out Great Britain as the “Queen of
Watering Places,” after 200 years
of service, the once popular mineral
Springs have been closed. Scar
borough has long been a place of
recreation. The mineral springs
are said to have been discovered in
1620, and, towards the end of tho
century the place was becoming
fashionable, and a building was
erected over the springs. Then
came the earthquake, following
which the springs were lost for
some years, but they were found
again, and the place was a great
resort of fashion In the Eighteenth
century. In 1777, fqy Instance,
Sheridan could take Lord Fopplngton and the rest on a trip to Scar
borough, to taste the “noise and
folly of the place.”

INDIGESTION, GAS,

UPSET STOMACH
Instantly! “Pape’sDiapepsin”
Corrects Stomach so
Meals Digest
The moment you eat a tablet of
’ape's Diapepsin” your indigestion
gone. No more distress from a
ur, acid, upset stomach. No flatnnee, heartburn,
palpitation, or
isery-making gases. Correct your
geetion for a few cents. Each paek;e guaranteed by druggist to overme stomach trouble.

RADIO SERVICE

?

for “Engagement Ring”
I married a young man not great
ly blessed with worldly goods, says
a writer In the Washington Star. It
taxed his financial resources to the
uttermost to start even our modest
housekeeping, so our engagement
was not sealed with the customary
ring, although I did have a small
wedding ring.
During our early married life we
had to work and plan to make Just
a poor living for our three little
girls, for although John’s salary In
creased, so did living expenses, and
luxuries were unknown.
Sooft after our eldest daughter
became engaged, John mqde quite
a sum of money on a business deal.
One evening he came home with an
expensive looking ring box, and, op
ening lt, showed us a beautiful dia
mond ring. We all supposed It to
be an engagement present for
daughter. She looked complacent,
while the younger girls were frank
ly envious.
My heart fluttered when John In
terrupted with: “Here, wait' a min
ute. That’s mother's engagement
ring. Goodness knows she’s wait
ed long enough for lt, but now’s
the first time I’ve been able to af
ford the kind she deserves.”

VICKS
V VapoRub

Princess Prcm, a daughter of the
maharajah and maharanee of Kapurthala, India, has came to the
United. States to join her parents.

Ancient Life on Everest
Animal life, it appears, is to he
found on high mountains far be
yond plant growth. The highest
growing plant that the Mount Ev
erest expedition of 1924 observed
was the blue vetch, at IS.ntllt feet,
hut animals live at as grent a height
ns 22.000 feet. “A minute and in
conspicuous black spider,” says a
member of the Expedition, “hops,
about, on rocky cliffs and hide's be
neath stones In those hare places
that happen tn he swept clear nf
snow by the wind. I cannot think
on what It lives at such a height.
In these altitudes there is no other
living thing—nothing hut rock and
Ice.” This little spider Is worthy
of note as being the highest per
manent inhabitant of the earth.

Soy Bean Excellent Food
Food specialists after traveling
through the Old world report they
find that millions of people In
China, Japan and other countries
In Asia depend on the soy bean for
food and find It conlains many of
the qualities found In meat, men
being able to work hard, even ■ In
the heaviest of toil, when supplied
with plenty of soy bean bread or
mush, or the various forms in which
ft Is served when cooked as a vege
table.
But In many places the people
use It as meal and make bread or
cakes from It that are as depend
able and important a.^ corn cakes
for food, and they can prepare it so
lt resembles cheese when It is
mixed with sour milk and finished
for food.

Story of Tragedy
Mr. Asker—What happened to
that' fellow Bjones? Only a short
time ago he had a wonderful head
of hair hut when I saw him the
other day his head was us hare us
a billiard ball.
Mr. Teller—Why. didn’t you hear?
He got hold of a hottie of “depila
tory" which his wife used lo re
move superfluous hair, and doused
)ds head with It, thinking it was
hay rum.

Sure of the Temper Part
Caller—Is your husband temperamental?
Mrs. Huph—I’m not sure about
the mental part.

ME.

4

LEWISTON MAN GAINS
31 POUNDS ON KARNAK

A7ilF PRESIDENT SETS HIGH ,

MARK FOR TRAVELERS AID

It is not what the manufacturers
claim for it but the testimony of the
multiplied thousands who have henefitted' by it that has made Karnak
the most famous medicine in the
world today. Among the latest to
testify Is Mr. Edward N. Hutchins,
46 Canal street Lewiston, Me., who
says:
‘'When I tell yWi that I have actu
ally gone up from one hundred and
forty-nine pounds t i one hundred and
eighty pounds in weight and have
recovered my oud-ti'me health by the
use of Karnak you tan understand
why I am so strong for this new medi
cine.
My stomach has been In
mighty bad condition for a great
many years. In 1907 I had a tape

anything that c.uld help me. Food
seemed to ferment the time it reached
my stomach, and I had terrible head
aches and bloated as tight as a drum
with gas. Well sir. I kept on going
down hill and losing weight until 1
was about the most disc uraged persor’. you ever saw.
' It seemed that Karnak was'nride
just for my case by the remarkable
way in which it got to the roots of
mv troubles and built me up again.
The very first dose had a southing
effect on my stomach, and twelve
bottles have built me up thirty-one
pounds and made a new min of me
Karnak is the best medicine ever put
In a bottle and words can’t express
mv thankfulness towards it."
Try Karnak yourself I
And, re
member—Karnal; Pills are an cssent a! and vitally important part of the
Karnak treatment, especially if conr.tipa:ed.
Karnak is sold in Itockland exclu
sively by the c rner Drug Store; in
Thomaston by McDonald’s Rexall
Store; in I'nirt'i by Gordon-Lovejoy
Co.; and by the leading druggist in
every city.—adv.

The advantage? of heitiq
bom in the countryZ

•Boys siiuutd nt mi lose uij.i .ove
the field and the stream and the
pains, the open spaces and the foreats. That love will be a priceless
possession as your years lengthen odt.
There Is new life In the soil for every
man. There is healing In the trees for
tired minds, and for our overburdened
spirits there is strength in the hills If
only we will lift up our eyes."—Cal▼In Coolidge.
The environment of the country
leads to much happiness ar.d that is
tli** real essence of life, isjt not?
Happiness comes largely from maktng others hapnv; bringing cheer into
other lives is the most fruitful source
of satisfaction in life.
To be happy and make others happy
one^must be busy and teach others to
be busy
In Worse Sheps.
The most unhappy, discontented,
constantly shedding dislike on all
others ^re,the person# with ouo^hbig
to do ’ but Vo’amuse
nwte 'thVmselve.CYfiev
tnemselveSu They
live a selfish life that benefits no
one. not even themselves. They are
wasters wasting their own time and
that of those they come in contact
with
While constantly hunting
pirn sure they never f.nd it.
The bey or girl born in the country
©I parents who are fond of birds, anltr.als, bees, flowers, trees, open air and

sense of doing something each day
with the look for reward weeks or
months away.
\v* -have known parents so short
sighted, 5o selfish and greedy that
they would encourage the boy to care
for‘a pjg an(j caj| p his own and then
market it along with Dad’s and forget
tn give the proceeds to the bov or
p:rj
i>o you know of a better way to
8OW seeds of discontent, distrust and
disregard for the rights of others?
That is the soil In which thrives the
spirtt of "get what you can whenever
yOU can," regardless of the rights of
others. Teach the hoy or girl that
happiness results from rendering services and that services rendered aro
entitled to get fair compensation.
We quote below a few paragraphs
from an editorial in Breeders Gazette.

He

learns

thrift

and

frugality

tn

watching nature's creatures.
In doing chores night and morning.
he learns to care for the live stock
of the farm and to love and respect
them, to study their whims and
foibles to make\hem comfortable and
happy and in making them happy lie
becomes happy himself.
_
„
Learns to Respect Other,.

He learns to respect and think of
the rights of others. As he sits by
the fire on a winter's evening he will
look back over his day and remember
that he has helped Dad and Mother
and will know that the must satisfyIng sensation Is to feel that he has
helped accomplish something worth
while.
Now of course this boy or girl has
the right kind of a Dad. who has or
will give him a pure bred pig. flock
of chickens, calf o? colt to be all his
own. to care for. love and fondle, and
having cared for It and raised It—
perhaps better than Dad raised his—
when he sells It the money goes right
to his own bank account. Here he

is a|j withln that we ace It go all

wrong, whdt self is all that is loved,
then the life is narrow, selfish, and
without satisfaction.
Such lives may acquire large properties for they subjugate all thoughts,
inspirations, inclinations, toward their
families and neighbors for the one supreme (In their minds) purpose of
geting money, no matter how, but get’.ing it, and that spirit Is rocklng.our
firesides today.
You of the future, you men and wo.
men of tomorrow, make your way always toward the open spaces where
Nature exists unblemished, for the
future Is dependent upon such settings to develop wonderful poselhlllties of this country.
tern-' property rights of ethers, the (Copyright, 1324, by Philip R. Park)

Dodge Brothers
TYPE-A SEDAN
It is not possible to explain the really

remarkable demand for this car on

the basis of beauty and comfort alone
<—notable as these qualities are.
Confidence in Dodge Brothers and

the goodness of their product is with
out question the fundamental influence

WALDOBORO

at work.

I.awrence Weston of Portland has

$1245 f. 0. b. Detroit; $1360 delivered

been a recent guest of his parents,

doption of the new insignia
and the elec! ion of a new Pres
ident are 1925 indications of a
great movement now under way to
organize Travelers Aid service in
every town of over 10,000 or 13,000
population in the United States. 4
Marcus L. Bell of New York,
General Counsel nnd Vice-President
of the Rock Island Railroad, has
accepted the presidency of the Na
tional Association of Travelers Aid
Societies, with the avowed aim of
making Travelers Aid one of the
foremost social agencies bf America.
“I-ocal Travelers Aid Societies
have been built up slowly through
the years in many cities. The foun
dations laid arc now broad and deep
nnd the lime has come for a rapid
expansion,” says Mr. Beil.
"American railroads carried a
billion passengers in one year in 15
million trains. Other millions go
and come in steamships and still
other millions in mnlor cars.
■“With the hundreds of thousands
of sophisticated and well-to-do travtlers, go many hundreds who,
through youthful ignorance, mental
incyjiacity, poverty, illness or mis
fortune, encounter hazards in
Strange surroundings and frequent
ly constitute unwelcome additions to
romniunities to which thev wander.

A

ARTHUR E. COOK

If this naan stopped working, so
would congress, the government
printing office employing 4,500
workers and the city of Washington
post office handling the tons of gov
ernmental and diplomatic maiL His
name ie Arthur E. Cook and he ac
tually keeps the wheels of govern
ment spinning around. For more
than 25 years "Gus” Cook, as he is
known to his friends, has been su
pervising engineer, in charge of all
the mechanical departments in ths
capital plant.

.... —

“Boys run away on adventure In
tent; girls are off bravely with illformed plans; mischances happen
to everybody; aged people become
confused; mentally incompetent
persons wander helplessly; non-Eng
lish speaking immigrants are lost.
To all these comes assistance from
the Travelers Aid.
“The streams of travel flow along
transportation lines and on these
lines lie cities like catch basins, each
taking its quota of travelers in need.
In making adequate provisions to
protect and aid the traveler in dif
ficulty, communities must act for
self-protection, if for no other rea
son.
“Travelers Aid Societies are at
work in 167 cities, knit loosely
I'.rough a national association. Last
ir this inter-city chain of service,
'
Its 519 workers, gave some
form of definite, practical service
to over two million passengers.
“So plain and definite is the need
for the kind of service given by
Travelers Aid that there has been,
a remarkable growth in its work in
the past five years. The time can f
be foreseen clearly when every I
American community of over 15,-1
000 population will have at least I
one trained and competent Travel
ers Aid worker at its railroad sta-i
tioB."

Frenchman Would Strip
Laurel From Columbus
French savants are Investigating
the thorny question of who discov
ered America. In a paper read be
fore the College de France, a paper
which I he French press terms “sen
sational,” Professor Melllet stales
that it was nof Christopher Colum
bus. The famous voyager merely
rediscovered a continent which was
known long before bis day to other
navigators, ns the New York
Herald-Tribune says.
Up to the present, says Professor
Melllet, no serious stud)- of the in
digenous languages of America and
of other regions has ever hden
made, but the ground now is being
broken by French students and a
comparison of the vocabularies of
a group of California languages and
certain Polynesian languages has
brought to light “satisfying and
numerous coincidence.”
"The vocabulary of the In
digenous races of Patagonia.” the
lecturer told his colleagues of the
College de France, “shows striking
resemblances to that of Australian
races. And It is Interesting to note
that these linguistic resemblances
parallel almost identically similar
resemblances in the arms, domestic
utensils nnd other objects used in
the same epoch in America anti
other regions. But these similari
ties do not date from the time when
theRe continent's were connected hy
land Instead of vast oceans. There
fore It Is to be concluded that nnvlgators sailed over these Immense
spaces.”

Mr. and Mrs. 8. II. Weston‘Hamid F. Gonzales who is a stuent at Bates College this year, was
a weekend guest ut IMrs. J. P. Hail
Mrs. .1. H. Lovell attended the
Fryeburg-Lincoln game at Damaris
otta Friday night. Harvey I^ovell
was coach lor the Fryeburg Academy
team and Ralph Lovell played center
in the Freshman team of Lincoln
Academy.
Waiter Kaler. Merle Caslner, Har
old Perry, Ernest Boggs. Earle Ben
ner, Gordon Benner and William
Kennedy took the examinations for
R. F. D. Carrier at Rockland Satur
day.
The Grammar Schpol closed Fri
day after a term of eight weeks.
Miss Helen Weeks of Bristol, prin
cipal.
The annual town meeting will l>c
held at the town house March 2.
The crocuses on Ralph Morse's
lawn promise an early spring.
Miss Anne Gay left Friday fur a
trip which Includes Boston, Roches
ter, N. Y., Cleveland, Ohio and C|ii
ago.
All twelve members of the Whist
Club v. ere present at the last meet
ing at the home of Mrs. Maynard H
Kuhn. The prizes were won hy .Alisa
Marcia Blaney and Mrs. J. T. Gay.
The second banquet of the club will
be held Feb. 26 with Mrs. H. H
Kuhn. Mrs. AV". G. Izabe, Mrs. W. C.
Flint and Mrs. J. T. Gay on the com
mittee.
Miss Helen Oliver entertained 12
of 'her young friends at a delightful
party Saturday afternoon. Thy affair
was in keeping with St. Valentine's
Day, the pink and blue decorations
being most effective. Games were
enjoyed and ice cream and cake
served.
This is surely some big week for
picture funs. A tine program Is ot
tered at the Star Theatre both to
night nnd Saturday. Tonight comes
Betty Compson in the big Cecil De
Mille production. "Locked Doors."
Mins Compson is.supported hy a line
cast including such fuvnrites as
Theodore Roberts, Kenneth Harlan,
and Theodore Von Ertz. "Coming
Through" is the attraction for Sat
urday with two favorites. Thomas
Meighan nnd Isds Wilson in the cast.

HAKBONE’S MEDITATIONS
Some

lon6-face folks

PER-NOUNCE DEV<S

<?UIT

PE

DE TRUF

DONE

DEBIL.WEN
is, PE DE3IL

wuz so fas' HE OES’
RUNNEP OFF EN UEF'
'EW ■■

“Sure," gasped the roomer sleep
ily.

“Well, suh,” was the response,
“she's nt de stnshun now.”—
Charleston News nnd Courier.

Blue Boohs
In England blue hooks are official
reports or other publications pre
sented by the crown to both houses
of parliament. They are called
blue books because each volume Is
covered with a blup wrapper. In
this country the term “blue hook”
Is applied to a publication contain
ing the names and addresses of per
sons employed by the government.
A directory containing the names
nnd addresses of persons prom
inent in society is also calR*d a
blue book.—Pathfinder Magazine.

That Spirits Walk Earth
Is a Universal Belief
The belief that dead persons
make their reappearance on the
earth Is, according t'o an author,
universal among all the ancient
races.
The Eskimos sny the spirit ex
hibits the same form and shape as
the body It belonged to, but of a
more subtle and ethereal nature.
The Tonga islanders believe that
the human soul is the finer part of
the body, the essence that can pass
out. ns does the fragrance from
a flower.
The Greenland seers describe the
spirit ns pallid, soft and intangible.
Doctor Churchward knows some
people now living who possess the
gift of seeing and communicating
with their departed friends, who
never leave them night or day. He
says:
“But these good spirits cannot
speak so that one can hear them;
they cannot made noises, nor can
you take photographs of them.
“Spirits are composed of pure
corpuscles In the likeness and form
of their previous earthly state as
humans, only much more beautiful.
They cannot leave Tarndlse without
divine permission.”—Montreal Fam
By Herald.

To Hesitate

Is Fatal

Tony was being examined in the
civil service commissioner's room
for a laborer's position. He was
fluent in most of his answers, and
if appeared lie would pass without
any difficulty. But his downfall
caine when they asked If he had
been naturalized.
He seemed a Idt puzzled, but nt
last bis face lighted up ami he
said:
"Ah. I know whatn yon mean.
Scrntcha da arm.
Yes, Ir.sta
v.cek.”—Kansas City Star.

They stood at the wings of the
opera house, in a few moments
she was to go on.
“One last word,” said the con
ductor.
"Yes, maestro?"
"If you forget your lines do not
hesitate. Never falter."
“But what shall I sing?" asked
the new diva.
"That is tbe point. Re prepared.
Sing tbe multiplication table with
your best runs of trills. Nobody
will ever know tbe difference."—
I ’It t sburgti Cli itinicle-Tclegra ph.

Her Observation

An Unfortunate Past

Mrs. Snobbery—You know, my
husband is it retired gentleman
fanner.
Mrs. Morningcall—Yes, I beard he
had retired from something and I
knew be was still farming.

"Didn’t you like that clerk you
discharged?"
“Very much," said the grocer,
"hut my customers were suspicious
of his weighing. They all knew that
be used to be an ireiuaii."

DYER’S GARAGE
Rockland Dealers
TEL. 124

ey’s.

To the Minute
A traveling Charlestoninn paused
one night ut a small upstate town,
one of those places where trains
don’t really stop—they merely hesi
tate. Its lone hotel, opposite the
railway station, was kept by an
aged negro, who was proprietor,
clerk, cook, waiter, bellhop nnd
everything.
"Cull me for the 3:15 t'rn,ln,” or
dered the guest, retiring early—to
sleep soundly until awakened by a
loud hammering on his door.
"Hey. boss," came a voice out
side. "didn't yoh'all left a call fob
de 3:15 train?"

All Fixed Up
.
,
better fatherhood and motherhood,
better citizens loving their stock, their
children, their neighbors, their state
and their country.
Love grows as it feeds, and so long
a» it Is without one’s self there cannot
be too much of It. It is only when It

Beautiful home
Dyeing and tinting
guaranteed with
Diamond Dyes.
Just dip in cold
water to tint soft,
delicate shades, or
boil to dye rich,
permanent colors.
Each 15-cent pack
age contains di
rections so simple
any woman can
dye or tint lin
gerie, silks, ribbons, skirts, waists,
dresses, coats, stockings, sweaters,
draperies, coverings, hangings, every
thing new.
Buy "Diamond Dyes”—no other
kind and tell vour druggist whether
the material you wish to color is wool
or silk, or whether it is linen, cotton,
or mixed goods.

Mareru L. Bill, (lift),
New Preeident of Na
tional Traveler! Aid So
ciety, Receiving New Ireeignia from Retiring
Preeident
William 8.
Roijster, of Norfolk, Vo.

March 24. 1924:

“In a batch of news matter received
the other day Trom Director B. K.
of the extension department of
the Iowa Agricultural college, we note
two brief interesting letters written by
''?£dbury county, Iowa, ^irls on
'
I Like the Farm.’ We nave
read thousands of letters and articles
written on that subject by girls and
boys during the past twenty years.
Jp more than ninety-seven per cent of
tne ,eltcrs the first and chief reason
given for ‘Liking the Farm’ as a home
is the presence on it of live stockanimal pets.
• "One of the Woodbury girls begins
h^r letter with the sentence, ‘I like
the farm because there are lots of pets
to play with.’ The other Woodbury
girl says:
I like the farm because
there is a red and white tested cow to
give milk and also a little black pony
and a white horse.”
It is neither surprising nor a new
discovery that young people on farms
1
should be keenly interested in ani
mals. They should have been and al
ways will >e. Children are electrical
ly alive. They react to the crave for
association with animals that act nat
urally, playfully, intelligently and do
not scold, frown and voice "dont’s."
Young people are full to overflow
ing of affection whjch ought to have
worthy objects upon which to lavish
it self. Between children and their
all out of do - a. h.is a wouJertul heri animal pe:s a cultured reciprocity
tage. He or ehe starts life in the works refinement and tenderness in
right setting. B fore he gets started the emotions of young. The founda
In life he knows Itist nctively that tion of a lifelong attitude of kindness
there are many laws that cannot be and
mercy toward animals is laid
disregarded.
Nature's laws.
He
those swift golden years when
learns to live and respect h-r teach during
young people r.se and pet farm ani
ings. to know ihat she works in won mals. People who are kind to animals
drous ways.
are likely to be kind to one another.
Tliev know that no matter how Good citizenship, therefore, grows
warm and balmy me cl a -re day mn>
ou, „f c0ntact8 ort the part
he in January. It woo d he Useless to
{
dom„t)c
jfo hunt it g bird s nests for tbe robins ma!s. Parents who shire this view
south
and
a s.d other birds have gon
with us will see to it that their chil
will not return until spring arrives.
dren enjoy worthy animal associates.
Among the ties that bind young
Wondrous Inctinct.
people to the farms worthy of their
They know that there 1s something devotion,
the strongest and the long
that tells the young pnl» of robins how
remembered are their animal
to (construct their first honeymoon est
friends.
nest, and that every subsequent nest
they build will he of the exact pat
Builds for Parenthood.
tern of the nest tlmi has been bu ll by
Loving and caring for the animals
robins for countless generation'1. They on and around t’ c farm make far
know that the robin always builds his
house with mud, and the bluebird
never uses mud. The robin always
builds his out of doors, the bluebird
never buills in anythirg but holes in
trees and In and around buildings.
The country boy will know that he
must exercise patience in his scheme
of life, that no matter how much
money his (a her may have, he cannot
plant Ir, Mar and d g in June, nor
plant corn 'a June and have roast
ing ears In July.
He learns that time is a factor that
enters into mat. calculations and
may not. In fact rsurt not he over
looked that processes In which nature
takes part must co sum, a certain
amount of time
He sees the squirrels storing up
food for the winter s use; stores in
r:
time of plenty against future need.

COLOR IT NEW WITH

“DIAMOND DYES”

worm removed from my stomach
Edward N. Hutchins Is Re •but
they failed to get the head, and
stored To tdis« Old Time it had to be done over again in 1923.
Well, sir, before I got Karnak I was
Health By This Sensation in such a rundown condition that 1
just felt dead on my feet, and had
al New Medicine.
about made up my mind there wasn't

KARNAK HELPED HIM
FROM FIRST DOSE
Seventeen Years of Intense
Stomach Suffering Had
Made His Case Seem
Hopeless, He Says.
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Every-Other-Day

CewrtzM. Hit by McOun

SyndlWtb.

Intestinal Indigestion
Trouble and sickness often come from
the colon or large intestine, infections
which may lead to rheumatism and
other painful symptoms. The by-pro
ducts of the digestive organs, delayed in
passage, may putrify and develop trou
ble-making germs.
To relieve constipation, intestinal indigestion,
and their long train of ills, you may confidently
rely on the true “L.F.” ATWOOD Medicine.
It is a concentrated extract of the purest and best
medicines, roots and barks, Nature’s own reme
dies, and has a long and enviable record in thou
sands of New England families.

Getoneof the big50cent bottles, (nearly
8 ozs.) and have it handy in case of
need. The first do9e will help you. Fol
low the directions.

Only 1 cent a dose

L. F. Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
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TENANT’S HARBOR

it was planned to give him a sur
prise at the church vestry. A choir
rehearsal was appointed for the
evening of Jan. 22. That Friday was
a bitter cold day. Mr. Auld went
around the village and tried Io post
pone Ihe rehearsal, hut the' choir
members declined, so a line rehearsal
was in progress when about 50 per
sons entered. Mr. Auld was "dressed
for the occasion" in overalls. Jumper,
fel.s and rubbers. Anybody could
see It was a complete surprise. It
v.us some time before either he or
Mrs. Auld "came to” and then only
when Mr. Miller asked them to oc
cupy two very pretty rocking chairs
and presented them with a picture,
all of which had been purchased for
(hem. The gifts were accepted with
high appreciative manner and Mr.
Auld made some very pleasing re
marks In expressing his thanks.
Music, games and refreshments were
enjoyed and everyone wished Mr.
Auld many more happy birthdays.
It was regretted that some of those
who gave liberally and were much
interested in the affair could not be
present.

THE SOCIALISTS' STRENGTH

The Berlin Koclal democratic organ,
Next Friday evening the regular
Vorwarta estlmat •» that the strength
meeting of O. B. S. will be held. A
organized Socialists throughout
large attendance is desired. The
• world III 1924 was 7 000.000.
committee on entertainment and re-1
England hi ads the l.'et with 3.156.000
fre<>hmqnts are Blh«l Auld. Gilbert
rnemlwrs of Ihe Labor parly. Ger
Auld and Granville Bachelder.
many comes second with 960,000 and
The High School senior class held j
Austria third with 566.100.
a eoclal Friday evening. About >11
was cleared from sale of ice cream
and candyDr. and Mrs. Leach and Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Raw-ley motored to
Everybody is—when
Rockland Saturday.
stomach
and liver are
The ladle* class of the Sunday
out of order.
school met with Mrs. Alice Murphy
last Friday evening and elected
Dyspepsia, indigestion, biliouaness, constipation and laziness
these officers: Mrs. Murphy, presi
quickly removed with
dent: Ethel Auld. vice president;
Mabel Wilson, secretary; Ella 'Pease,
treasurer; Alice Wheeler, Mabel
Barter and Fannie Morris. Visiting
Take two tonight and you will feel
committee.
Refreshments
were
good tomorrow. BO for 26 cent*.
served by Mrs. Murphy.
SelJ everywhere
Seven of our young men took' a
hike to Rockland last Saturday.
They went to three moving pictures,
had three good meals and arrived
home about midnight. They were
George Dunn. Arthur Thompson
SOUTH BELFAST
Theodore Stlmpson. Charles Morris.
Bussell Monaghan. Cecil Morris and
Howard Monaghan.
*l’hero v.’iih no school ThurKday or.
(.'apt. and Mrs. Orris Holbrook and account of bad travelling.
Mrs. B. E. Allen motored to Rockland
Frank Hall is wiring .Tool PrenSaturday.
cott’a house for electric lights.
Mr. Scott one of the town's elder
The box social that was planned
ly residents, while walking on salt for Salurd iy night is i»ostponed in
water tee last week broke through definitely
and. save for the timely asalstance
Dwindle Keller, the young son of
of some of the men of the village, Mr. and Mrs. Percy
. Herrick, en
would have been drowned, lie was tertained a few friends Saturday in
In the Icy water about a half hour.
honor of bis ninth birthday. 4ce
Puritan Rebekah Ixidge will hold cream, cake and candy were served
FLOWERS SOON FADE
its Installation Thursday evening. Tbe table was prettily decorated
the
only
memorial that onduraa it a
Each members Is requested to take with valentines and red hearts with
tarefully built
either pie or cake. The committee valentines as favors.
'The guests
MONUMENT OR HEADSTONE
for the supper Includes: A. J. Raw- were Alice Prescott, Robert Hellers,
ley, Clarence Dwyer und William Grace. Alfred and Rjilpb Thomas. >f granite or marble that retains ita
Cook.
Millie. Edith and Henry Elwell, Le beauty and withstands time and the
Warrington Gllchrest and Charles ona and Hazel Herrick.
ilements.
Berqulst were in Rockland -Saturday
Miss Ruth Wight of Belfast form
We give careful attention to distinct
Kylvanus McKenzie is working for erly of South Belfast wmh given a legible lettering.
Darius Cook.
surprise party at Miss Thelma Nick
See our designs and not* our raas«
IMrs. Robert Wood was operated els’ in honor of her 16th birthday.
rupon ut Silsby HoS)iltal Thursday.
The guests were Miss Elizabeth anable estimates.
Arthur Brown of New York is Newell, Miss Alice Banks. Miss Ber
having a well drilled at his summer nice Armstrong. Miss Julia Chalm FRED S. MARCH "Sect1
home here.
ers. 'Murk Shibles, Clayton Higgins
The New Monumental Wararooma
• • • •
and Linwood Nichols.
Park St.. Cor. Brick,
ROCKLAND
Those
attending
the
Baptist
church in this village should be
pleased at the results of the past two
yearn, especially In a financial way.
The pastor. Rev. Perley Miller, in
It isn’t the can - its what’5
forms the writer that during his
ministry here, in about two and oneinside the can that counts.
half years, the church has raised
over JfiOOO: that there has l»cen
That's
why .you always get the
more given to missions than In any
previous year in the history of the
best when ^you insist on
church; that ut the beginning of the
year the treasurer reported all bills
paid, with no noliclting and $281 re
maining in the treasury. During
this time the ladies sewing circle has
raised about $1630. At the Augus-t
fair last year $491.02 was cleared
ar.d at the December fair $156.46.
The choir and orchestra still work
with the same Interest as last year.

Chamberlain’s Tablets

HATCH!1 BRAND

• «« •

Gilbert Auld has served as choir
leader. As bis friends and assoel1 ates appreciated his services, and
also that of Mrs. Auld in assisting
him. they desired to show their ap
preciation by making them a pres
ent. Mr. Auld's birthday was Jan.
23. He has been heard to wish that
’ he could have a birthday party, so

CANNED FOODS
150 Kinds
BUY BY THE CASE
And Save Time And Monev
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THOMASTON

JACK HOXIE in “BARBED WIRE”

Once Populous Citiea
Reclaimed by Jangle

!
PRE INVENTORY
I
1 DISCOUNT SALE OF 1
|
WATCHES
J

The old question whether a thing
can l>e lost when you know where It
is applies in part to lost cities, be
cause tlie sites of many of them nro
known Hnd in some cases even the
buildings and statuary are almost
intact.
Now, however, their only Inhabit
ants are tlie beasts of tlie Jungle,
lions prowl through their echoing
halls, monkeys race across their
fretted arches and snakes lurk in
their dark dungeons or glide across
their crumbling pavements.
For instance, the holy city of the
Buddhists— Knriiboedoer, in Java—
IumI been forgotten for G00 years
when Sir Stamford ltaf’os redis
covered it and its wondei l temple,
the eighth wonder of tite world,
says a writer in London Answers.
The Jungle of Slaui has hidden its
ancient capital, Ayuthia, for four
centuries. Its inhabitants tied be
fore the conquering Burmevp, and
never returned. It is now said to
be tlie lurking place of thousands of
enormous snakes.
Mystery surrounds the dead city
of Tibet, which Captain Bawling
discovered. It is a vast collection
of palaces, monasteries and dwell
ing houses, but the Tibetans pro
fessed ignorance of its existence,
and also of the reason of its aban
donment.
Five centuries ago Angkor had a
population of three-quarters of a
million. Today it is the dead city
of Cambodia.' The carved stone
elephants, the immense causeways,
the majestic temples, still remain,
hut the Jungle has invaded the
streets and squares.

The announcement of the engage
ment of Miss Flora Mc.Xall and Wil
Hoxie fans ar? due for a real surprise this week when ^hey see
liam W. Putnam of Easpx Junction,
Vt-, has been received here. Mr.
their idol, who has in the past been looked upon as a “two-fisted
Putnam
formerly
resided here.
man,” or a “gun tolin’ cow puncher,” without his trusty sixThomaston friends extend congratu
shooter at his hip. True, the gun plays a bin part in this produc
lations.
tion and nearly gets him in serious trouble, but Jack ""himself
The Mission Circle of the Baptist
church is meeting this afternoon
does not carry it in a single scene—he uses his fists in true
with Miss1 Harriet Levensaler.
he-man fashicn.
Mrs. E. K. Winchenbach and Mrs.
Leila Smalley are spending a few
Also TWO REEL COMEDY
days in Boston.
The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday
afternoon with Mrs. Comstock.
TOWN HALL, UNION, THURS., FEB. 19
The Ladies Circle of the Congre
gational church is in session this
afternoon at their vestry. Stopper
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FRL, FEB. 20
will be served at 6 o’clock.
Arcana Lodge, K. of P. and the
GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., FEB. 21
Mayflower Lodge of Pythian Sisters
attended service at the M. E. church
on Sunday evening. The occasion
NEXT WEEK
was the 61st.anniversary of the Kof P. Specif music by orchestra
The Picture You’ve Been Waiting For—
and choir was a feature of the serv
JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD’S
ice, the orchestra being directed by
Dr. I. E. Luce. The message by the
“GOLD
MADNESS”
pastor was “Greater love hath no
From the story ‘THE MAN FROM TEN STRIKE”
man than this, that a man lay down
his life fbr his friends,” discussing
the test of friendship. In spite of
the rain the service was well at
tended.
Mrs. Emma Burton is clerking in ^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH
E. K. Winchenhach’s store during
Mrs. Winchenhach’s absence.
A- W. Hatch is displaying at the
McDonald drug store a model of the
ship Frederick Billings, which he has
constructed for a party in Philadel
phia. It is a fine piece of work.
Writing of models you should see
one that B. H. Copeland has of the
bark “Star” of 298 tons built by G.
Thorndike in 1847, owned by the
Before taking our yearly inventory we are going ==
Thorndikes and Sweetland and com j =:
manded by I. Snow. The model lias =
to reduce our stock of Watches by giving you a S
the appearance of a vessel timbered
S straight—
3
out.
The Thursday evening meeting at
the Baptist church will he in charge
of the 'World Wide Guild.
from their regular prices
=
The young misses Pendleton »»f
Warren were weekend guests of
This
sale
will
be
for
1
hree
Days
Only
their aunt, Mrs. L. II. Dunn.
From Blanchard < )rne now in the
Sunny Southland comes an item to*
S
And include.s our entire line of Watches, comprising Elgins,
3E
The Courier-Gazette correspondent.
J
Walthams, Gruen’s and H*«mi1tons. All sold under our usual
35
“Blanchard Orne and Keddington
:
guarantee.
“
Robbins, mates on W. K. Vander! YOU CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY 3
bit’s yacht Ara. were the guests1 re
cently of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Lermond
and Mr. and Mrs. Levi Copeland at a
real “honest to goodness” baked
bean supper at their cozy bungalow’.
i
13 ELM ST.
JEWELER
CAMDEN, ME. 3
West Flagler street, Miami.” AU the
members of the party are from
Thomaston.
The ladies of St. John’s Guild will
hold a sale of cooked food and candy sleeve-links for his Spanish cos
Left High School
Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock in the tume; to Miss Charlotte Cross, a fan
parish rooms.
In the evening a in recognition of her most amusing i
Because of Lung
musical program has been arranged array; and to Master Tom Scott as
by Mies Alcada Hall. Readings by the Black Cat. a collar pin.
Many
others
richly
deserved
Trouble
Mrs. Edith Cr-asto Pitcher will he a
honorable mention, hut it should be !
most attractive feature.
The pupils are enjoying a week’s said of Master Kenneth Feyler that, j
as a strange young lady in evening
vacation.
Capt. Albert Coombs of New York costume of black and red. and wiih
spent the weekend in town, guest of no other facial disguise than horn
rimmed glasses, he deceived not only Restored Him To Health and To His
his mother, Mrs. Julia Coombs.
School
Howard Bramhall is confined in the judges, hut his schoolmates as
well. In fact, it is said that the boys
From all indications this hoy was
doors with lumbago.
Miss Isabel Bridges of South were considerably exercised over on the verge of consumption, yet his
the unknown fair one. Ice cream case was not so hopeless as it seemed,
Cushing was in town last week.
At the installation of the Knights tvas served at intermission and the for he found and usfcd the right rem
edy in time Cases silimar to this are
of Pythias Wednesday evening those merry i»arty broke up at 11.45a common occurrence, as Allen’s Lung
who have not been solicited please
Heak r is becoming famous as a lung
CAMDEN
take cake.
medicine.
The Baptist Sunday school will
11. -I. Allen, Dear Sir:—Four years
have a telephone installed in the
Mrs. Mabel Whyte and Mrs.
Florence Curtis entertained at din - ' ago. while in my senior year in the
church.
James A. Williamson is spending a ner and auction Priddy evening at high school. I was suffering from a
the home of Mrs. Curtis. Decora severe cough on my lungs. I had
few days in Damariscotta.
Joint installation of Arcana Lodge tions and favors were appropriate been doctoring for several months,
and Mayflower Temple will be held to St. Valentine. There were three but had found nothing to help me.
tables in play, and one of the guests My lungs became so sore that at
Wednesday evening.
The regular meetibg af Mayflower well known to hold poor cards, tested times it s cmed as though they were
Temple, Pythian Sisters will be held out the mythical good luck of a rab blistered. I became so run down that
Friday evening. A supper will be bet’s foot, hut her only good luck was I had to leave st hook Then a friend
winning the prize for putting a puz told me of your Lung Healer. I tried
served.
Capt. Gray invites the citizens to zle together in record time. How it and was greatly relieved by the
she
thinks
“Friday
the first bottle. I continued Its use and
attend the drills of the Coast Artil ever
lery Co. on Thursday evenings. thirteenth” may have been the hoo- after taking four bottles my cough
was gone and my health was com
Both artillery and infantry drills are dOo.
Wilfred S. Kenniston of Portland pletely restored. It made a new man
conducted.
Mis. William Colley has recovered has been the guest of his sister, Mrs. of me and I went back to school.
Your Lung 'Healer is certainly a
from an attack <»f grippe. Mr. Col William G. Williams.
ley is not yet able to leave the bed,
Miss Josephine Wentworth and grand medicine and a great body
Mrs. Grace Achorn left Friday f«»r builder. Yours gratefully.
although better.
JOHN HENRY PERRY.
Mrs. Fred Swift is making fine Washington. D. C. They also plan
52 Carnes Street. Lynn, Mass.
progress toword recovery from her to attend the early millinery open
Sold in Rockland by the Kittredge
ings.
ill turn.
Pharmacy.
Robert McLain and son are making
•Wednesday evening is the date -of
good progress on a 50-foot boat for the costume dancing party to be
Monhegan parties.
given in K. of P. hall. The hostesses
WARREN
Rev. P- S. Clifford, cha plain of the are Helen Rich, Alice Hansen and
State Prison, preached at the M. E. Ruth Thomas.
Mrs. A P. Gray slipped on the ice
church Sunday morning, a stirring
Miss Anne M. Alden. Horatio Friday morning ami sustained a frac
message of optimism. Rev. M. E. Alden of Boston and Dr. and Mrs. ture of the left arm.
Osborne representing the Board of Charles Codman of Philadelphia t$re
W. C. Waltz, with the assistance
Foreign Missions of the :M. E. church, in town, called here by the death of of Harry Moore has wired the lat
will bring an up-to-date message of Mrs. John E. Codman.
ter’s rent now occupied by Harry
the Board’s activities to the church
The annual ball of the Atlantic Aspey and family for electricity.
tonight at 7.30 o’clock. Rev. Mr. Os Engine Company is to take place
Mrs. H. A. Chase was the guest of
borne will appear in native Hindu Friday evening. Feb. 20.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Overlock Sat
costume and will offer considerable
Rev- Horace I. Holt is giving a urday at supper. Mrs. Chase, who
music with his lecture. It will be series of sermons at the Sunday has spent the past week at Hilltop
an intensely interesting program, morning services of the Elm street Inn. returns home to Newton Centre
which all who possibly can should Congregational church which are today.
attend.
causing much favorable comment.
The class parts have been granted
Llewellyn N. Edwards, bridge en They are in accordance with Gov. to W. H. S. Seniors as follows: Val
gineer of the Highway Commission, Brewster’s wish to “Boom Maine” edictory. Edna L Wiley: salutatory,
■was in^'town Monday inspecting the and are to be given each Sunday un Parker H. Spear; history, Ellenora
work on the Mill Brook bridge.
til town meeting.
Last Sunday’s Erkki’a: prophecy, Edna Robinson;
* * f. *
subject was “Finding*Gold Around class will, Annie Overlook; presen
Mt. Hattie.” Next Sunday’s theme tation of gifts, Fred Overlook; essays
Celebrating St. Valentine
The first real gala occasion held in is “Putting the Pep into Pepper” Mildred Waltz and Helen Slarrett.
Miss Thelma Jones has left sohool
the Andrews Gymnasium was a Val and is particularly addressed to the
and is employed in the shoe shop.
entine masquerade party on Satur business men.
Regular meeting of Joel Keyes
The High School ride planned for
day evening, under the apspices of
the Parent-Teacher Association. It Grant Circle, Ladies of the Grand Wednesday night was postponed to
is a well-known fact that when Mrs. Army of the Republic will be held an indefinite date.
Mrs. May Starrett has employment
Mary Bunker, Mrs. Ruby Peabody. Friday.
There will 1h» a dance in Masonic in the shoe factory.
Mrs- John Creighton. Miss Mary Mc
Mrs. Oscar Hart who gave up work
Phail or Miss Margaret Jordan hall Thursday evening for the bene
at the shoe factory for a time re
sponsor an affair success is already fit of the Masonic dub.
Capt.
E.
G.
Lamb
is
home
from
sumed work again last week.
bespoken, but \vhen all these ladies
C. H. Moore of Rockland was a
combine to give
a
thoroughly New York.
Miss
Cynthia
Adams
of
New
York
dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
charming party for the young peo
is
the
guest
of
Miss
Priscilla
Brew

Overlook Sunday.
ple, the result is little short of per
The topic of the mid-week prayer
fection. Valentine decorations, the ster.
service at Ihe Baptist church at 7
Snappy Five orchestra led by Doug
THEY'RE COMING AGAIN
o’clock tomorrow evening will be
las Yinal, flower favors, colored
"Why I Go To The Prayer Meeting."
streamers thrown from tlie galleries,
The Eastern Yacht Club is coming
confetti and balloons weighted with
Ellston Luce is prepared to do all
lollipops kept meriment at its height back to Maine waters again this
all the evening, both for the dancers summer, according to announcement kinds of electrical work, prompt
and the numerous spectators in the mule yesterday by I.- mi •! Al. service and prices right.—adv 18-tf
Fowle, yachting editor of the Bouton
balconies.
Of course the most important Globe.
According to the preliminary itin
event was the judging of the cos
tumes for prizes; and the committee erary, the fleet starts on the long
of judges—Miss Margaret Ruggles, racing run to Rockland, July 6, hav-’
Mrs. J. H. Flanagan of Rockland, ing until Wedm s«1ay morning before
Wednesday. July
Mrs. Olive Sturtevant, Arthur Elliot tlie second runund J. Walter SUout had a hard task s. the fleet will race from Rockland
before them.
Numerous masculine .o Isles boro: Thursday. July 9. Islesand feminine costumes ranged from boro to North Haven.
Spain to the woolly West and from
From North Haven the fleet will
the days of long ago to extreme turn about and proceed to the west
modernity, with the preponderance ward, the run of Friday, July 1ft,
of costumes in honor of good St. being from North Haven to BoothValentine. After mature deliberation bay Harbor. The last racing run of
the worthy judges awarded prizes the cruise will he Saturday, July 11.
as follows; to Miss Alice Felt, Boothhay Harbor to Portland, the
flowers, for her Valentine costume of fleet to disband at the Casco Bay
swinging hearts; to Edgar Ames, harbor.
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ALLEN’S LUNG
HEALER

Metal Drums —
No more drying out

His Way Out of Dilemma
The commanding officer looked
down the charge sheet to see what
type of case he had to deal with
tiiat morning.
Suddenly he started.
“Mutiny!" he muttered. "Private
King charged with mutlayl” Then
aloud: ‘‘Where is’the corporal who
made this arrest?”
“Here, sir,” answered a corporal,
stepping forward.
"Do you charge Private King with
mutiny?” was the stern inquiry.
“I do sir,” was the reply.
“On wtiat grounds?”
The corporal hesitated for a mo
ment. Then:
"Well, sir." he said, confidentially.
“It was xgally insubordination,'but
I didn’t .know how to spell that, so
I put ‘mutiny.’”

Heat Kills Germs
Radiant (or visible) beat was em
phasized by Prof. Leonard Hill—at
a recent meeting of the London Zoo
logical society—as "most useful lit
helping caged animals to fight
against infection” from tuberculosis.
Hot-water pipes, lie pointed out,
though an economical way of rais
ing temperature in the animal
houses, do not provide all the bene
fits of radiant heat such as we know
best in tlie form of sunlight and, in
another form. In the domestic coal
fire. In fact, central heating—ex
cellent in Its place—Is not healthy
heating, as the prevalence of tuber
culosis In steam-heating countries
such as Sweden, Russia and the
United States goes far to prove.

Passed Over Bonanza
Although any '49er who made
good In the gold rush to California
in 1849 hnd no hone to pick with his
fate. It is n comment that many of
them and their brothers who were
not so successful walked right over
q,rich bonanza in the southern part
of Mexico, along the Isthmus of
Panama, over which many of them
trekked. Along the river of the
Winding Snake many Miters walked
on their way to the Pacific coast,
little knowing tiiat later prospectors
would find a rich field of oil beneath
their feet.

Rather Cynical Test
The subject of text-finding was
being discussed by two clergymen
In regnrdfto addresses of married
couples at wedding services.
“Do you have a text as a rule?"
asked one of the other.
“No: I never have had one," was
the reply, ‘‘but I know wtiat I should
choose if I did have one. It cornea
from Psalm 2, verse 7—‘Abundance
of peace so long as the moon endureth.' ”

New Descriptive Word
“My wife is forever saying. ‘When
nre you going to do this?' nnd 'When
nre you going to do tiiat?’ ”
"My boy, you’re wlienpecked."

The Trade Name
"I hear they have established a
home for telephone operators.”
“A^rwliat did they name it?"
"Listen Inn."—Overhead Wires.

Advertisements in this column not to ex
ceed three lines inserted once for 25 cents,
3 limes for 50 cents. Additional lines 5
cents eadi for one time, 19 cents for three
times. Six words make a line.

s

Lost and Found
FOUND— Pocket book containing small sum

III Iiannev l ull at THE COLKIEK GAZETTE
office and identify.
21-2S1
I FOUND—(.'ollie, female, black and white,
tan underneath jfi low ears. Has collar, no
lbAtne. S. S. CDm®RY, Warren. Tel 169-25
21*23
FOUND—Fountain pin on Saturday. Own
er please CALL 129-5.
21*lt

LOST—Between Myrtle and Rankin streets
pair <»f tortoise-shell glasses. Return to MRS.
LORING, 24 Myrjje St
Reward
21*lt
LOST—Between E. C Davis’ rcMence,
Broadway and Anglers Farm, Union, auto
number plate, 3-"80. E. C. DAVIS, Citv.
21-23

Barrel

LOST—Yellow and wliito entile dotf, name
"Betsy.” I‘. It. SKI-.k.'.S, Tlionunlon. Tel.
27-121-2:1
NOTICE is hereby givt’i <>f the loss of de
posit btxik numbered 24649 and the owned of
said Ixxik asks for duplicate in accor«lanco
with the provision of the State Law. Rocklaiul Savings Bank, by A. B. Blackington,
Assistant Treasurer, Feb. lo, 1923, Rock
land Me.
18*T 24

Quarter-Barrel Drum

Half-Burrel Drum

4

Giving the DairyjCd^a Square Deal
News Bureau of Animal Husbandry

STRAW HAT
OPERATORS

FOUND—Ladles wrist watch. Owner can
have same by proving property and paving
charges. Apply J. H BREEN, Jr . West
ern Union Telegraph Office?
19*21

Waqjed
~MALE~HELP

WILLIAM KNOWLTON & SONS,
WEST UPTON, MASS., offer spe
cial inducements to Maine opera
tors. Write for particulars.

WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
WALL PAPER

A scene on a iber.tiitally conducteJ midwest dairy farm.
(Inset. 1 Fi'.th quatkly cJtcs tt. dai.,a if cows Left n, poorly
tended sublet.
There are now 25,37".000 dairy
cattle- in the United States. Of
these, says a recent report, only
about one-half are cared for in a
manner to enable them to return a
fair profit to their owners.
Many a milk cow has been ac
cused of being a "boarder” win n
the owner had only lvmself to
blame. Unlike human being -, dairy
cows never shirk intentionally,
l
frequent tc-sts rev. al that
-mingly
unimportant details in the
f
milk cows have startling effects cn
milk production.
If you are consiilr ring drying up
nny of your milk herd b'-iau yen
believe them to be unprodu- 'ive, fill
in the questionnah-' bciow for your
own satisfaction. If you can vnite
YES as an answer lo all of the
questions, it is safe to nrsum • that.
If your cows arc- not I. • ar- ci, they
are getting a square <h 1 and the re
fore ought to repay you a merously.
Are you feeding them a properly
balanced ration?
If not, or if you are not quite
sure of what makc-3 up a properly
balanced ration for milk cow.;, get
in touch witi, your county agi nt. It
will pay you to do this.

tcat riil

Are the 3tables kept clean—espe

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES

cially during the months you keep

WANTED—M Iddle-aged woman as house
keeper for man middle-aged. No objections
to one or two children. Address R. F. l>.
19*21
BANMRUFT’8 PETITION FOR DISCHARGE BOX H2. Vlnalhaven. Me.
In The Matter of Albert T. Blackinuton
WANTED—F osltlon as
housekeeper In
Bankrupt. In Bankruptcy.
small family, by refined protestant woman
To the Htmorab'e .lohn A. Peters, Judge of with girl 11 years old
Best of references.
the District Court of the United States for Write X. Y Z. 93 Evans St., Pleasantdale,
the District of Maine.
South Portlaml, Me.
19*23
Albert T Blacking!on, of Rockland, in the
WANTED—Small farm, not over 13 acred,
County of Knox and State of Maine, in
said District, respectfully represents, that Rockland or Camden preferred, good soil,
on the fifteenth day of November, last past, buildings In good repair, price reasonable,
he was duly adjudged bankruix under the near car line. Address FARM, care Cou16 27
Acts of (Congress relating to bankruptcy; i ier-Gazette
that he hae duly surrteidertd all his prop
erty and right $ of property, and lias fully
complied with all the requirements <if said
FOR SALE—;.; tons finest tjualiiy pressed
Acts and of the orders of Court touching his
bankruptcy.
hay. large or small lots; also a large lot of
Wherefore he prays that he may be decreed household furnishings; a nice trade in kit
by the Court to have a fuW discharge fron; chen ranges. Safas, etc. new ami second
all debts provable against his estate under bund. Tel. connection,
H F HICKS, 65
said Bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as Llnrerock St
21 26
are excepted by law from such discharge.
FOR
SALE
—
F
antrs,
cottages,
summer
prop
Dated this ninth day of February, A. D.
erties, hotels, stores, real estate of every deMW5.
•Crip'.ion.
ORRIN
J.
DICKEY,
Belfast.
Me.
ALBERT T BLACK INGTON
___________ 1_______________________20 31
Bankrupt

—r------

Do you keep the cows clean?
Filth adhering to flanks and
udilecs takes money right out of
your pocket. Impurities are ab. nbed into the system. That means
more feed or less milk. Milk from
a manure-caked cow is unclean
and, on a strict interpretation,
against the law. In just a few min
utes, you can clip the udders, flank3
and underlines of the cows. There:'tcr, it is only a matter of seconds
to wipe off all clinging foreign mat
ter with a damp cloth. Farmers
and dairymen who follow this prac
tice say it increases milk flow and
enrich
the Ini'.k. And the cow is
certainly Wore comfurtable and
contented.

Are you giving your cows
square deal?

ORDER OF XOTK E THEREON

a

41 OCEAN STREET

TELEPHONES 316 AND 317
MAIL & TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED
CASH PRICES FOR BALANCE OFTHE WEEK

JUsfT FEWSPECIALS

Corned Beef, per pound..................................................... 8c
Hamburg Steak, lean and fresh ground, 2 pounds .... 25c
Smoked Shoulders, pound............... ............................ 18c
Pork Roasts, pound .... 20c. Pork Chops, pound . . . 25c
Liver, pound .................... 10c; 3 pounds....................... 25c
Bacon, machine sliced, pound............. ................... •.. . 35c
Stew Beef or Pot Roasts, pound................................... 1 5c
Top Round Steak, pound...................
30c
Bottom Round Steak, pound................................
20c
Best Cut Rump Steakr pound............................................ 40c
Face Rump, pound......................................................... 25c
Beef for roasting, '• ive Rio cuts, pound........................... 20c
Sirloin or Porterhouse Roasts, pound...............
25c
Other cuts, pound............................................................ 1 5c
Pie Meat, pound......................................
10c
Ham to fry, pound.............................. .7.........................35c
Ham to boil, pound..............................................................30c
Corned Spare Ribs, pound.............................................. 18c
Fancy Fresh Killed Chickens, pound............................. 35c

Strictly Fresh Eggs, dozen ............................................ 55c
Fresh Creamery Butter, pound........................................ 49c
Nut Butterine, pound..........................................................25c
Pure Lard, pound................................................................ 20c
Compound Lard, pound................................................... 17c
Full Cream Cheese, pound.................................................30c

Best All Round Flour, bag
Confectioner’s Sugar, pound

$1.00
10c; 3 pounds

A five gallon Od Can, full of oil for

$1.50
.. 25r
$1-4-

10c; 3 pounds
Salt Herring, pound.........
Cod Bits, 3 pounds.........
Tongues and Sounds, 2 pounds..................

25c
25c
25c

Cream Tartar, lb. ( I pkg. Soda Free) ....

35c

Seeded or Seedless Raisins, pkg.
Prunes, 3 pounds......................

UNION

CON I> KN 8KD STATE M E NT
FIDELITY A DEPOSIT CO. OF MARYLAND
Baltimore, Maryland
^WBTS, DEC. 31, 1924

Real Estate ...............................
M<xrtgage Loans .......................
Stocks and Bonds ..................
Cash In Office and Bank ....
Agents’ Balance* ....................
Interest and Rents ................
All other Assets ......................

mi
86
47
69
45
72
17

Gross Assets ........................ .tIH.434.42ll 3«
Deduct Items not admitted .. .. 302.658 48

Admitted Assets ................ .$18,131,761
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1H24
Net unpaid losses .................. ..$3,619,869
1 "earned Premums ................ ...6.939.577
All other liabilities .............. ...1.467,679
Cash Capital .......................... .. 5,000.009
Hurplm oier alt labilities ... .. 1.944,644

88
95
54
74
99
55

Total Liabilities and Surplus $18,131,761 88
D. H. GLIDDBN, Agent
18-T-24
Yinaihaven, Maine
CONDENSED STATEMENT
COMMONWEALTH CASUALTY CO.
PhlladMpliia. Pa.

AfSSETS. Dec. 31, 1921
Mortgage Loans ...................... .$
Stocks and Bonds .................. ..
Cash in Office and Bank........
Agents’ Balances ...................... ..
Interest and Rents ..................
AH other Assets .......... ............

34.999
794.656
52.489
239.984
9.991
21.98-1

99
31
83
35
69
15

Gross Asaets .......................... . $1,048,907 24
Deduct items not admitted ..
12,540 79

FOR SALE—Radio sets, at a great bargain
Will deiu<HMtrate any night. <'. M. WOK.
71 Tillson avenue. ______________ jji*25

FOR SALE—Plenty of nice English hav.
ITice right. JAMES 11. SIMONTON, West
Rockport.
19-tf
FOR SALE—RADIO—2-tube ('roslev with
batteries, phones and antennae. $39. 27
STATE STREET.
19*21
FOR SALE—USED FUR^ COATS—< ..afs
taken in trade for new coats. To be sold
at a fraction of the original cost
Lots of
wear in them. Lady’s Coon Coat, $73 ; La
dy’s Coon coat, $50; Lady’s Civet cat coat,
$75; Lady’s Marmot coat. $50; Man’s fur
lined coat, $33; Man’s fur lined eoat, $45;
and others. Call and look them over. FUL
LER <N>BB-DA YKS, Second floor.
19-21
FOR SALE—Second hand—3 upright pi- V
anos, 1 Brunswick cabinet machine, 1 Edl-f
son cabinet machine, 2 mandolins, 1 banjo,
Y. F. STL’DLEY, Inc., Music Departimat.

Xtf

FOR SALE—Dry hard fitted wood delivered

$15 cord
Tel. 352-21.

CHARLES

HELIN.

Rockville,
13.34

FOR SALE—Player Piano Q. R. S. mimic
rolls, wide range of choice. While they last
only 25 cents each. V. P. STUDLEY, INC.,
Music Department.
y-tf
FOR SALE—Double tenement house nt 5
Lisle St.
Apply to MRS F. II. SANBORN.
80 Pleasant. St.
Tel. 903-W.
5-tf

FOR SALE—Residence of the late Capt
Charles E. Hall, Middle St Heights
AR
THUR L. ORNE. 417 Main St.. Rockland.

1-tf
FOR SALE—9-room nouse; not water heat,
cement cellar; modern Improvements; large

garden.
New grocery business well stocked
M G. GURNEY, 3 Park St, Cantden.
1-tf
FOR SALE—We have a parlor, library ana
bed room set, including mattress and spring.
Best quality of used modern furniture which
we will sell or exchange for antique furniture.
COBB & DAY1S.
146-tf

FOR SALE—Mouse at Atlantic, (Swan’s
Island.) 6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; sightly
location close by shore.
Garage and out
buildings, water in house
Acre and half
of land.
Fine place for summer home. At
a bargain.
lantic. Me.

Address DR. I. B

Miscellaneous
■ ■

GAGE. At
57*tf

*

------- —

WATCMMAKKER AND CLOCK REPAIRING

Admitted Assets .................... . .$1,035,466 54 Typewriter*, small work. S ARTHUR MA(X)MBER, 23 Amesbury St., Rockland. Me
LIABILITIES Dee 31 , 1924
Net Unpaid Losses .................. ..$ 173,654 22 _ _________________________________ 21*26
429.18961
Unearned Premiums ..............
PAINTING OR PAPER HANGING Done at
61,713 46 reasonable rates, ('all FOREST K. HATCH
All other Liabilities
..........
300,000 99 Tel. 484-M_________
Cash Capital ............................
20-08
70,909 25
Surplus over all Liabilities .
PALMER ENGINES—The most reliable
Pri<‘cs greatly re
Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$1,035,466 54 engine for the flshenmin
duced
Urge stock, immediate delivery.
15-T-21
Place order early. Catalogue free
Pa.mer
Brui, Portland. Me., or GEORGE W. KLWKLL. Yin-al ha ven. Me.
‘ 21-32

To Let

HAND WOVEN RUGS—n.adu m „r.l r. to
LET—<Store now occupied by Edward match any color-scheme Write for samples
Gonia W’lll be vacated about April of rug-filling. Prices reasonable. Cottage
Apply to MR8. B. B SMITH, at the rugs a specialty. HELEN W. GUSHEE. I nion
Bidknell office.
2W
(Maine R F. I) No. 1.
19-21
TO LET—5 or 7 room tenement with elecLOBSTERMEN—Trapheads knit, any stvle,
it: lights and toilet at 15 Rockland St.
D at lowest prices. Call or write L P. N. 2
j3HAm;iL
12-tf Blake Place, Rockland, Me.
19*it
FOR SALE—Fresh killed fowl to «uder.
TO 8ET—Small tenement on Union st
Apply HARRY
ROBIN SOON.
Buttermilk
nquire of MRS. C. F SIMMONS, 21 Ml
Lane. Tel. 314 1.
19-21
4L
GUM-A-LAC paint and varnish, dries In
TO LET—Two tenements op Otis street;
jach has 6 monks and bath. Apply to F. P. one Itour after applying. For floors, standKNIGHT, Windsor House.
Tel 614-W’. 5-tf trims, autos or furniture. FRANK L. PUL
18 26
TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St , LEN. 29 McLoud 8. *6 1 1950-M.
til modern conveniences.
P. L. HAVENER.
LET ME QUOTE PRICES $0 YOU mi Dia
I’el. 792 R
____ l4«-tf mond Tires and Tubes, Weed ('hains and
Spark Plugs; also tire used cars from $S5
up o 631)0.
JOSEPH E CLOUGH, 174
Pleasant St., Rockland
Salesman for Knox
Motor Sales. C.
14-tf
RADIO BATTERIES—FOR $1.25 vn~w?iT
pick up your battery, leave a loan and de
liver yours back to you fully charged.
HOUSE SHERMAN, INC. Rockland.
Tel.
721-M.
Exlde Service Station.
12-tf

TO
O'B.
1st.
A E

Swansdown
Cake Flour
Pkg. . . . 35c

$2000 IS OFFERED for a U S printed
Item.
Booklet free listing this and old ma
terial wanted-—broadsides, pamphlets, stamps,
prints, etc
G. A JACKSON, 195 6 Pem
berton Bldg.. Boston.
19*24
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, picot edge,
BABY CHIX—Wyllles 8. C Ruts railed
on free range, trap nested and bred for type covered buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOLMAN
MORSE, 359 Main St. Tel. 868-M
; and color. State accredited for white diarr
hoea Price 22 cents each, postpaid. Safe ________________________ _____________ l-tf
arrival guaranteed
F. H. WYLLIE. Thom
TRUCKING. MOVING AND ERRANDS
aston. Me.. Mt. 1
Tel. 199-«
15*29-79
done promptly.
Go anywhere.
C. 0 HARADEN.
Tel. 156 M or 629-J.
1-tf
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
3?6 Main St. Mall
1921 AMERICAN BIX, just overhauled and the Rockland lair Store,
HELEN C. RHODES.
i in first class condition—tires practically new orders solicited.
1-tf
1 —A bargain If sold at once. BERT ANGEL,
Gray Gull Restaurant, LUneroek St, RockSNOWMAN, TEL. 672-R doea all kinds of

Jack Hoxie in “I’ai bed Wire" is FREE DELIVERY IN OWL S HEAD WED. AND THURS.
Ihe Thursday night attraction nt
Town Hall, lloxle fans will tie CUT
FRICES ON EVERYTHING SALE DAYS
privileged t^ see their idol in a
somewhat different role than a twogun man. this time he is a two-ltet
man- The usual ttvo-reel comedy is
TELEPHONES 316 AND 317
included.
j land.

AT HASKELL’S

.. t2.34ii.imii
... 36,218
..1 1,267.854
.. 2,127.112
. . 2.205.959
4,942
452,932

FOR SALE—House lot of ('apt James Sta
phs. Cheitniit street. Telephone MARTl’N
BILLINGS, 161 -J
20*25

Eggs and Chicks

Jelly Monge, pkg..................... 5c; 6 pkgs.
idoine Made Doughnuts, dozen......... ?. . .

Fig Bars, lb............ 18c; 3 lbs............... 50c
Peaches, per can ............................... 25c
New Dates, 2 pounds........................ 25c

Dictrict of Maine, ss:
On this 14th day of February, A. D 1923
on reading the foregoing petition, it la—
Ordered by the Court, that a (tearing Im*
had upon the santc on the 27th day of
March, A. D 1925 before- said Court at
Portland, in said District, ft ten o'clock in
the forenbon; and tb-at notice thereof be
published in The Couripr-Gazette, a newspa
per printed in said District, and tiiat all
known creditors, and other iwrsons in inter
est, may appear at tlie aadd time and place
and allow cause. K any they have, why the
prayer of said |K*titioner should not be
granted.
And it is further Ordered by the Court,
tiiat the Clerk stiail send by mail to a-fl
known creditors copies of said petition and
this order, addressed to them at their places
of residence as stated.
Wicnm the Honorable John A. Peters,
Judge of the said Court, and the seal there
of, at Portland, kt said Dlwrict, on the 11th
day of February, A. D. 1923.’
IL. 8.1
JOHN F. KNOWLTON, Clerk

?

15 pounds Fine Granulated Sugar

-

For Sale

FRANK O. HASKELL
CASH GROCERY

WANTED—Man with car to sell complete
line quality Auto Tires and Tubvt Exclu
sive Territory. Experience • not necessary
Salary $3«M per monMt MILEST3NK RI B
BLR COMPANY, Last Liven, ol. Ohio.
_________________________________ 2 Pit
WANTED—Two men who are alieady pu
pils of I. C. S., Alexander Hamilton, Lasalle,
or National Salesman
Traiijiing Courses.
Spec ial opportunity to men la' ing these
courses. For interview write "P" care of
The Cou^er-Gazette.
21-23

WANTED—L«.ng halted
kittens.
State
age. color ami sex
Good prices. THE
MAINE PET SHOPS. Belfast. Maine 20 31

THOMASTON. MAINE
Tu&8*tf

the milk cows in?
Clean stables and good ventila
tion are essential if the cow is to
give full returns. Clean gutters,
clean bedding and lots of pure air
are important.
Has your milk herd access to all
Hi.- fresh water they will drink?
If not, give it to them. Water is
cheap, and they will rc-puy you with
more and better milk.

WANTED—,

wants man in Rockland to .-ell Wathms
H« .iu- Nvce-sllics Mo e thau l">o used daily
$33 $'.ir w c; \ly.
E'.oerience uncie •e-s.irv.
Wrie DF?T* B«. .1 It WAT J' S t o . . ;
V ash. St . Bos:at.
2l*»t
WANTED—Saes girl at T»II~L!TTLE
FLOWjyR SHOP, Silsbys, 399 Main St. »
__ _______________
21-23

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG

Young Ducklings Early
at Home in the Water
The woodduck, unlike most other
ducks, usually builds his nest far
from his natural element, water,
writes Ellis Gilmore MacLeod In St.
Nicholas. But no sooner are the
eggs hatched and the ducklings
about the size of bumblebees, than
each parent bird takes a little ohe
in its bill, wriggles through the open
ing In the chestnut tree or white
oak which harbors the nest, and.
witji a quick glance lest some
enemy may lurk near, flies swiftly
overland to creek or water hole.
Here the two tiny burdens are
dropped gently Into the water.
Without previous swimming les
sons. these newly hatched mites
dart over the surface of the water
for the cover of marsh grass or lily
pad where they hide until the re
turn of their parents with more
of their brothers and sisters.
Tiie flight of tlie old ducks con
tinues hack and forth from tlie
home nest to the water until the
family of from 12 to 18 are assem
bled, when, at a soft call-note frqpi
the parents, every little paddler
dart£ from cover and starts chasing
water spiders, as if that were an
old game.

Every-Other-Day
A__________________
In Everybody’s Column

Used Cars

144‘tf

Trucking and Moving.

il*tf
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Every-Other-Day

COMMUNITY FAIR

WEEK OF FEBRUARY
At

15he
■Ml

IN THE YOSEMITE

Social Circles Exquisite Flavor
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires Information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.
TELEPHONE .............................................. 770

Mrs. Lillian B Mortland is a pass
enger on the French liner Patria
which sails today from New York
for the Mediterranean.

is drawn from every leaf of

SALADA'

Mrs. Kart E. O’Brien and Mrs. Levi
W. Berry gave a birthday party
at the home of Mrs. O’Brien Friday
evening in honor of the birthdays of
Mrs Emma Clark and Mrs. Rodney
Brasier of Thomaston. Dinner was
followed by three tables of auction
which produced as prize-winners
The Mah, Jongg play at t^e Un
Mrs. A. D. Hallowell1, Mrs. E. C. iversalist Church tonight begins at
Boody and Mrs. Emma Clark.
8.15. The drama is adapted from
the Mah Jongg game.
_____
»
Mrs. Ensign Otis of this city and
Miss Letitia Creighton of Thomas
The regular meeting of the Methton .are guests of Miss Gwendolyn ebesec Club will be held at the Cop
WolTe in Omaha, Neb.
per Kettle Friday afternoon at 2.30,
with these hostesses eritertnining:
X
Members of Chapin Class having Mrs. Walter H. Butler, Mr>.» Albert
unsold tickets or money for iMah R. Havener, Mrs George Davis, Mrs
Jongg will kindly leave same with Clarence E. Daniels, Mrs. Frederick
Mrs. Frances Bicknell or Miss Lena Powers, Miss Mabel Holbrook ant
lutwrence.
Mrs. Sumner Perry. Mrs. Jennie
Hill will give a review of the book,
Lewis A. Walker, who has recent entitled “Mary Antin’s Promised
ly located here in the insurance bus Land.” A musical program will be
iness, entertained the City Chib very given.
highly Friday nigiit with a series of
humorous sketches.
II. N. McDougall was a weekend
guest of Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Pills
There will be a circle supper at the bury.
Universalist
church
Wednesday.
The housekeepers are Mrs. Grace
Mrs. Anne Haskell is in Boston for
Black, Mrs Mabel McLoon, Mrs. NetT a two weeks’ visit.
tie Wotton, Mrs. Freda Smith, Mrs.
Julia Burpee, Mrs. Martha Wood.
Saturday afternoon witnessed an
Mrs. Frederica^AVeeks, Mrs. II. P. exceptionally pretty Valentine party
Blodgett and Miss Therese Rankin. at the Ocean street home of Mr. and
Supper will be served at tlie usual Mrs C. I). Wentworth, the hostess
time, 6. 30.
being little Miss F'orence Augusta
Wentworth. The rooms were taste
Mr. and Mrs. John -S. Ranh it, Jr., fully decorated in accord with St,
are spending a few days in Yinai V’alentine’s mandate and luncheon
haven, guests of relatives.
was served which also carried out
the spirit of the day. The after
The needlework committee of the noon was devoted to games. The
Congregational Church will meet to guests included Barbara Orff, Car
sew at Mrs. Wasgatt’s this afternoon men Sawyer, Kathleen Snow, Bar
at 2 o’clock.
bara Griffin, Helen Hall, Dorothy
Robinson, (’arleen Davis, Marion
William Davis is quite sick with Marshall, Mildred Payson, Nathalie
tOllHllitiS.
Jones, Millie Blake and Gordon Rich
ardson.
Among the interesting social Events
in this city on Str'Valentine’s night .
Wh> do girls go wrong? Is our
was the costume party given by Mrs. ' community at fault and if so, how
Reginald With ington at her home on and why7 Be prepared to discuss
Suffolk street. The dining room ami these questions at the next Woman’s
living room were decorate,! witli red Educational (hit meeting Feb. 20,
and white crepe paper, due promin when Rev. IIP Milligan speaks.
ence being given to the red hearts,
symbolic of this anniversary. An
Here’s a call for alumnae of’ R.
appetizing supper was followed by H. S.! Members of the main com
whist and dancing. The whist prizes mittee will be at the B. & P. W.
were won by Mrs. Florence i’hil- Club rooms Wednesday afternoon
brook and Scott Melvin. The cos and evening to work on favors for
tumes attracted much attention on the “Party Booth”. Make a special
the street as well as at the party, effort to come in and help even if for
nnd led some mistaken individual only a short time- Bring scissors
to guess that a Hallowe'en party was and thread.
in progress.
One of the first replies received
Members nt the B.* & P. W. Club by the AlumnaA Committee for their
are reminded that those wishing sub booth at Community Fair was from
scriptions^ to ‘The Pine Cone,” the Mrs. Sumner Newcomb, of Bridgton,
bulletin of the Maine Federation B. who sent one article for each day of
& P. W. Clubs must notify Kathleen I the faj,. Fancy work and substan
Snow at once as the mailing list tial checks are arriving daily in Re
must be completed by Feb. 20.
sponse to the letters recently sent
out by the committee.
The monthly missionary meeting!
of the Congregational Women’s As- j Miss Frances Bachelder Miss Sarah
sociatlon will be held with Mrs. IW. Linnell, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis
S. Rounds, 35 Beech street, Wednes and George Ryan nre in New York
day afternoon at 3 o’clock; subject, | attending the convention of the Retail
“China’s Challenge to Christianity.” Dry Goods Association.

H600

It is the most delicious tea you
can buy. Try it & be convinced.
The condition of Misp Carolyn
I’erry at Knox Hospital this morn
ing had not changed materially, al
though she was thought to be resting
a little more comfortably. A special
ist from Portland conlirmed the di
agnosis of the attending surgeons
that Miss I’erry is suffering from a
form ol' brain lexer.
One of the most attractive Valen
tine functions was the auction party
,-lven at the (Country Club Satur
day afternoo i by Mrs. H..E. I-amb,
Mrs. E. A. Munsey, Mrs. C. H. Berry,
2d, and Mrs. I.. K MoKae. The dec
orative scheme carried out the St
Valentine thought most effectively.
Prizes were won by Miss Kitty Cohum, Mrs. A. J. Crockett, Miss Doris
Black, Mrs. Harry Berman, Mrs. C.
W. Proctor, Miss Fronie Johnson,
Mrs. C . A. Bose, Jr., Mrs. Louis
Hary, Mrs. A. II. Havener, Mrs. W. 11
Rhodes. Mrs. H. B. Burgess. Miss
Annie Blackington,
Miss
Mabel
Lanili and Mrs. (i. M. Derry.

Mrs. Maud Hallowell, Mrs. Edith
O’Brien and Miss Vaughn will be
hostesses at the B. & P. W. auction
party Friday night.

Ex-Mayor Brown Was Awe
stricken — Also
Enter
tained By Tom Mix.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Many miles have I traveled na
ture's wonders to see, but most beau
tiful of all is the Yosemite.
The Yosemite National Park can
not-be pictured or described; it must
be seen in order to fully appreciate it
in all its grandeur, its big propor
tions, its natural beauty.
Our hotel is hemmed in on all
sodes by mountains thousands of feet
high, and affords a most excellent
view of the famous Yosemite Falls
only a few minutes walk from th<
hotel. The water drops over a prec
ipice nearly 3,(XX) feet high to the ba
sin below, and our trip to the foot ol
the falls was very interesting. Tht
tops of the mountains are covered
wiih snow at the present time.
Few tourists are here at this sea
son but the hotel lobby is quite i
gay place in the evening as Ton
Mix and company are here-"shoot
ing" for a picture adapted from a
Zane Grey story called "The Rain
bow Trail " latst evening Tom Mb
entertained us by relating stories o',
miraculous escapes from serious ac
eident or death while perfortning be
fore the camera-man.
Beplism
means more to him than the street
appearance of his company, and in
tlie hotel lobby you brush elbows
with the real characters of the west—
miners with full beards, cowboys and
teal Indians. Wigs and false whis
kers find little favor with Tom Mix.
Weather conditions are not as good
sr usual, hut we are not complaining
Our first rain was at the Big Trees,
a real downpour I can assure you.
We pack our grips and move on tc
Oakland tomorrow, from which city
we start our homeward Journey,
E. L. Brown.
Yosemite National Park, California
February 10.

The home of Mr. and Mrs. Earle
THE VOICE OF TRUTH
Carlette was the scene of a happy
[Fur
Tlie roiirier-Cnzetlr]
gathering Thursday afternoon, the
occasion being the 7th birthday of I am tile voice of Trutli!
me shams, deceit and lies
their . daughter Dorothy Jane. The Before
Must slink away.
dining room was decorated for St. I fear no failure, no defeat, no death.
Valentine's Day, with favors of candy For I am here to stay.
hearts.. Lunch consisted of ice Cook no:
In tioly writ
cream, cakes, cookies, fudge and a For fat -cold farishlrthday cake with seven candles. Or you will lose your way;
The peanut hunt wag won by. Mar-«ek there truth-li.ine. eternal truth.
Be guided by its ray.
garet Spoffurd. Those present were I am tlie voice of Truth:
Margaret Spoffard, Dorothy Spof- Let no man fear to meet me
fnrd, Eleanor Look, l.uella SnnwAj?1*J-“'■
,
,
,
..
... ... ,,
,,
qdy shield, atal sea , and spear, will wn for
Nancy Snow, Phyllis Hooper. Geneva
Hooper, I.enore Carlette and Marion Life's highest place.
Carlette..

The Thorndike ..Grill was trans
formed into ji veritable / St. Valen
tine’s land Saturday night when the
R Club took possession for it* Val
entine dance. The young people put
in a happy evening with the Fein,
Bates, Burns trio supplying music
mill Nelson Crockett in charge of
the refreshments. Mrs. E. M O’Neil
supervised the decorations assisted
by Mrs. P. A. Jones, Margaret and
Alice Hellier, Rose (.’-Neil, Ruth
Lawrence^ Barbara Wiggin, C trl
Herrick. Maynard Wiggin. Fred Os
borne Ripley and Jasper Chapin.

Love is a wondrous thing
To keep with you.
And faith, all-conquering youth*—.
But hold me closer, let me not depart—
1 am the voice of Truth.

—'Nana Huntley.

Rockland, Feb. 14.

EMPIRE

MABEL NORMAND

'Misses Frances Hanrahan. Anna
Flynn and Blanche Magee are spending the week in New York.
C. M. Kalloch. vice president of the
Security Trust Company was back at
his desk yesterday after a week’s
enforced vacation. -

I

----

Have you finished your education?
The beauty about constant attend I
mice upon the Educational Club is
that you are keeping up continuous
self-education on a systematic plan,
so that it is always progressing
though never completed. It keeps i
you from slipping back, which all do
unless definite resistance Is made.
After all, what a lot is often lost by
neglecting the best opportunities
close' by, which may lint always be
there. Next meeting Feb. 2d. discus
sion on the modern dapper and “Our
Americanism.”
If you want to learn to dance cor
rectly, and -by the simplest methods
Join Mrs. Percival's dancing class to
be held at Kimball hall Thursday
evening at H o’clock.—adv.

Beginning Wednesday—a clear
ance sale in all departments at Hus

ton-Tuttle's.—udv.

A

CANCELLATION

// is with extreme regret that the Rockland

“THE EXTRA GIRL”

advertised for tomorrow night.

7 he cancella

tion Was necessitated through the speaker’s in

ability to keep the. appointment.

All persons

holding course tickets may obtain the proper re

fund upon presentation of their ticket to Mrs.
Emma K. Carver at Carver’s Book Store.
At this time the Club wishes to express its
full appreciation of the public support of the

winter Lyceum Course.

PROFESSIONAL WOMEN’S CLUB

e'e-r#'-

value; now ....................... ..............................................................

A

In the Dining-room Suite picture above we offer one of the greatest values ever offered by this store.
It is in the fashionable walnut, massive yet in beautiful proportion. A 60-inch buffet; 48-inch table; six
chairs and handsome china closet..............................................................................................

$ 123.00

During Community Fair Week this store will contribute five per cent of its cash sales to the High School
Equipment Fund

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
ROCKLAND,

The Strand

MARGARET
LIVINGSTON
The Glitter and Glorious Glamour
of Life Behind the Footlights.

e • e »

LIONEL BARRYMORE
—In—

“1 AM THE MAN”

THREE SHOWS—2:00. 6:45. 8:30

ANNIVERSARY TODAY ANNIVERSARY
WEEK
WEEK
ELEANOR BOARDMAN, CONRAD NAGEL,
LEW CODY

TODAY i “COMING THROUGH”
COMEDY

She was the most extravagant woman he had ever heard of,
and. to make it worse, she was his wife.

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS

“Let No Man Put Asunder”
Shall Man-Made Laws Define Divine Command?
Woman's

Eternal Question !

The divorced husband said:
“You are my wife; you are
not his; you never can he his.
You are mine. 1 ain yours;
by all that is God, by till that
is Nature, by all that is love,
you are my wife.”

A powerful Theme!

Man's Age-Old Problem 1
The divorced wife who wed
again said:
“What is divorce? The tear
ing of hone from bone and
flesh from flesh. 1 am ypur
wife. I am not Dick's. If I
am one man’s wife I am the
other man’s mistress !”

NEWS

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY

From the famous novel by Basil King

THOMAS ME1GHAN

LAST TIME

“SO THIS IS MARRIAGE”

4

"CLASSMATES"
A Story of Wert Point For Every Boy, Every Girl, Every Man or
Woman—the Great Military Academy is a Background for All of
the Wonderful Story.
COMEDY

FABLES

FRIDAY-SATURDAY—TOM

NEWS

MIX in "TEETH”

A Mighty Picture!

* NOTE—All of the above pictures at No Advance in Prices

Two Feature Pictures

—With—

MAINE

JtPARKjot

of
Coarse

TOM MIX in “THE WAGON TRAIL”

"WE"
CHORUSLADY

’| 16 00

’99.50

"Ten Scars Make a Man”

Wednesday-Thursday

Here is an extra attractive value in a Solid Walnut Bedroom Suite.
All drawers arc dust-proof, mahogany lined; bow-end bed. dresser,
dressing table, chiffonier; only .............................................

This handsome Velour Overstuffed Suite—Sprin? Seats and Back,
Finest Finish and Workmanship Throughout.
Regular $140.00

FRIDAY ANR SATURDAY

—Also—

ROCKLAND BUSINESS AND

\

Last Chapter of

Business and Professional Womens Club an
nounces the cancellation of the Spillman lecture

Three Remarkable Bargains

PORTLAND AUTO SHOW

*Tho stage is set, the curtains ready
to be drawn, and a monster flow ot
current ready for release to blazi
U|K>n shining bodies of the new est and
nicest in products of the motor in
dustry—for Portland's annual auto
show will lye started under way next
Monday morning. That it will be the
greatest in the history of city or State
TERM OR YEAR?
1 is now assured.
Decorated from cellar to roof ir
That Seems To Be Point At Issue
one of the most refined arrange
In Waldoboro Teacher Case.
ments; the walls banked with light
-----I cl asters and string after string cxA mandamus hearing was held tending across the huge Iron girders
Thursday before Active Retired Jus- j of the roof, Exposition Building now
tire Albert M. Spear in the ease of awaits the inflow of motor cars—
Agnes Creamer vs. the superintend- pleasure and business, and the thouent of schools and the school board sands of dollars' worth of accessories
of the town of Waldoboro- In this that are to be made a part of the ex
The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield
Miss Burdell St rout is in Boston for
i asq the plaintiff alleges that she was hibit. it will be one of the most com
Memorial- church will meet with Mrs. a few days.
hired to teach for the year in one of plete lines eve.- assembled, and will
Maynard Gray, Bay View Square,
the schools of Waldoboro and that be supplemented by other items of
Wednesday afternoon, for sewing.
William D. Talbot has returned
at the end of the fall term, without interest to the motoring public. Res
from a business trip to New York.
any notice or hearing as required ervations at the hotels indicate the
The Women of the • Universal!st
trend of traffic in Maine for the com
Mission Circle will hold an all-da.v
a party of young people gathered by statute, she was discharged. She
ing week and it is expected1 that thou
meeting at the home of Mrs. Harry at th(. h()me l(f L„uL,c Dolllver bini. asks that she be restored to her
sands will flock into the city.
O. Gurdy. Masonic street. Wednes- erock Ktl.eet, Saturday to celebrate school.
day. Those willing to tack comfort- , gt valentine's Day. Music, gamer,
The defendants claim that she was
See Dr. Richan as East Wind at
ers for the missionary barrel are an() (ortune telllng were enjoJ.eili hired for the term and that therefore
the Universalist vestry. Feb. 17.—adv.
asked to be on hand at 10 o clock in , after which cakes, dandies and ice when the term expired she was
the forenoon, prevent for sewing cream we,.e served
The decoR( through as far as her employment in
nnd with silver and dishes for the j t,ong added much to the spirit of the that school was concerned.
noonday luncheon. All who Dave j day
Those ,)resent Were Velrta
The question at issue is whether
not been solicited for the luncheon
, Faulkner, Frances Chatto, Emma she was employed by the year, as
will be nsked to c<<,tribute towards Know,PS
Bcttv
Benson,
Myrtle she contends, or if she was employed
' THE THEATRE AROUND
the cost of the barrels transporta Sprague. Mildred ' Sprague. Alice for the one term, ks the defendants
THE CORNER
tion.
Several witnesses were i
Flanagan. Helen Makon. Clifford declare.
-----Ladd, Ted Lawrence, William Rounds hetyd in the case but the lawyers
The Kalloch Class will meet in tlie Owen Johnston.
Robert Gregory. | did not argue. They will present
Last Time Today
Baptist vestry Wednesday afternoon Howe Glover, Albert McCarty and! briefs and Justice Spear will then
to tack comforters.
! Louise Dolliver.
consider the matter.
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Fernald. who have V ’» making an extended
visit with >(.•/ and Mrs. Waiter JFernald, left this morning in -their j
motor car for Hampton Beach, N. H.

23-28

Stop and Shop, See and Select, But Visit
Portland During the

The Annual

AUTOMOTIVE
EDITION
—of the—

WEEK OF FEBRUARY 23-28 Inclusive
PORTLAND AND
AH TO QllflW

PORTLAND SUNDAY TELEGRAM

Exposition Building, Portland, Me.

A» much an Institution as the Portland Auto Show, th-> Tele
gram Auto Edition as usual offers the most complete and comprehensive outline of inntnrdoin in general and in Maine in par
ticular to be found anywhere. As a ear owner you will want a
copy.

STATE OF MAINE

AUIU 0 II V H

Newest styles in automotive construction—pleasure cars, trucks,
tractors and accessories, and view

Portland Stores Rich in Merchandise Displays
Automotive Exhibit staged under auspices of

Portland Automobile Dealers’ Association
Feb. 10-12-17-19

Howard B. Chandler, Mgr.

will be published

SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 1925
with the opening of the Portland Chow

ORDER

YOUR

COPY EARLY FROM
EDITION LIMITED

YOUR

DEALER

PRICE 5c in Portland and suburbs—Gc elsewhere

Individual Mail Orders 10c Per Copy
EVENING EXPRESS PUB. CO., Portland, Me.

21-lt

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier Gazette, Tuesday, February 17, 1925.
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STRAND THEATRE

iniley

T elephone

MOTHER!

Said to be one of Ihe most elab
orate productions of the year, “So
'Phis Is Marriage,” Hobart Henley’s
Metro-Goldwyn picture, is having
its final showings today. A sort of
A
movie microscope, showing that the .
home of today
influenced by .the "California
Fig Syrup" is |CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
It matters not how many years
same set of conditions that sprang
Of life I chance to see;
up for young couples even in the
Children’s Harmless
It matters not what unknown fate
OILS AND GREASES
CHEVROLET GARAGE
days of the ancients. The central
The future holds for me—
,
~
Call
837-M
Call 12"
feminine role, that of a flapper who ]
Laxative
It matters not, if every day
remains still a flapper after the
THURSTON OIL CO.
SEA VIEW GARAGE
I find some task to do
wedding, is played by Eleanor
Wholesale and Retail
Chevrolet Cars, Parts snd
Boardman, who has lately risen to
That sows the seeds of happiness
stellar heights in tilnidoni. Conrad
Oils for Ail Purposes
Service Station. Auto Ac
Where pain or heartache jfrew.
Xagel appears as the young hus- (
cessories.
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
hand, a part of much delicate hu
Corner Park and Broad Sts.
689 Main St., Rockland
mor and character strength. Lew
We should not measure life alone
Cody, the dangerous Dan McGrew
By checking off the miles,
in the recent film version, dons dress
GARAGE
LAUNDRY WORK
clothes in this picture to be the
But while we live our little day
suave romantic figure who appeals
Call 170
Call 124
Let’s count the friendly smiles
when one’s husband bores
That mark our path, and let’s be so
People
’
s
Laundry
Dyer
’
s
Garage, Inc.
“Let Not Man Put Asunder,”
I ” For four years I had not seen a well adapted from Basil King’s famous
17 Limerock Street
Considerate and kind
REPAIRING,
STORAGE
day. I was not prepared for the critical novel of the same name, will be the
Wo do all kinds of Laundry
AND
SUPPLIES
That love will shed its radiance
time through which all women have to attraction Wednesday and Thursday.
Work. Family Washing a
pass," said Mrs. Ada Brockett, of 510 This is the most sensational, emo
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
On those we leave behind.
Agent for
N. High St.,East Haven, Conn..whose tional exposition of the pitfalls of
Dry.
Finish Flat Work.
DODGE BROS. CARS
picture appears above. " I was so bad marriage .and divorce that ever has
Shirts, Collars.
after an operation and a nervous shock
’-j
that I could not lie down, I had to sleep been presented on the screen. The
monuments
sitting in a etiair. Also my blood-pres theme of love misguided provides one
!rm
sure was high. I was so discouraged of the most gripping, human heartTelephone Connection
Telephone 205
I was almost on tlie verge of suicide. tom hing stories ever offered motion
I sent for a hottie of Dr. Pierce’s Fa picture lovers. It is a ringing in
Gilchrest
vorite Prescription, after seeing it ad dictment of divorce and a stirring
SAP SPOUTS, 70c dozen
When your child is constipated, bil
vertised, and also sent to Dr. Pierce for appeal to men and women who con ious. has colic, feverish-breath, eoatedMonumental
Works
KITE TWINE, 10c Ball
the ‘ People's Common Sense Medical template marriage, and those who tongue. or diarrhea, a teaspoonful of
Main
Street
are
married,
to
abandon
the
follies
Adviser.’ After reading tlie book I
genuine “California Fig Syrup” sweet
got a bottle of ‘ Golden Medical Dis of modern life wherein lies the peril ens the stomach and promptly cleans
Thomaston, Maine
H. H. Crie & Co,
of
discontent.
It
is
a
picture
of
covery’ and also ‘Anuric,’ and today,
the bowels of poisons, gases, bile, sour
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
456
Main
Street,
Rockland
beauty;
the
sets
are
lavish
and
there
after three months’ treatment, I am
ing food and waste. Never cramps or
able to do all of wy housework for is an atmosphere of luxury that overacts. Contains no narcotics or
eeven in family.”
places the picture far in advance of soothing drugs. Children love its de
All dealers. Tablet or fluid form. any recently shown here, it breathes licious tsste.
Write
Dr.
Pierce,
Buffalo,
N.
Y.,
for
wealth and society, yet possesses
O lAVRENCt HAYTMOILNt
Ask your druggist for genuine “Cali
free medical advice. Enclose one dol the element of greatness in drama, fornia Fig Syrup” which has full di
lar if yon want tlie Medical Adviser, a human characters who live and suf rections for babies and children of
book of 1008 pages, illustrated.
fer and are regenerated through the all ages, plainly printed on bottle.
on f/tc
supreme sacrifice. Pauline Frederick Mother! You must say “California”
SOUTH THOMASTON
ST. GEORGE
and Lou Telegen, two of the great or you may get an imitation fig syrup.
NOTED STARS IN IT
est emotional players on the screen,
Monday afternoon Frank Hallo(’apt. Wallace Brown is at home
VINALHAVEN
1 well drove his Ford down from Lou Telleoen and Pauline Frederick have the leading roles.—adv.
for a few days.
Where
/
X
fifty-two
Featured Players In “Let Not Man
Union church auditorium was well
Almond Hall has returned from a , Rockland, the first auto to come
Put
Asunder.
”
tilled Sunday at both services. Rev.
vacation trip to Vermont and Mas** 1 through since the last storm
PARK THEATRE
the trade
weeks
Robert E. Latte of Bangor preached
Mrs. John Pierce and Mrs. I J. '
*ar huset ts.
There
Is
one
problem
that
has
conMrs. Ell i Robinson has returned Putnam were guests Sunday of Mr.
Does Tom “come through” in able and most intereating sermons
Gilbert Lalte was soloist and Miss
from a visit in Thomaston where she and Mrs. S. L. Jackson at Spruce I fronted humanity f ni tiie beginning “Coming Through.”
APPLES
Evelyn Chilles and Miss Pauline
Head.
| of the human race.
subject treated
was the guest of her son Bernard.
We’il say he does—with a bang !
There was
Miss Louise Butler who is spend- in the Bible and civil law. and one toMrs. J. C. Rr/binson entertained
“Coming Through” is Thomas Heunigur sang a duet
also a chorus of voices, with Mrs,
finds
• ing the winter in Rockland, called
friends at tea Saturday.
which there seems no satisfactory Meighan’s latest production for Par Marguerite Young Pierce at the or
D. W. Mann of Spruce Head spent I on friends in town Sunday.
amount now at the Park Theatre.
solution.
Although
the
Bible
states.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hallowell
the weekend at J A. Gihhrest’s.
The story is a picture version of gan.
A town meeting dinner will be
Marl Kinney has started work at (Miss Edith Chandler) of Rockland ‘l^et Xo Man Put Asunder.’’ and civil ' Bed Rock,” a mining novel by Jack
served at the G. A. R rooms by the
spent Thursday and Friday visiting law decides for certain causes a ser Bethea.
Clark island.
J. A. Gi'chrost is visiting relatives relatives here.
Lila Lee. in her first screen role in Ladles Auxiliary of which Mrs. Sim
ration may be granted, Basil King
We also sell other produce which you raise, such
mers ys president.
A Finnish family lias bought the
In Melrose.
whose novel has been piiturized b> more than a year, is featured at the
Petiuolt Tribe. Independent Order
A fine Lincoln program was en- place eii Buttermilk Tame formerly
head of a strong supporting eastas Cucumbers, Peas, Berries, Turnips
Vitngraph and will be shown at the Wallace Berry gives one *of fiis of Red Men held ite annual installa
ioyed at last Friday’s grange meet owned by William Graves.
tion
at
Red
Men's
hall
Friday
even
C.
L.
Sleeper,
VV'.
I*.
Sleeper.
Mr
Strand
Theatre
Wednesday
and
ing. Next Friday will be a Washing
greatest
characterization
as
a
Best Prices
’
Quick Returns
and Mrs. Henry Sleeper. Mrs. Charles Thursday, is of the opinion that those roughneck mine foreman. Others in ing. The ceremonies were preceded
ton program with refreshments.
by a six o’clock banquet, served to
Peterson
and
Mrs.
A.
F.
Sleeper
at

Marianne Gilchrest is able to at- i
whom God hath joined cannot be put the cast are J< hn Miltern as a multi Red Men and ladies. The ottlcers
tend school again after being ill for) tended the performance. "The Sea asunder.
• millionaire steel magnate. Laurence were installed by O. G- G. Maurice
Hawk.” in Rockland Thursday, mak
a week.
The story is a daring expose of the Wheat and Frank Champeau.
“Classmates.” Richard
Barthel- Leadbetter: G. M., W. J. BillinRs; G
Alvaratta Thonps is visiting in ing the trip in C. L. Sleeper’s ear.
iivorce evil from several angles and
Rev. and Mrs. Herman Winchen- furni: lies the plot f- r an intensely mess’ new First Xational picture, P.. W. E. Ridings: G. 8. 8.. O. V.
Auburn, guest < f Mrs. H. VV. Kinney.
Willi tin and Albert Davis have baugh were dinner guests of Mr. and interesting, dramatic photoplay. It which copies to the Park Theatre on Drew; G. J. 8.. VV. H. Ingerson; G.
C. of R., V. H. Mossman; G. K. and
sold their house and will shortly Mrs. Carl Snow Sunday.
s one of those productions that gets Wednesday and Thursday, centers
S. P Wadsworth was in town under the skin and furnishes food some of its picturesque action about C. of W.. F'. F. Ames. The new of
move to Be‘l ast.
Thursday having brought a load of or thought; one of the few pictures that
famous path of romance, ficers are: Prophet, Harry Young;
INC.
Hollis
Burgess;
senior
junk to Rockland from Vinalhaven worth talking about and recom- , ‘‘Flirtation Walk," at West Point/ sachem,
MARTINSVILLE
sagamore. William Shepard; Junior
where he has engaged in that busi mending to a friend.
Let Xot Man "Flirtation Walk” has been painted
20 No. Side
BOSTON _
sagamore. A. G. Johnson;
1st S
ness for a short time.
Put Asunder,” impresses each spec- many times in story au«l poetry. It
George Ka.v: 2d S-, V. H. Delano; C.
H iro’d Hupper took a trip to
Friends and patrons of the VVesseFaneuil Hall Market
MASS.
ator in a different manner, accord- is a little narrow, winding walk,
Hampden Highlands Sunday to see weskeag Inn are the recipients of ing to the individual ideas and ideals: . leading through the trees, down the of R.. Melville Smith; C. of W.. L. E.
T-98-tf
Williams;
K
of
W.
L.
W.
Sanborn;
relatives and try the good roada.
beautiful and appropriate panel cal for there is no preachment in the j steep cliff of West Point for a dis
let
W..
William
Staples;
2diW„
Ross
David Ervine’s • line new motor endars issued by L. B. Smith the picture.
It is the inner tale of six tance of rome three-quarters of a
PLEASANT POINT
boat that is being built by Mr. genial prorietor of that very popular lives or three couples who seek to mile to the Hudson river below. The Grey: 3d W.. Blanchard Greenlaw;
4th W„ Edwin Maddox; 1st brave.
Morse at Pleasant I’oint is nearly dining resort.
end their troubles in the divorce path leads past the site of the old
Ivan Caklerwood; 2d brave. Maynard
Alphofiso Hathorne and daughter done. As soon as the harbor is free
The next meeting of the Farm Bu courts. The separation they receive battery, built in 1778, at one end of
Mrs. Minnie Beckett of Thomaston from ice he expects to bring her reau will be Feb. 24 at the Wessa- by law does not ’• reak the bond the immense chain which was Green; 3d brave: Ralph Claytor; 4th
brave, Parker Williams; G. of W..
visited Byron Coombs Sunday.
t home.
weskeag Inn with Mrs. Smith and which was n.ude in heaven and hap stretched across the Hudson to ConMiss Mildred Geyer who lias been
The third ar.d fourth degrees will Mrs. F. K. Thorndyke as helpers piness is not found in separate paths ( stitution Island, then fortified. The Everett Hidings; O of F., Owen Dun
cdnlined to the house by illness is be conferred upon three candidates "Dress Finishes” will be the subject
Around these lives a net of circum j chain was designed to prevent the lap. Dancing followed with music by
able to be out again.
it Ocean View Grange Monday Miss Herrick will be present and it stances and conditions is woven as J passage of British war frigates along the "Midnighters.”
Mrs- F. F. Brown was hostess to
F. A. Morse and A. VV. Malonev evening.
Refreshments will
be will be an all-day session. Both only the hand of a ma.-ter writer can the river. The romantic love story
the Mothers Club Friday evening, at
with a sawing machine, are doing served. *
members and non-members will be •ntwine The threads of fiction into a of “Classmates” moves along this
quite a business
manufacturing
Austin Wentworth, son of Mr. and welcome.
convincing fabric. In the 1 ackground famous “Flirtation Walk.” for it is her home. Luncheon was served.
Everyone is anticipating the com
woodpiles in this place.
Mrs. Clarence Freeman, was greatly
Recently Archie Rackliff killed two ire magnificent sets, operas, hotels here that Duncan Irving, played by
•Miss Emma Davis and Miss Sadie surprised Saturday evening when 17 red foxes without a dog. He saw amous r$ rts. spec’.;o ular entertain Mr. Barthelmess. tells Sylvia Ran edy “An Early Bird” at Memorial
Davis of East Friendship, spent of his schoolmates and friends gave them crossing the ice near his home ments and gorgeous gowns. These dolph. portrayed by pretty Madge hall Friday evening of this week.
There will be interesting specialties
Sunday with their brother, Sylvester him a Valentine and birthday party, and later sold the pelts for $25.
ilone make the production worth see Evans, that he loves her.—adv.
and a dance will follow the play.
Davis.
it being his 13th birthday. He was
Mrs. Horace Clark who has had ing: but whefi to these are added a
Reserved seats may be obtained at
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maloney and the recipient of many gifts from his employment in Thomaston for sev -feast headed by Lou Tellegen and
EMPIRE THEATRE
Lyon's.
daughter Enid of Port Clyde, spent young friends. Le cream and cake eral weeks returned to her home here Pauline Frederick; the direction of
Famous
For Big Hatches
A Christian Endeavor social liy
was served- Games was played un Monday.
Sunday nt A VV. Maloney’s.
I. Stuart Biaekton and a dramatic
Ixuishter prevailed at the Empire tlie senior members was held Fri
Business is rushing at Morse’s til a late hour.
Fred Luscomb and Harvey Crowley dory the resultant picture stands out laet night when the newest nf Mack day evening in the vestry. G uests
> Wri»etodayforourCatalogandtheQUEENBooklet»and Folders. Knew J
Tlie many friends of Mrs. William are cutting wood for Carl Snow on
boat shop. They have just complet
ke :r sparkling gem from a platinum Sennett's
inimitable
productions, shared in the pleasure of music,
of other aucceaaes. You will want to profit by them.
!
ed a 26 foot power beat for Byron Cook are pleased to learn she con R. H Snow's farm.
, netting.—adv.
“The Exira Girl," with Mabel Nor- games and refreshments.
Coombs, and are now building a 30 tinues to improve each day and her
Kendall
4
Whitney
—
Portland,
Maine
£>/.
1858
Judson Putman is cutting wood
mand as the star, made its first local
The evening of Feb. 20 wdi see the
foot pleasure boat for Boston parties. doctor says if nothing new sets in for G. C. Putnam.
NORTH APPLETON
appearance. There isn't the slight annual Senior class play tills year a
The evening of Feh. 7 was a big she can shortly be with her neigh
^iiiiiiiiiiuiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiniiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiir^^
Friends of Capt. and Mrs. F. H
est doubt that this clever comedy three-act comedy
entitled
“The
night with the Pleasant Point Im bors again.
Meader (Miss Florence Wiggin) will
The
rains
and
fog
of
the
past
few
that
is
full
of
thrills
and
laughter
is
Early
Bird.
”
to
be
given
in
Memorial
The weather the past week lias be interested to learn that they have
provement Society when they met
days have taken away the greater one of the best tilings the popular had with the following east of char
in the schoolhouse and enjoyed a been bad for the ice harvesters, but bought a farm in Hampton X. IL.
real supper. There were three long ail are glad to see signs of spring. I where they will move in the spring. »art of the snow, and left the roads Mattel has appeared in as the acters; Cyrus B. Kllbrick. president
n a very icy condition.
pat-ons enjoyed it immensely.
of P. I). Q. Railroad. Harold Arey;
tables made and as the schoolhouse Robins and other spring birds have They will rent the home they now oc
There was no s<dm ! Thursday
A double featur ■ program will pre Tony Kllbrick. <hls son, Just out of
is pr ;vided with six long settees, there come. Caterpillars and flies made cupy in Melrose, Mass.
•wing to the heavy rain and bad vail at the Empire on Wednesday college. Kenneth Smith: Barnaby
were plenty of seats for all. A. R. their appearance the past week
A recent letter from Freeport. condition of the roads.
ard Thursday of this week. “The Bird, the 1-os.s ef Flagg County. Ken
Carle furnished an oilstove for the
Long Island, states that Mrs. Xettit
Edward B. Brierley of Belfast was Chorus Lady." with Margaret Liv- neth Amlro: Mr. Mulbeny. chief at
occasion. The supper consisted of
APPLETON RIDGE
Kittredge is directing nil her ener here Thursday taking a farmer’s ingaton, i- an adaptation of James torney for the road; Clinton Dalxell;
baked beans, frankforts, hot coffee
gies toward perfecting herself in census, and incidentally taking sub Forbes’ play of that name in which Bruce Ferguson, a clerk in the gen
brown bread, yeast bread, pickles,
Mrs. Elizabeth Fprowl visited the that profession lor which nature hat scriptions to the well known farm Rcse Stall! scored such a rensationai eral offices, Alton Nelson; Artie, an
doughnuts, pies and cakes.
After school at Burkett ville Tuesday.
so ably fitted her. It; addition ti paper, “The Farm Journal.”
F’.iccess some years ago. “I am The office boy, Herbert Mills; Mr. Perry
the tables were cleared the remain- j Charles Graham is the guest of his lour vocal lessons each week she is
The regular meeting of tiie Cross Man." with Lionel Rarrymore, is Alien, a young gentleman farmer.
ing food was auctioned oft by George sister. Mrs. Hazlc Perry.
taking dancing lessons, all prepara word Club was held at the club house considered a mighty line picture and Herbert Sanborn; Jessamine Lee.
1
('azallis. who is an expert on that
Arthur Sprowl made a business tory to stage appearance later on. Thursday evening and two new mem one that you cannot afford to miss, the girl. Dora Landers; Mrs. Van
line. The bids ran high, one plate of trip to Camden Monday.
Tne same letter tells that Lieut. R. bers were received. Officers for the —adv.
Dyne, agent for the P. D. Q Rail
cake that contained only five pieces | The pupils not absent during the j I
iodsdon is now on his way to
road. Flavllla Arey; Jmogene Me
selling for $1.25 and doughnuts sold last term of school were Ruth and Holland and Belgium to be gone ensuing year were elected as fol
LIGHTKEEPER PRAISED
lows:
President.
Bernard
A.
Pitman;
Carty,
a stenographer, Glennis
as high as five cents a piece. The Lawrence Moody, Earl and Walter 'until March
secretary, Alonzo T. Meservey; treasCoombs;
Mrs.
Beavers
from
usual program was enjoyed. There Sprowl,
Xorman
Perry, Cecelia
Fred Alien is cutting wood for C. uier, Albert L. Pease. An oyster
The Lighthouse Service Bulletin, Flagg Corners, Dorothy Lyford;
were two pantomimes that kept the Whitney, Johnson I’it man and Haf L. Sleeper.
speaks
in
praise
of
George
E.
Wood

and
pastry
supper
was
served
at
Rose Bede Beavers, the beele of
audience in an uproar and Messis. old Brown.
Owing to Ethel Holbrook being ill 11 30. The next meet big will be held ward keeper of Franklin Island Flagg Corners, Ruth Ross; Mrs
Teel and York were on hand with
The Willing Workers met Tuesday the Little Girls’ Sewing Club met in at the same place Feb. 19. Frank Light Station, for going to the as Pery Allen. Jessamine's ehum, Phyl
their violins, it was voted “the best afternoon with Mrs. Ethel Moody. stead with Mary Sleeper. Saturday.
Meservey was the prize-winner of sistance of a party cf fishermen ma lis Black and Dilly, Mrs. Beaver's
time yet,” and has added $22.61 more There were 12 present and the work
the evening. The winner furnishes rooned on an island near the light. hired girl. Louise Libby. The play
to the road fund. Xext Friday even was making 28 squares of crazy
In our judgment, there is no ques the prize for the champion of the It was only by the greatest of effort is directed by 8. L. Winslow, and
ing clam chowder will be served.
patchwork of outing pieces. Re- tion as to the benefits of Prohibition next meeting.
Woodward was able to give the those who have seen the rehearsals
freshments of coffee, doughnuts and • to the workers of our industries.—L.
assistance
because
his say it will be very’ successful. A
Friends of Miss Txittie Waterman needed
Three Crow Delicious
Extract cheese was served.
I’. Hollis, director of Educational are sorry to know that she is to en health was poor at the time and dance will follow the play. Reserved
riMM
Lemon is pure and made from the
B. I) I’etTy was in Camden recent- ' <t Social Service. Victor Monaghan ter a Providence < R. 1.) hospital next practically incapacitated him front seats may be obtained at O. P.
fruit.—adv.
Iv on business.
Co.
week for a second ope: ition.
duty.
Lyon's.

Kenneth Knight who was at home
lo spend the weekend has returned
to Augusta.
Mrs. Addie Knowlton left Saturday
for Boston where site will remain for
an indefinite period.
Mr. and Mrs. il L. Withee re
turned Sunday morning from Bos
ton where he has been for treatment
for several weeks. Mr. Withee’s
many friends will be pleased to
learn that his condition is somewhat
improved and that he made the jour
ney very comfortably.
A Royaltj* Play, “Cheer i’p Chad*'
will be given in Union llall, Fri
day evening, Apr. 3 by the Dumahquas of the Baptist Sunday
School a?9isted by local talent
Cast of characters: Chad Barnett
young, prominent, but misunderstood
owner of the Barnett Company, El
mer Crockett: Ramsey Fullerton. a
friend of Chad, one of the idle rich.
Kenneth Brown: Sam Warren, a
jolly but influential country gentle
man, Arthur Walker: Dexter. a
shrewd partner of Chad’s in a real
estate venture, Albert Rhodes; Law
yer Bunker, an unscrupulous small
town lawyer, Harry McDonald : June
Crawford, an employee of Chad’s,
who disapproves of him. Mildred
Graffam: Sadie Jackson, saucy and
blunt, a friend of June’s, Gladys Kaler; Susie, bright, pretty and witty,
with the worldly wisdom of six
teen, Charlotte Robarts; Mrs. Bur
ton, a modish and snappy young
widv-w, Eva Fish; Vivian Westerman
an egotistical young aristcerat. Avis
Cox.
Ix*wis Richards returned Sunday
from the Knox Hospital, Rock kind,
where he was successfully open.ted
upon for appendicitis.
The Twentieth Century Club will
be entertained Friday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Georgia M. Storey
in Camden.
A very enjoyable social event was
the valentine surprise party given
Miss Marion Weidman Saturday ev
ening by sixteen of her neighbors and
friends, at her home on Central
street. Cards were enjoyed and
light refreshments served.
John H. Andrews recently received
from his sister. Mrs Ida Bestor. who
is spending the winter in .Miami,
Florida a tine specimen of a cocoanut which came through tlie mail
unwrapped and reached him in per
fect condition.
At the regular meeting of the Fred
A. Xorwood. W. IL Corps, Xo. 26
held last Friday evening, the Presi
dent. Mrs. Minnie Wellman, after
the meeting presented those pres
ent with very unique valentines,
which were
much
appreciated.
Thursday evening, Feb. 19, Lincoln’s
and Washington's birthdays will be
celebrated, each member inviting a
guest. After the program, a baked
bean supper will be served. Mem
bers not solicited are requested to
bring pastry. At the regular meet
ing next Friday evening there will
be an initiation.
This will be a big week for bas
ketball in Rockport. Thomaston
High plays here Wednesday nigh:
and Lincoln Academy conies Friday
night—lvoth league games, having
an important bearing on the pen
nant race.
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After you have felt
the smoothness and
perfect balance, and
then the instant responsiveness of the
Buick Valve-in-Head Six-Cylinder En
gine; after you have seen its reserve
power master the worst hills; after you
have noted its very economical gasoline
consumption—you will know one big
reason why there are more than a million
Buick owners.
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ROCKLAND MOTOR MART
57 PARK STREET
When better automobiles are built, Buick will build them

